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There will be a meeting of the UNIVERSITY COURT on Tuesday 12 December 2017 at 8.30am in the
Linklater Rooms, Elphinstone Hall.

BUSINESS
DECLARATION OF INTEREST:
Any member or individual in attendance (including officers) who has a clear interest in a matter on the
agenda must declare that interest at the meeting.
BUSINESS FOR DISCUSSION
1

8.30am

DECLARATION OF INTEREST AND CONSIDERATION OF FORMAL BUSINESS

2

8.30am

MINUTES
Note: An Action Log is enclosed with the minutes.

3

8.35am

MATTER ARISING: INSTITUTIONAL BREXIT STRATEGY

4
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UPDATE ON APPOINTMENT OF THE NEW PRINCIPAL

5
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ANNUAL REPORT, ACCOUNTS AND AUDIT REPORTS
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5.3
5.4

6
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External Auditors’ Report & Representation Letter
Audit Committee Annual Report
Internal Auditors’ Annual Report

FINANCIAL PLANNING
6.1 Financial Sustainability

7

10.00am

In Strictest Confidence

PENSIONS
7.1 UASLAS Pension Scheme
In Strictest Confidence
7.2 USS Pension Scheme: Update from Executive
7.3 USS Pension Scheme: Paper from Member of Court.

8

10.30am

RISK MANAGEMENT
8.1 Strategic Risk Register Update

9

10.45am

Coffee

11am

INTERNATIONALISATION: TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION
9.1 Transnational Strategy and Learning from Transnational Education Project
In Strictest Confidence
9.2 Potential Locations for TNE in Sub-Saharan Africa In Strictest Confidence
9.3 Proposed TNE Partnership in Sri Lanka
In Strictest Confidence
9.4 Korea Campus
In Strictest Confidence

10

11.40am

CAPITAL AND ESTATE
10.1 Science Teaching Hub

In Strictest Confidence
In Strictest Confidence

11

12.00pm

FUNDRAISINGCAMPAIGN

12

12.30pm

PRESENTATION ON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RESTRUCTURING
BUSINESS NOT PROPOSED FOR DISCUSSION

MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT THEY CAN RAISE THESE ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND TO
DO SO BY ADVISING THE CLERK ONE CLEAR WORKING DAY IN ADVANCE OF THE MEETING
13

OPERATING BOARD REPORT

14

COMPOSITE REPORT FROM COURT COMMITTEES AND JOINT COMMITTEES OF COURT
AND SENATE

15

ROUTINE BUSINESS NOT PROPOSED FOR DISCUSSION

16

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, 4 April 2018 at 9.00am – 1.00 pm, preceded by Dinner
on Tuesday 3 April 2018 at 6.30pm.

UNIVERSITY COURT
TUESDAY, 12 DECEMBER 2017
DECLARATION OF INTEREST AND CONSIDERATION OF FORMAL BUSINESS

DECLARATION OF INTEREST:
Any member or individual in attendance (including officers) who has a clear interest in a matter on the
agenda must declare that interest at the meeting.

BUSINESS FOR DISCUSSION:
Items 2-12 are items of business proposed for discussion.

BUSINESS NOT PROPOSED FOR DISCUSSION:
Items 13 onward are to be considered as routine business for approval or for information without
discussion. Members are reminded that they can raise these items for discussion and to do so by
advising the clerk one clear working day in advance of the meeting.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Supplementary information and unconfirmed minutes of sub-committee meetings are available at the
foot of today’s agenda in Meeting Squared.
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Please Note: Following circulation of this draft minute to Court members, some comments and
clarifications were requested by a Court member. Where appropriate, these have been
incorporated in the revised draft minute below and are highlighted in red with deletions marked
strikethrough.
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
Minutes of meeting held on 4 October 2017
Present:

Ms M Chapman (in the Chair), Mr M Gilbert, Principal (except for minutes 41 to 55),
Professor N Booth, Mr C Duncan, Professor M Delibegovic, Mrs J Fernandes, Mr D
MacFarlane, Mrs K McPhail, Ms L Menzies, Dr M Mills, Ms A Minto, Mr L Ogubie,
Dr N Oren (23 to 67), Mr B Paterson, Mr I Percival, Professor J Schaper, Dr R Shanks,
Mrs J Shirreffs, Ms K Smith, Dr D Steyn and Dr D Watts.

In attendance: Mr D Beattie, Mrs D Dyker (for minutes 1to 21), Professor M Greaves, Professor I
Guz (for minutes 23 to 38), Professor S Heys (for minutes 23 to 31), Mrs C Inglis,
Professor B MacGregor (for minutes 39 to 40), Professor J Paterson (for minutes 23
to 38 and 39 to 40), Professor M Ross (for minutes 1 to 11), Dr H Sveinsdottir (for
minutes 39 to 40), and Mr B Purdon (Clerk).
Apologies for absence were received from, Mr J Hall, Mr I Mackay and Mr K Murray.

NEW MEMBERS
1

The Rector welcomed new members to their first meeting following the approval of the Court’s
new composition by the Privy Council on 19 July 2017. The Rector also welcomed Professor
Mike Greaves, Senior Vice-Principal, following his appointment.

2

The Court noted that following a meeting of the Interview Panel on Friday 29 September, Ms
Lyndsay Menzies and Mr Iain Mackay had been appointed to two current vacancies for
independent members of Court with immediate effect and that Ms Lorna Jack had been
appointed to a third vacancy arising from 1 November 2017. (Minute 59 also refers)

3

The Court noted that Mr Ken Murray would retire from Court on 31 October 2017. The Court
agreed to record its thanks and appreciation to Mr Murray for his contribution to the work of
the Court, his leadership of the Audit Committee and to the University generally.
DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

4

No declaration of interests were noted.

WELCOME AND PRESENTATION ON THE NEW COMPOSITION OF COURT
5

The Court received a presentation from the Secretary on the new composition of Court, its powers
and responsibilities and those of members, and the governance and legislative framework
within which the University and the Court operated.

MINUTES AND ACTION LOG
6

The Minutes of the meeting held on 27 June 2017 were approved.
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7

In discussion, it was noted that with regard to Minute 220 of 27 June 2017, the analysis of staffing
levels against sector benchmarks should in future also take into account variations for
institutions with medical schools.

8

The Court noted the updated Action Log (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes).

9

The Court noted that its scheduled extended strategy day had, after consideration by the Senior
Governor, been postponed following the announcement of the retirement of the Principal to
allow the Court to focus on the recruitment of the next Principal. The Court discussed the
reasons for the decision to defer an extended review and discussion of strategy and noted
that the intention was to hold that meeting at a later date, taking into account when the process
for appointment of the next Principal was to be concluded. The Court agreed, however, that it
should at its next meeting have an opportunity to receive updates on the issue of Brexit and
its implications for strategy.
PARTNERSHIP, NEGOTIATION AND CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

10

The Court noted a report of the principal items of business considered by the Partnership
Negotiation and Consultative Committee at its meeting on 19 September 2017 (copy filed with
the principal copy of the minutes).

11

In discussion, a concern was raised regarding the implementation of revisions to the Collective
Agreement on Terms and Conditions of Employment with regard to overseas travel. The Court
was advised of the extensive discussions that had taken place on this issue with
representatives of staff. The Court was assured that the University would not compel staff to
work overseas and should they feel unable to do so, the University did not expect that to be
to their detriment. The inclusion of a ‘no detriment’ clause could not, however, be included as
there might theoretically be a situation where an area of University activity was relocated
overseas. The Vice Principal for People Strategy offered to attend staff meetings in order to
reassure staff on this matter.
AMENDMENTS TO THE COMPOSITION OF COURT COMMITTEES AND MEMBERSHIPS

12

The Court received a paper outlining proposed changes to the composition of Court subcommittees to enable memberships to better reflect the new composition of Court (copy filed
with the principal copy of the minutes). The paper also proposed that the composition of
committees be clarified to allow flexibility for the Senior Vice-Principal to serve as an alternate
member to the Principal where necessary or to be in attendance where the Principal is not a
member of a committee but is regularly in attendance.

13

The paper further proposed that the process for appointment of both independent members of
Court and staff members on Court to committees be revised to require nominees to provide
further information to the Governance and Nominations Committee on their suitability for and
interest in the particular role, for consultation with the Convener of the relevant Committee to
be undertaken and to reserve the right to interview nominees if required. Due to the fact both
the recruitment of three independent members of Court and elections of staff members of
Court and Senate Assessors had been ongoing, the Governance and Nominations Committee
had agreed to defer the consideration of appointments to committee vacancies until the full
membership of Court was appointed and nominations had been sought. It was, therefore,
proposed that subject to approval of the changes to compositions, members of Court would
be invited to submit nominations for vacancies to the Governance and Nominations
Committee.

14

In discussion, it was noted that the proposals did not guarantee that non-academic staff would
have representation on the Operating Board and it was suggested that the Governance and
Nominations Committee should give further consideration to this point and to review whether
this was an issue for any other Court committees. It was also suggested that the Committee
should also reflect further on whether the staff membership of Court committees was
appropriate in the context of the new composition of Court.
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15

The Court approved:
(i)

the proposed amendments to the compositions of Court committees subject to further
consideration being given by Governance and Nominations Committee to the issues of
staff representation on Court committees, including in particular, the issue of nonacademic staff representation
(ii) the revised process for appointments to committees and agreed that nominations to
vacancies would be sought following the further consideration of the issue noted at (i);
(iii) the delegation of authority to the Governance and Nominations Committee to approve
appointments to committee vacancies on Court’s behalf subject to the issues noted at (i)
and ii); and
(iv) the continuing Court membership on Court and Joint Court and Senate Committees.

THE SCHEDULE OF DECISION MAKING BETWEEN COURT AND OPERATING BOARD
16

The Court received a paper (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) outlining a
schedule of delegation between Court and Operating Board which set out which matters
were delegated to the Operating Board for decision and those that were reserved to Court.

17

In discussion, the level of financial authority permitted to the Operating Board was queried.
While it was considered to be reasonable relative to the University’s income, it was agreed
that this should be compared with other universities to ensure the University was consistent
with practice in the sector.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RESTRUCTURING
18

The Court discussed the process that had been undertaken to restructure Professional Services.
It was confirmed that the review had commenced with discussion at a previous Court of the
achievement of savings within Professional Services but that a further presentation on how
that had been progressed could be provided to Court and Operating Board. The Court agreed
it should receive a paper for information on this at its next meeting.
COMMUNICATION FROM THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL

19

The Court received a paper from the Business Committee of the General Council setting out
proposals for how under the new composition of Court, the links with the General Council
might be preserved (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes).

20

The Court noted the paper and agreed it should be referred to the Governance and Nominations
Committee to consider in more detail and the outcome reported back to Court.

FINANCIAL YEAR END OUTTURN REPORT
21

The Court received a report (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) which set out the
draft financial outturn for the year ended 31 July 2017 which was subject to External Audit
review, together with the Management Report for 31 July 2017.

22

The Court noted that the draft results to 31 July 2017 reported an overall underlying operating
deficit of £1.957M. This was an improved position on the budgeted £5.128M underlying deficit
for the year ended 31 July 2017 and the forecast deficit to the end of the financial year at 31
May 2017 of £3.469M. The paper also reported on significant adjustments that had been
recorded within the results. The Court discussed in more detail the reasons for adjustments
with regard to student accommodation contractual commitments and a fixed asset impairment
provision with regard to the OneSource project. The Court also discussed the current position
of the University’s pension schemes and that further consideration of how these were
structured might be required.
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REPORTS ON TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION
PRIORITISATION OF TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION PROJECTS
23

On 4 October 2017, the Court received and discussed a report on the progress and prioritisation
of the four active transnational projects - East Africa (Uganda), Korea, Qatar and Sri Lanka which had been requested by the Operating Board.

24

The Court discussed the basis for the prioritisation of each of the projects in terms of the strategic
benefits of the project, the degree of risk (reputational, ethical and business), and the
University’s capacity to deliver the projects. The Court accepted the prioritisation of the
projects as set out in the paper and resulting from the Court’s decisions regarding the Uganda
and Korean projects. The Court also noted that while the immediate priorities for delivery were
the Qatar and Sri Lanka initiatives, the strategic importance of opportunities in sub-Saharan
Africa were evident and should continue to be considered. The University would also continue
to progress its strategy to grow online education provision.

25

It was noted that all projects were monitored by project boards and the composition of these was
available to members.

26

The Court agreed that transnational education should be a standing item on the Court agenda
but that it would be helpful in particular to consider at its next meeting:
- the University’s transnational education strategy;
- information on lessons learned from other universities which had previously engaged in
similar transnational education projects.
QATAR CAMPUS UPDATE

27

The Court received and noted a paper which reported on the opening of the University of
Aberdeen campus in Doha, Qatar (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes). It was
noted that teaching had commenced on 17th September and 106 students had registered and
taken up places, with more students expected to register.
PROPOSED TNE PARTNERSHIP IN SRI LANKA

28

The Court received a paper which reported on a potential transnational education project with a
healthcare education partner in Sri Lanka to deliver a five year MBChB in Medicine in
Aberdeen and Sri Lanka. The paper also reported on the Operating Board’s consideration of
the proposal and the Court received a separate report on the Governance and Nominations
Committee’s consideration of the project.

29

The Court discussed the potential ethical risks arising from Sri Lanka’s past record on human
rights, in particular concerns that had been expressed by the UCU regarding allegations that
medical professionals had been coerced into becoming complicit in cases of torture. It was
acknowledged that Sri Lanka had in the past experienced significant human rights abuses but
that these were historic and recent reviews by the UK Government and Freedom House had
concluded the country had made significant progress in terms of civil liberties. With regard to
the specific concern around medical professionals, the Court was also assured that this
project would be conducted in private hospitals where staff would not be under Government
control and independent ethical standards would apply which had received private hospital
accreditation from American authorities

30

In further discussion, it was acknowledged that the quality of the student experience and security
of any staff visiting Sri Lanka would be paramount. It was also noted that the project would
involve three years of teaching in Aberdeen with two years of clinical placement in Sri Lanka
and would, therefore, not be solely based in Sri Lanka.

31

The Court agreed that the proposal should progress to consideration by Senate before
returning to Court for further consideration.
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KOREA CAMPUS UPDATE
32

The Court received a paper outlining recent developments with the proposed campus in Hadong,
South Korea, together with a note of the Operating Board’s most recent consideration of the
project’s progress.

33

The Court noted that the core income streams underpinning the original business case were now
not expected to be viable. Extensive discussions with Korean partners had therefore been
taking place regarding a revised basis on which the University could continue with the project,
in particular with regard to ensuring the offering of programmes were revised to be relevant
to the present and anticipated future needs of the Korean economy.

34

The Court discussed the implications for the project should agreement on a viable business
model not be agreed by the Korean partners. It was noted that legal clarification on the costs
of exiting the project were being sought. The Court also noted that the University had and
continued to commit considerable management time to the project which could not be
sustained indefinitely given other transnational education priorities. *
*Minute redacted - commercially sensitive information
PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH AN EAST AFRICA CAMPUS BASED IN UGANDA

35

The Court received a proposal to establish a University of Aberdeen campus in partnership with
a third party provider in Uganda.

36

The proposal was a successor proposal to a former initiative in Rwanda and the paper reported
on the reasons that initiative had not been progressed. The paper reported on the Operating
Board’s consideration of a new proposal for a campus in Uganda and noted that the
Governance and Nominations Committee had also reviewed the project (which was reported
separately in the Governance and Nominations Committee report to Court and the draft
minutes of its most recent meeting). (Minute 57 refers).

37

The Court noted that the Senior Management Team had reviewed the proposals further, in
particular in the context of there being significant issues and risks of operating in Uganda in
terms of corruption and minority rights. Following discussion of these, the Court agreed that
the degree of risk involved in Uganda as a location were prohibitive and that the proposal
should not be taken forward.

38

The Court discussed the implications of this decision for the University’s relationship with the
third party provider. It was agreed that the University should continue to seek to maintain that
relationship given the potential future strategic importance of transnational education, in
particular in sub-Saharan Africa.
THE STRATEGIC PLAN AND PERFORMANCE AGAINST KEY INDICATORS

39

The Court received a paper (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) which reported on
progress made across 2016/17 at an Institutional level, towards achieving targets against Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that underpinned the University’s Strategic Plan.

40

The Court discussed the report, in particular the University’s league table performance and the
further actions planned to achieve improvements in performance in these across a variety of
indicators. The Court also discussed how the University currently used opportunities to
influence reputational components of the rankings and how these might be developed further
with the support of the academic community. The Court also noted that the majority of the
University’s KPIs, if achieved, would, in turn, result in improvements in league table
performance.
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RECRUITMENT PROCESS FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF THE NEXT PRINCIPAL
41

The Court received a discussion paper on the process for recruitment and appointment of the
next Principal which included how the process should be conducted and the attributes that
the University should seek in its next Principal (copy filed with the principal copy of the
minutes). The paper provided Court with the current role description of the Principal and
guidelines produced by Universities UK (UUK) on ‘Appointing Heads of Higher Education
Institutions”. The paper also set out the requirements of the Scottish Code of Good HE
Governance with regard to the appointment process, including membership of selection
committees. In addition, the paper outlined options for the composition of the Selection
Committee which had been considered by the Governance & Nominations Committee,
including a model subsequently proposed by a Senate member who had been co-opted as a
member of the Committee for the purposes of that discussion. The Court also received a
motion that had been passed by Senate regarding the recruitment and appointment of the
next Principal (which was included separately on the agenda).

42

The Court noted that the appointment of the Principal was a decision for it to take as the
governing body but that the recruitment process and recommendation of a candidate was one
that should be taken forward by a smaller group which had credibility as being representative
of the key stakeholders of the institution.

43

The Court considered the current role description of the Principal and discussed the key attributes
required for the role. It was noted that a revised job description and a person specification
aligned to the strategic priorities of the University would be required. The person specification
would also detail the necessary skills, knowledge, experience and personal characteristics of
the individual.

44

The Court discussed a number of potential key responsibilities for the role which had been
detailed in the paper. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

45

The Court discussed the key attributes to be considered for the successful candidate including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

46

Raising the University’s profile nationally and internationally, further enhancing its UK and
world rankings as an innovative, research-led institution
Leading the University’s learning and teaching agenda
Leading the University’s research agenda
Enhancing the University’s internationalisation agenda including international partnerships
and TNE
Financial sustainability
Providing strong leadership for all staff
Developing an inclusive and supportive culture in line with the Institutional People Strategy
Leading the University’s fundraising campaign

Inspirational leadership
Confidence to delegate effectively to encourage and empower the Senior Team and all staff
to do their best
Energy, drive and enthusiasm to deliver the University’s mission and strategy
Innovative problem solver
Decision making
An ability to influence key stakeholders
Personal presence

In discussion, the following further key points were noted:
•

The importance of ensuring the Principal was able to focus sufficiently on the key external
and internal responsibilities of the role was emphasised. In this regard, ensuring there was
effective leadership of the senior management team to allow the Principal greater focus on
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•
•
•

•
•

the external responsibilities of the role, in particular by the Senior Vice-Principal leading the
internal management of the University, was noted.
The ability to communicate and engage with individuals from a wide variety range of
backgrounds.
A commitment to equality and diversity and the ability to unite and lead all staff in the
community behind a vision for the future of the University.
Differing views were expressed regarding the need for candidates to have a proven
academic reputation and credibility. Some members considered this to be key while others
felt that the ability to lead and manage while also understanding the characteristics and
dynamics that made an academic community function and succeed were more important.
The experience necessary to understand and lead the University to a financially sustainable
future, given the financial challenges facing higher education in Scotland.
An understanding of the University of Aberdeen, its core values and mission, its region and
its wider community would be desirable. Equally, the individual should have international
presence and networks given the strategic importance of issues such as Brexit and
internationalisation to the University’s future success.

47

It was agreed that all of the comments made in discussion would inform the development of a
final role description by the Selection Committee and that this would be reported back to Court
by circulation.

48

The Court discussed the remit and composition of the Selection Committee. It was agreed that
the composition should be a committee of eleven members as follows:
Convener (Independent member, Convener of the Governance and Nominations Committee)
Senior Governor
Two independent members of Court – who should be female in the interest of gender
balance.
President of the Students’ Association
The four Senate Assessors on Court
Two staff members on Court
In attendance: An external assessor to advise the Committee but who would not be a member
of the Committee for the purposes of agreeing on the recommendation of an appointment to
Court.

49

It was agreed that independent members should make nominations to the Secretary for the
independent member positions on the Committee. In discussion, the Court accepted a
nomination of Ms Anne Minto to serve as one of the independent members given her role as
Chair of the Development Trust.

50

The elected academic staff member of Court, the academic trade union member of Court, the
elected non-academic staff member of Court and the non-academic trade union member of
Court were asked to agree on which of them would serve as the two staff members of Court
on the Selection Committee and to advise the Secretary after the meeting. Following,
discussion, a nomination of Mrs Jenny Fernandes to one of the two positions was accepted
by Court and the four elected/union staff members were, therefore, asked to agree on who
the remaining staff member of the Committee should be and advise the Secretary after the
meeting.

51

The Court discussed the use of search consultants. It was agreed that in order to reach the widest
and most diverse field of potential candidates, the support of search consultants would be
necessary. The Court also discussed the selection process and it was agreed that in broad
terms opportunities for short-listed candidates to engage and present to the staff and student
community and other key stakeholders could be useful in informing the selection decision. It
was noted also that this could give rise to difficulties for candidates who wished their
candidature to remain confidential within the process. It was agreed the Selection Committee
should consider these issues further but that in principle the suggestion that potential
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candidates engage with representatives from the University community should be undertaken
if possible.
52

The Court agreed that the Selection Committee would have delegated authority to undertake the
recruitment search, consultation process, shortlisting and interview of candidates, with the
objective of recommending a single candidate for appointment by Court. The Committee
would also select and appoint the search consultants and would be invited at its first meeting
to consider the person specification and role description for the Principal, including the views
expressed by Court, and that this would be reported back to Court for information by
circulation.

53

The Court noted that the Senate Assessors would represent Senate within the Selection
Committee membership but that there would be consultation with Senate and other
stakeholder groups as the recruitment and selection process was taken forward.

54

The Court noted the anticipated timeline for the process was likely to be a minimum of six months
and that the April 2018 meeting of Court would be the earliest point at which a
recommendation on appointment might be considered. It was agreed it was important that the
process be robust and as transparent as possible while also being conducted swiftly given
the importance of the appointment to the University’s leadership and management.

55

The Court also discussed the communications that it had received with regard to the retirement
of the Principal.
OPERATING BOARD REPORT

56

The Court received and noted a report from the Operating Board meeting held on 11 September
2017 (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes).

REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES
GOVERNANCE AND NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
57

The Court received a report of the principal items of business considered by the Governance and
Nominations Committee at its meeting on 11 September 2017 (copy filed with the principal
copy of the minutes). The Court approved a proposed nomination for the Benefactor to the
University award.
ROUTINE BUSINESS
INSTITUTION LED REVIEW OF ACADEMIC QUALITY

58

The Court received and approved the Annual Report on Institution-Led Review of Quality 2016/17
(copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes). The report was required by the Scottish
Funding Council (SFC) as a condition of grant to ensure (i) that provision is of an acceptable
quality; and (ii) that all institutions have an appropriate strategy for quality enhancement.
REPORT FROM THE SENIOR GOVERNOR

59

The Court noted a report from the Senior Governor (copy filed with the principal copy of the
minutes) which included a brief update on the recruitment of independent members (Minute
2 also refers).
REPORT FROM THE PRINCIPAL

60

The Court noted a report from the Principal (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) on
recent developments within the University.
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REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
61

The Court noted a report (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) from the President
of the Students' Association on the recent activities of AUSA.
HEALTH, WELLBEING AND SAFETY

62

The Court noted a report on Health, Wellbeing & Safety (copy filed with the principal copy of the
minutes) which included the annual statistics and trends data.
THE NEW UNIVERSITY COURT

63

The Court received a paper (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) detailing the
composition and membership of Court as formally amended by the Privy Council on 19 July
2017; the role of Court; and the role and responsibilities of Court members as governors and
charity trustees.
SENATE REPORT

64

The Court noted a report from the Senate’s extraordinary meeting of 11 September 2017 which
had been called to discuss ‘leadership and governance’ following the announcement of the
retirement of the Principal (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes). The report
included the text of a motion passed by Senate regarding the recruitment process of the next
Principal which was noted by Court. (Minutes 41 to 55 also refer).
DEVELOPMENT TRUST ACTIVITY

65

The Court received and noted an update on the activity undertaken by the University of Aberdeen
Development Trust since the last meeting of Court (copy filed with the principal copy of the
minutes). In discussion, the Court further noted that it had been agreed to defer any
appointment to the position of Campaign Director. The Court would receive a further report
on proposals for fundraising at its next meeting.
DECISIONS TAKEN UNDER VACATION POWERS

66

The Court received and noted a paper (copy filed with the principal copy of the minutes) on the
decisions made during the summer under delegated powers. These were:
(i)

Mrs K McPhail was appointed on an interim bases to the current vacancy for an
independent member on Governance and Nominations Committee;
(ii) Professor M Greaves as Senior Vice-Principal was appointed as a member of the
Governance and Nominations Committee on an alternate basis to the Principal;
(iii) Approval of additional brief guidance to candidates in the staff elections to Court on their
conduct and the forms of campaigning that were permissible.
DATE OF MEETINGS FOR 2017/18
67

The Court noted that meetings had been scheduled for 2017/18 as follows:
Tuesday, 12 December 2017
Wednesday, 4 April 2018
Tuesday, 26 June 2018

9.00 – 1.00 pm
9.00 – 1.00 pm
9.00 – 1.00 pm

Court Lunches 1.00 – 2.00 pm 12 December 2017, 4 April 2018 and 26 June 2018
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November 2017
UNIVERSITY COURT: LOG OF FOLLOW UP ACTIONS FROM COURT MEETINGS
Court Date
June 2017

June 2017

Minute
Ref
242

258

Action Arising

Action By:-

Status

Vision for the Estate: A World Class Campus Experience

University
Secretary

In progress: As a result of the
refocusing of the October 2017 meeting
to a shorter agenda, this item has been
deferred to a future meeting.

University
Secretary/VP for
People

In progress: As a result of the
refocusing of October’s meeting to a
shorter agenda, the presentation has
been deferred to a future meeting.

University
Secretary

In progress: As a result of the
refocusing of October’s meeting to a
shorter agenda, these items will be
considered for inclusion on the agenda
of future meetings.

Senior VicePrincipal

In progress: An update is included on
the agenda for the December Court.

The Court agreed that it would benefit from having an extended
discussion of the future vision for the campus and that this needed to
consider what the overriding context for the delivery of university
education would be in the future and the part that digital technology
and infrastructure would have in shaping that Estate. It was agreed this
should be included in the programme for the Court meeting in October.
Health, Wellbeing and Safety
The Court agreed that in future the report should contain information
on the wellbeing of staff and students. It was also agreed that the Court
should receive a presentation on the University’s Mental Health
Strategy at its next meeting.

June 2017

260

Business for Strategy Meeting

The following items were noted as potential items of business:
- Reviewing and confirming the University’s Strategy;
- The Estate and what the impact of long-term trends and
change in higher education would be for the campus;
- The University’s approach to digital marketing and social
media;
- The University’s brand;
- The University’s mental health strategy
- The University’s partnership with industry: its potential
as a source of income diversification and as a partner for
its students;
- A presentation by the Students’ Association. Further
suggestions on what the Court would particularly find
helpful for this to include were requested by AUSA.
October
2017

9

Minutes and Action Log
The Court agreed that it should at its next meeting have an opportunity
to receive updates on the issue of Brexit and its implications for
strategy.
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October
2017

14

Amendments to the Composition of Court Committees

University
Secretary

Complete: An update is included on the
agenda for the December Court
(Governance
and
Nominations
Committee Report refers).

University
Secretary

Complete: An update is included on the
agenda for the December Court
(Governance
and
Nominations
Committee Report refers).

University
Secretary

Complete: A presentation is included
on the agenda for the December Court.

University
Secretary

Complete: An update is included on the
agenda for the December Court
(Governance
and
Nominations
Committee Report refers).

Principal

Complete: These reports are included
on the agenda for the December Court.

Principal

Complete: An update is included on the
agenda for the December Court.

In discussion, it was noted that the proposals did not guarantee that
non-academic staff would have representation on the Operating Board
and it was suggested that the Governance and Nominations
Committee should give further consideration to this point and to review
whether this was an issue for any other Court committees.
October
2017

October
2017

17

Schedule of Decision Making Between Court and Operating Board

18

In discussion, the level of financial authority permitted to the Operating
Board was queried. While it was considered to be reasonable relative
to the University’s income, it was agreed that this should be compared
with other universities to ensure the University was consistent with
practice in the sector.
Professional Services Restructuring
It was confirmed that the review had commenced with discussion at a
previous Court of the achievement of savings within Professional
Services but that a further presentation on how that had been
progressed could be provided to Court and Operating Board. The Court
agreed it should receive a paper for information on this at its next
meeting.

October
2017

20

Communication from the Business Committee of the General Council
The Court noted the paper and agreed it should be referred to the
Governance and Nominations Committee to consider in more detail
and the outcome reported back to Court.

October
2017

26

Reports on Transnational Education
The Court agreed that transnational education should be a standing
item on the Court agenda but that it would be helpful in particular to
consider at its next meeting:
- the University’s transnational education strategy;
- information on lessons learned from other universities which had
previously engaged in similar transnational education projects.

October
2017

31

Proposed TNE Partnership in Sri Lanka
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The Court agreed that the proposal should progress to consideration
by Senate before returning to Court for further consideration.

October
2017

October
2017

47

Recruitment Process for the Appointment of the Next Principal

65

It was agreed that all of the comments made in discussion would inform
the development of a final role description by the Selection Committee
and that this would be reported back to Court by circulation.
Development Trust Activity
The Court would receive a further report on proposals for fundraising
at its next meeting.

List of completed items available on Court Intranet or on request from the Clerk.
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University
Secretary

In progress: An update is included on
the agenda for the December Court.

Director of
Development

Complete: A report is included on the
agenda for the December Court.

12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
INSTITUTIONAL BREXIT STRATEGY
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is to update University Court on the development of an institutional strategy
to identify and address challenges arising from Britain’s departure from the EU.

1.2

This paper is provided for information and discussion.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

Court is invited to note the proposed strategy development and that the report will be submitted
to Operating Board for discussion on 29 January 2018 and to Court on 4 April 2018.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

The University closely monitors policy developments around Britain’s planned exit from the
European Union. Analytical work to date has mostly focused on student recruitment, and in
particular the impact that decreasing recruitment from Europe could have on disciplines and ways
in which the University could minimise the impact on the institution. In an effort to build further on
this work, the Senior Vice-Principal met with Vice-Principals and Professional Services Directors
on 30 October to discuss the development of a comprehensive institutional strategy around Brexit
to include all areas of business which could potentially be affected by the exit from the EU
scheduled for 29 March 2019.

3.2

A working group was set up to coordinate the strategy development with input from Finance, HR,
Planning, Research & Innovation, and Student Recruitment & Marketing.

3.3

The strategy will focus on four key areas, though other areas may emerge as discussions
progress:
• Students, including recruitment
• Staff
• Student and staff mobility
• Research

3.4

A number of key scenarios are being developed for each of the four areas, with an analysis of
the key issues and the potential impact on the University (financial, strategic, operational) postBrexit, and a mitigation strategy developed under each heading. The report will include an
overview of TNE options in Europe, and an analysis of the possible impact on institutional league
table position.
Students

3.5

The Scottish Government and the SFC have not confirmed what changes will be made to the
funding arrangements for Scottish universities post-Brexit. The University of Aberdeen has the
highest proportion of EU students in Scotland which are currently funded by the Scottish
government on the same basis as Scottish-domiciled students and the risk to the University is
therefore considerable.

3.6

The report will provide a detailed analysis at School and discipline level to identify key risk areas.
A number of scenarios will be explored around future SFC funding post-2019, ranging from
continued funding of EU student tuition to full deregulation of fees and a combination option
providing for a transitional period, and the way the different options could affect the future shape
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and size of the University. This will include consideration of future European recruitment as well
as possible increased recruitment from Scotland which may be prescribed to meet Scottish
Government strategic priorities, e.g. widening access, college articulations, and subjects
considered of national strategic importance.
3.7

A number of mitigating strategies will be put forward which could help reduce the risk to student
recruitment, with consideration given to 1) strategies aiming to increase the Scottish UG
population while seeking to minimise the impact on the size and profile of our Schools/disciplines,
entry tariffs and retention, 2) strategies to attract widening access students given the Scottish
Government’s ambitions to ensure that by 2021, students from the 20% most deprived
backgrounds should represent at least 16% of full-time first degree entrants to Scottish
universities as a whole and 10% to every individual Scottish university, 3) continued growth in
the international (including EU) student population, and 4) opportunities for future recruitment
from and engagement with EU countries, including an analysis of possible tuition fee strategies,
visa arrangements, access to loan book, attractiveness at subject level, and possible financial
incentives.
Staff

3.8

It is as yet unknown whether freedom of movement will continue to apply between the UK and
Europe after exit from the EU. Furthermore, it is unclear what status EU nationals currently living
in the UK will have in future, and what regulatory frameworks will apply to EU nationals wishing
to work in the UK. The report will consider risks and mitigating strategies around retention of
current staff, staff recruitment from EEA countries, and administrative arrangements required to
meet post-Brexit immigration frameworks.
Research

3.9

It is unknown what the UK’s involvement with Horizon 2020 will be post-Brexit. In 2016/17, the
University attracted nearly £5.5M in research income from European grants. While the UK
remains a full member of the EU, all rights and obligations still apply and the University remains
committed to continue applying for funding. The report will explore scenarios around loss of EU
research funding and will discuss potential mitigating strategies such as other potential growth
areas (e.g. UKRI – UK Research and Innovation), and the potential for collaborations in Europe
post-Brexit (e.g. through consolidating existing relationships, special institutional agreements,
and positioning the University as a partner of choice).
Student and Staff Mobility

3.10 The University currently has 125 Erasmus agreements, a number of 2+2 agreements with EU
universities, receives more than 300 students from EU countries and sends over 200 students to
EU countries on exchanges every year. A number of degree programmes also include a
mandatory year abroad in an EU country. It is as yet unknown whether student and staff mobility
frameworks with EU countries will continue post-Brexit. The report will explore the possible
impact on the University’s degree programmes and ways in which Brexit can affect the
institutional internationalisation strategy. The report will explore ways in which existing
partnerships in Europe can be maintained and expanded, the potential for the use of in-country
recruitment agents, and possible physical presence in EU countries.
3.11 In relation to the above, the report will consider a number of contextual or cross-cutting issues,
e.g. the financial impact from new taxation and trade tariff arrangements, impact on institutional
league table ranking, as well as communication strategies internally and externally.
4.

NEXT STEPS

4.1

Data collection and analysis has commenced and a detailed report will be submitted to the
January meeting of Operating Board for discussion. The report will thereafter be submitted to the
April meeting of University Court. The Directorate of Planning will coordinate the development of
the report with input from all relevant areas.
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5.

FURTHER INFORMATION

5.1

Further information is available from Dr
(hulda.sveinsdottir@abdn.ac.uk, ext. 3792).

27 November 2017 [V1] FOI Status: Open
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Hulda

Sveinsdottir,

Director

of

Planning

12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
UPDATE ON THE APPOINTMENT OF A NEW PRINCIPAL
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper outlines the progress made in the process to appoint a new Principal since the
last meeting of the University Court on 4 October 2017.

1.2

This paper is provided for Information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The University Court is invited to note the progress made in the recruitment process to date.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

The recruitment process to appoint the next Principal is now underway.

3.2

The Selection Committee was appointed by the University Court at its meeting on 4 October 2017
and comprises:
• Mr James Hall, Convener (Independent member of Court, Convener of the Governance &
Nominations Committee)
• Mr Martin Gilbert, Senior Governor
• Ms Kathryn McPhail, Independent member of Court
• Mrs Anne Minto, Independent member of Court
• Professor Mirela Delibegovic, Senate Assessor on Court
• Mrs Jenny Fernandes, Non-Academic Staff Member on Court
• Mr Lawson Ogubie, President of the Aberdeen University Students’ Association
• Dr Nir Oren, Senate Assessor on Court
• Mr Brian Paterson, Trade Union Nominated Staff Member on Court
• Professor Joachim Schaper, Senate Assessor on Court
• Dr Rachael Shanks, Senate Assessor on Court

3.3

The Committee met for the first time on 8 November 2017 to consider presentations from
executive search consultants to support the recruitment process. The Committee appointed
Perrett Laver to undertake the global recruitment search.

3.4

A consultation process with key stakeholders commenced on 29 November 2017 around the key
qualities, experience, skills and attributes required of the new Principal. Senior consultants from
Perrett Laver will be on campus on 4th and 5th December to enable members of staff to engage
with the process via open forum sessions, group discussions and 1:1 meetings. The consultants
will return to campus on 13th December as part of the scheduled Senate meeting to engage with
Senators. All members of Court have been invited to participate in the consultation process on
an individual basis and arrangements are in hand to facilitate either face-to-face meetings with
Perrett Laver (in Edinburgh, Glasgow or London) or telephone discussions.

3.5

Members of staff who are unable to participate in the on-campus activities have been invited to
submit written comments, nominations and/or suggestions for consideration in strictest
confidence via a dedicated email address (aberdeenprincipal@perrettlaver.com).

3.6

The Committee is scheduled to meet on 21 December 2017 following the conclusion of the
consultation exercise to finalise the advertisement and further particulars for the role. A draft
timetable has been proposed which would enable the Committee to make a recommendation of
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appointment to the April meeting of the University Court. This matter will be kept under review
as the search process develops.
3.7

Perrett Laver will provide the Selection Committee with benchmark information to support
discussions around the total remuneration and benefits package which will be available to the
successful candidate. The Committee will consider this information at its next meeting with a
view to presenting a recommendation to the Remuneration Committee in early January 2018.

3.8

A website has been established to keep staff informed of progress in the recruitment process and
is available online at: https://www.abdn.ac.uk/staffnet/governance/principal-recruitment6850.php.

3.9

A site has also been created to enable members of the Selection Committee to receive
information and to communicate with each other on a secure and confidential basis.

4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available from Mrs Caroline
email: c.inglis@abdn.ac.uk, telephone : 01224 272094.

28 November 2017 FOI Status: Open
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Inglis,

University

Secretary,

12 December 2017

University of Aberdeen
Audit highlights for the year ended 31 July 2017
Presented to the Audit Committee 2 November 2017
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Executive summary

Headlines
In accordance with ISA
(UK and Ireland) 260:
Communication with those
charged with governance,
this report summarises
our work in relation to the
consolidated and
individual financial
statements of the
University of Aberdeen
(“the University”) for the
year ended 31 July 2017.

Area

Summary observations

Key strategic
developments

The University’s strategic objectives remain based on its 2015-2020 Strategic Plan:

Page
6

─ Maintaining and growing international student fee income and research activity remain key objectives.
─ The University is continuing to focus on developing a number of overseas partnerships and
arrangements to extend its international reach. In a joint project with a local partner, a campus in Qatar
opened in April 2017. Student numbers for the campus in South Korea are currently below forecast and
the University is currently in discussion with its partners.
─ Whilst these new internationalisation initiatives have limited financial statement impact in 2016/17, it
remains critical for the University to maintain and develop systems to monitor and measure potential
overseas financial risks and commitments, including in respect of corporate and employee tax.

Financial
position

The University reported a total comprehensive income of £10.9m for the year to 31 July 2017, compared to a
loss of £7.4m in 2015. These results include actuarial pension scheme credit of £18.4m in 2017 and a
charge of £7.4m in 2016. Other items which are individually significant in either the current or prior year
comprise student residence lease provisions; RDEC tax credits; impairment charges, severance pay costs
and USS pension contributions.

Financial
statements
and audit
findings

Our audit has reflected the financial statement level risks and audit focus areas set out in our April 2017
audit plan. Our testing has been concluded satisfactorily.

Year-end
process

We received full and complete financial statements at the start of our audit fieldwork. These were prepared
to a high quality and were supported by high quality working papers. Management responded promptly to
our requests for additional information.

7-8

9

We anticipate issuing an unqualified audit opinion on the 2016-17 consolidated and individual University
financial statements, following their approval by the Court.
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Executive summary

Headlines (continued)
We have no significant
matters to report in
respect of; (i) audit
adjustments; (ii) auditor
independence and nonaudit fees; and (iii)
management
representation letter
content.

Area

Summary observations

Accounting
policies

The financial year to 31 July 2017 was the second year of the University’s adoption of FRS 102.
There have been no significant changes to the requirements of FRS 102 to apply for the 2017 year
end.

Page
18

We have considered the University’s accounting policies applied in the 2017 financial statements and
agree that they remain appropriate and have been applied consistently with the prior year.
Governance
arrangements

Consistent with prior years, the University is required to apply the Scottish Code for Good Higher
Education Governance (published in July 2013) (‘the Code’)

20

The University has considered and set out in the Annual Report the extent to which its governance
arrangements meet with the requirements of the Code and explained specific departures and
alternative arrangements (such as in respect of the role of Chair).
In July 2017, approval was obtained to reduce the size of Court from 28 to 25 members and provide
for a majority of members to be independent, as required by the Code.
Internal controls

We have tested the design and operation of controls over the University’s core financial processes
and procedures. We have not identified any significant exceptions. Our prior year observations in
respect of review controls over research balances and bank reconciliations have been addressed in
the current year.

21

Internal Audit carry out an annual programme of testing. Whilst we do not directly or indirectly rely on
this work, we have had regard to Internal Audit’s findings when evaluating our own audit risk
assessment and when determining the nature, extent and timing of our audit procedures.
Mandatory
communications

We have no significant matters to report in respect of; (i) audit adjustments; (ii) auditor independence
and non-audit fees; and (iii) management representation letter content.
We identified one corrected audit misstatement with a income and expenditure impact of £65,793.
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Strategic overview and
financial position

Strategic overview and financial position

Update and strategic developments
Capital investment and Estates
— There has been no major capital investment by the University in the year. The University considers to evaluate options for a new Energy Building and for
disposal of remaining land at the former Rowett Institute site in Bucksburn.
— The weaker local property market has resulted in a £3.5m impairment charge for investment properties (2016: £2.6m). It has also contributed to a change in the
demand for University student accommodation and provision has been recorded against the remaining 12 month terms of certain third party leases. The
University will continue to monitor its short and long term commitments for student residences.
— Following testing, the new payroll system project has been cancelled subsequent to the year end, resulting in an impairment of intangible assets of £1.2m.
— The University has not incurred any significant capital costs in respect of its new campus projects in Qatar and South Korea.

Income and liquidity
Tuition fees in the year grew by 4.3% compared with 2015/16, with Scottish & EU, rest of UK and Non-EU international fees all contributing to the increase. Actual
income was slightly below budget by £0.6m. Funding body grants have decreased year on year by a total of £3.3m to £74.3m.
The University continues to closely monitor cash flow and liquidity. Net current liabilities reduced year on year. The University continues to monitor its exposure and
future funding requirements for both its own defined benefit pension schemes and its participation in the Universities Superannuation Scheme (‘USS’).

Internationalism
— The University is continuing to focus on developing a number of overseas partnerships and arrangements to extend its international reach. In a joint project with
a local partner, a campus in Qatar opened in April 2017. Student numbers for the campus in South Korea are currently below forecast and the University is
currently in discussion with its partners.
— Further projects include Sri Lanka. A decision has been taken not to proceed with an opportunity in Uganda.
— Whilst these new internationalisation initiatives have limited financial statement impact in 2016/17, it remains critical for the University to maintain and develop
systems to monitor and measure potential overseas financial risks and commitments, including in respect of corporate and employee taxation.
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Strategic overview and financial position

Financial position and results
The University group’s deficit
before other gains and losses
was £6.8m (2016: £4.6m).

Financial results 2016-17
The 2016/17 income and expenditure account shows a decrease in income compared with 2015/16, which is partly offset by lower
expenditure.
The analysis below summarises key movements:
— Scottish Funding Council (“SFC”) grant income
decreased by £3.3m, relating to teaching and research
funding.

Group income and
expenditure account

2016-17
£m

2015-16
£m

Variance
£m

SFC income

74.3

77.6

(3.3)

Tuition fees

53.2

51.0

2.2

Research

61.0

64.0

(3.0)

Other income

32.9

35.6

(2.7)

1.1

1.7

(0.6)

222.5

229.9

(7.4)

(134.5)

(133.5)

(1.0)

-

(3.8)

3.8

Other operating expenses

(72.2)

(73.7)

1.5

— The staff restructuring program that commenced in
2014/15 (incurring costs of £3.8m of costs in 2015/16)
was completed in the prior year.

Depreciation

(18.6)

(19.1)

0.5

(4.0)

(4.4)

0.4

— Other operating expenses have decreased by £1.5m
year on year. Current year costs include a charge of
£2.5m (2016: £nil) to provide for onerous student
residence leases and an impairment charge of £1.4m
(2016: £3.1m) for the write off of capitalised OneSource
payroll project costs.

Total expenditure

(229.3)

(234.5)

5.2

(6.8)

(4.6)

(2.2)

— Tuition fees have increased by £2.2m, with increases
across Scottish & EU, RUK and non-EU international
students as well as other course fees.
— Research income decreased by £3.0m. 2016/17
research income includes £1.2m (2015/16: £2.2m) of
RDEC credits (stated gross of £0.2m tax charge).
— The decrease in other income is principally due to
residences and catering income, together with lower
deferred capital grant credits.
— Staff costs remain broadly similar year on year. A
decrease in salaries has been offset by higher National
Insurance and pension costs.

Endowment and Investment
income
Total income
Staff costs
Staff restructuring costs

Interest and finance costs

Deficit before other
gains/losses

Source: University draft financial statements for year ended 31 July 2017
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Strategic overview and financial position

Financial position and results
The deficit before other
gains/(losses) for the year
includes a number of
individually significant items
which are separately
analysed in the Financial
Review of the Annual Report.

Financial position 2016-17

The Deficit before other gains/(losses) includes a number of individually significant items which are separately analysed in the
Financial Review of the Annual Report either due to their size or inherent volatility. We concur with this analysis presented, which is
set out below:
Separately analysed items comprise:
−

2017
£m

2016
£m

(Deficit) before other gains and losses
Voluntary severance and early retirement schemes
USS pension charges

(6.8)
(0.6)
2.7

(4.6)
3.8
0.1

RDEC credits

(1.2)

(2.1)

1.4

3.1
-

£0.6m of prior year provisions relating to the
2015/16 compulsory severance scheme were not
used and have been reversed in the current year.

Analysis of deficit

−

USS pension charges vary as a result of change
in underlying discount rates and future salary
assumptions. Pension accounting estimates are
considered on page 13.

−

RDEC income in 2016/7 relates to the release of
prior year provisions made pending HMRC
acceptance of the University’s claims. This
income is partly offset by a £0.3m tax charge.

Impairments
Provision for onerous leases for student accommodation

−

Impairments principally relate to the OneSource
payroll project which was terminated in the year.

−

Provisions for onerous student accommodation
leases are considered on page 15.

Other gains and losses in 2017 principally comprise:
−

Impairment charges to investment properties,
principally comprising residential properties in the
weaker Aberdeen housing market.

−

The gain on non-current investments relates to
unrealised changes on non-current equity
investments over the year.

−

The £0.8m joint venture loss reflects a 50% share
of the result of Aberdeen Sports Village (‘ASV’).
Before depreciation charges, ASV broke even.

(Deficit)/surplus - before individually significant items

2.5
(2.0)

Other gains and losses

2017
£m

2016
£m

(6.8)
(3.5)
3.8
(0.8)
(7.3)
(0.2)
18.4
10.9

(4.6)
4.5
(2.6)
3.4
(0.2)
0.5
(0.5)
(7.4)
(7.4)

Deficit before other gains and losses
Gain on disposal of fixed assets
Unrealised revaluation on investment properties
Gain on non-current investments
Share of operating deficit of joint venture
(Deficit)/surplus on operating activities
Tax charge (RDEC)
Actuarial pension
Comprehensive income/(loss)
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Financial statements
and audit findings

Financial statements and audit findings

Audit opinion and significant audit risks
Following approval by
Court, we expect to issue
an unqualified audit
opinion on the financial
statements of the
University and its
subsidiaries.
We have satisfactorily
concluded our work in
respect of the significant
risks and audit focus areas:
— Management override of
controls fraud risk
— Fraud risk from revenue
recognition
— Carrying value of fixed
assets
— Retirement benefits
— Funding and liquidity
— Provisions and accruals
— University of Aberdeen
Development Trust
— International activities

Audit opinion
Following approval by Court, we expect to issue an unqualified audit opinion on the financial statements.
In gathering the evidence for our opinion we have:
— Performed a mixture of substantive and controls testing to ensure an efficient approach that covers the identified audit risks;
— Used data-analytics as part of our substantive testing;
— Reviewed the findings of internal audit, including reports issued to the audit committee, to ensure all key risk areas which may have an
impact on the financial statements are considered;
— Reviewed assumptions and judgements made by management and considered their appropriateness;
— Considered if the financial statements may be affected by fraud, through discussions with senior management to gain a better
understanding of its work in relation to prevention and detection of fraud and the potential to impact on the financial statements; and
— Attended audit committee meetings during the year, to communicate our audit plan and audit findings to those charged with
governance, to update our understanding of the key governance processes and obtain key stakeholder insights.
Significant risk

Procedures undertaken

Findings and conclusion

Management override of controls – fraud
risk

To address this risk, we performed testing of
journal entries during the year and at the year
end. We also:
— Undertook a review of unusual transactions
in the year
— Made enquiries with employees outside the
finance department
— Undertook audit tests of an unpredictable
nature
— Undertook testing of controls, including
‘higher level’ controls
— Reviewed management’s accounting
estimates for bias.

Our work did not identify any matters
that require adjustment in the financial
statements or which are required to be
brought to your attention.

Professional standards require us to
communicate the fraud risk from management
override of controls as a significant risk. This is
because management is typically in a unique
position to perpetrate fraud because of its
ability to manipulate accounting records and
prepare fraudulent financial statements by
overriding controls that otherwise appear to be
operating effectively.

No exceptions were noted.

This matter does not include
any new updates since our
report to the Audit Committee
on 28 September 2017.
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Significant audit risks (continued)
Professional standards
require us to make a
rebuttable presumption
that the fraud risk from
revenue recognition is a
significant risk.
We have rebutted the
presumption for grant
income, tuition fee income
and other income.
Due to its greater
complexity, we have not
rebutted the revenue
recognition fraud risk for
research income.

Significant risk

Procedures undertaken

Findings and conclusion

Revenue recognition fraud risk
Professional standards require us to make a rebuttable
presumption that the fraud risk from income recognition is a
significant risk. We have considered the University’s
income by category as follows in assessing this
presumption:

For research income we
performed testing of controls
relating to grant and expenditure
approval and review of balance
sheet reconciliations.

We are satisfied that income has been fairly
recognised for research grants and contracts in the
year to 31 July 2017:

— Scottish Funding Council (“SFC”) grants: As SFC
grants are agreed in advance of the financial year and
widely published, we do regard the risk of fraud in
respect of recognition of this income as low and have
rebutted the fraud risk assumption.
— Tuition fee income: While this is a significant income
stream, we have rebutted the risk of fraud from
recognition of this revenue as the regulations in respect
of home, EU and RUK fees, plus the clear link to course
provision provided for those fees, minimises the level of
judgement required by management.
— Research income: this is a significant income stream to
the University and also requires judgement in respect of
the recognition of income relating to grants and projects
which span a number of financial reporting periods.
Consequently, we have not rebutted the revenue
recognition fraud risk for research income.
— Other income: this generally relates to various
contracts and receipts from residential accommodation
which are accounted for on an accruals basis as
expenditure is incurred, thus minimising the judgement
necessary. We have therefore rebutted the fraud risk
assumption for this income category.

Substantively, we performed
data analytical procedures and
specific item sample testing over
research balances, including
testing the recoverability of
research debtors (based on age,
status of research project and
value).
In respect of income subject to
performance conditions, we
reviewed a sample of contracts
to confirm the basis of revenue
recognition.
We tested controls over
reconciliation of tuition income.
We substantively tested, on a
sample basis, grant income,
tuition fees and other income.
Our journals testing included
research income balances.

— Based on our substantive testing, we have
concluded that research income and debtors are
not materially misstated.

— The substantive audit procedures identified one
audit misstatement of £65,793 overstatement to
income which has been corrected by
management. Further testing identified no further
exceptions.

— In the prior year, we raised control observations
relating to omissions identified in the review
controls for monitoring research expenditure
against budget and for review over the research
grant balance sheet. We observed no similar
exceptions in the current year and we have
concluded that, overall, controls in the year have
operated effectively.

— We note and acknowledge the improved quality
of the information provided by the research
function for this year’s audit.
In respect of other income streams, we identified no
areas of significant judgment or estimation for
determining revenue recognition.
We concur with the accounting adopted for
revenue.
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Other audit focus areas
Depreciation for the Rowett
Institute building, occupied
since March 2016, has been
re-analysed on a
component basis.
No major capital projects
have been undertaken in
the year.
Investment property
valuations have been
reduced by £3.5m.

Other audit focus areas

Procedures undertaken

Findings and conclusion

Carrying value of tangible and
intangible fixed assets

We assessed the depreciation
charge in the year by
recalculating the depreciation
charge in line with useful lives.
We compared useful
economic lives with those
adopted by similar institutions.

— Depreciation for the year to 31 July 2016 was based on an

The University continues to hold
tangible fixed assets at
depreciated deemed cost (using
the valuation undertaken at 31
July 2014).
No major capital projects have
been undertaken in the year.
The Group continues to hold land
for potential future disposal at the
former Rowett Institute site in
Bucksburn.
Depreciation for the new Rowett
Institute building, occupied since
March 2016, was charged for four
months to 31 July 2016 on a
straight line basis of 2%. In the
prior year, we recommended this
average depreciation rate is
reassessed to ensure it reflects
the specific characteristics and
components of the building.

We sampled capital additions
in the year by agreeing to
supporting documentation to
confirm the capital nature of
the addition.
We met with Mr Angus
Donald, Head of Estates to
discuss the valuation of
investment properties and the
impairment review process for
other assets, together with
planned capital expenditure
and potential asset disposals.

assessment of the useful economic lives of buildings assessed at the
last formal property revaluation at 31 July 2014.

— Depreciation for the Rowett Institute building, occupied since March
2016, has been re-analysed on a component basis. Management has
analysed the total building cost into building core and building fit out
expenditure, with useful economic lives of 75 years and 30 years
respectively. These useful economic life assumptions assume an
ongoing level of building maintenance expenditure from period to
period.

— Investment property valuations have been reduced by a £3.5m.
These movements are consistent with the overall downward trend in
the Aberdeen residential property market. The total University
investment property balance carried forward is £38.1m, principally
relating to residential and commercial properties.

— In the year 31 July 2017, the University has recorded a £1.2m write
off of intangible assets, following a decision to not implement the
OneSource HR / payroll project. The charge represents the
cumulative redundant costs incurred on this system module.

— There were no gains or losses on disposal of fixed assets in the year.
— We concur with the year end accounting adopted in respect of
the above judgments.

Investment properties continue to
require annual valuation under
FRS 102.

This matter does not include any new updates since our
report to the Audit Committee on 28 September 2017.
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Other audit focus areas (continued)
A higher discount rate and
increased asset valuations
have reduced the
University’s UASLAS net
deficit obligation from
£39.1m at 31 July 2016 to
£22.7m at 31 July 2017.

Other audit focus areas

Procedures undertaken

Findings and conclusion

Retirement benefits

For UASLAS our work consisted of:

The University accounts for its
participation in the University of
Aberdeen Superannuation & Life
Assurance Scheme (“UASLAS”) in
accordance with FRS 102 and
therefore recognises the actuarial
valuation of the pension liabilities in
respect of its share of UASLAS. The
University also participates in the
Strathclyde Pension Fund (“SPF”).

—

KPMG specialists reviewing the
financial assumptions underlying
actuarial calculations and comparison
to our central benchmarks;

The UASLAS / SPF discount rate for pension liabilities
has marginally risen year on year from 2.4% to 2.7%.
This factor, along with increased asset valuations, has
contributed to a year on year decrease in the University’s
pension net deficit obligation from £39.1m to £22.7m.

—

Testing of the level of contributions
used by the actuary to those actually
paid during the year;

—

Testing of membership data used by
the actuary supplied by the
University; and

—

Agreeing actuarial reports to financial
statement disclosures.

The higher UASLAS discount rate assumption used by
the University is within, but at the less conservative end,
of our acceptable range. Mercers have used both “A” as
well as “AA” corporate bonds in its definition of “high
quality corporate bonds” used to establish the discount
rate. Whilst the calculated discount rate is within our
acceptable range, we do not concur with the
methodology. Other valuation assumptions, and
valuation assumptions combined, are balanced.

—

Independently obtaining asset
statements and confirming price data
used for asset valuations.

The University continues to recognise a provision for its
share of USS deficit funding obligations. This amounts to
£27.5m at 31 July 2017 (31 July 2016: £26.8m).

The Funds are valued annually by
actuaries for accounting purposes.
The University’s actuaries use
membership data and a number of
assumptions in their calculations based
on market conditions at the year end,
including a discount rate to derive the
anticipated future liabilities back to the
year end date and estimates of future
salary increases.
The University also recognises a
provision for the University’s share of
the obligation to fund past deficits in
respect of the multi-employer USS
pension scheme.

For the USS pension provision we
confirmed the deficit payments notified to
the University. We reviewed the salary
increase and corporate bond rate
assumptions as at 31 July 2016 and 2017
against industry benchmarks and our own
evaluation. We recalculated the pension
provision recognised in the financial
statements using this data.

The year end USS provision has been calculated using a
discount rate, based on a high quality corporate bond
(with the same duration as the USS liability) of 1.85%
(2016: 1.76%) and a future salary increase forecast for
the University of 3.4% (which is consistent with that used
for UASLAS).
We concur with the pension valuation assumptions
accounting and disclosures adopted.

This matter does not include any new updates
since our report to the Audit Committee on 28
September 2017.
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Other audit focus areas (continued)
Management have
prepared an assessment of
going concern as part of
preparing the 2017 financial
statements.
Having considered the
financial position and the
forecast results and cash
flows for at least the next
12 months, we are satisfied
that it is appropriate to
adopt the going concern
assumption in the 2017
financial statements.

Other focus areas

Procedures undertaken

Findings and conclusion

Funding and Liquidity

We received and reviewed
managements paper on
going concern in advance of
its presentation to the
November Audit Committee.

In summary, based on draft 2017 financial statements:

Funding and liquidity is an
inherent audit focus area.
Under the Scottish Code
of Good HE Governance
(2013), the Court
Members are required to
consider annually whether
it continues to be
appropriate to use the
going concern basis to
prepare the University’s
financial statements.

— The University’s cash position at 31 July 2017 has improved against the 2016
year end balance sheet, increasing from £21.2m to £27.0m.

— Consistent with the increase in cash above (and other working capital

We have inspected the
underlying calculations and
forecasts.

movements), net current liabilities have reduced year on year from £18.1m at
31 July 2016 to £13.4m at 31 July 2017. Net current liabilities includes
significant non-cash deferred income balances for, research income and
capital grants, together with £5m of non-cash holiday pay accruals.

— There are no significant capital commitments outstanding at year end. Capital
spend remains the key area of discretionary medium term expenditure should
income or expenditure (including UASLAS / USS pension contributions) vary
from forecast.

— We concur with management’s assessment that a significant reduction in
research grant income could have a significant adverse impact. Though there
is no indication of this arising in the next 12 to 18 months, projections should
continue to be updated regularly.

— In the medium term, the University is require to repay £10m of its current bank
loan facility with Barclays in 2021. Early consideration of how to optimise the
refinancing of this amount (or the entire Barclays facility) has commenced.
The ability of the University to increase its long term debt is considered to be
an option (if required).

— Having considered the financial position and the forecast results and
cash flows for at least the next 12 months, we are satisfied that it is
appropriate to adopt the going concern assumption.
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Other audit focus areas (continued)
In the year ended 31 July
2017, the University has
recorded a £2.5m provision
relating to third party
student accommodation
operating leases for which
are considered onerous
obligations.

Other focus areas

Procedure

Findings and conclusion

Provisions and accruals

We have reviewed calculations for
provisions provided for in the year by
management and assessed them for
reasonableness.

£0.6m of prior year provisions relating to the 2015/16 compulsory
severance scheme were not utilised in 2017 and have been credited to
the income and expenditure account in the current year.

The University is likely to have
to estimate certain liabilities at
the balance sheet date.

The risk of the University’s RDEC claims for 2014 to 2016 being
challenged by HMRC has ended in 2017. As no enquiries have been
brought to date, the prior year £0.9m RDEC provision held at 31 July
2016 has been credited to the income and expenditure account in the
year to 31 July 2017.

In prior years, this has included
restructuring provisions and
accruals for the risk of HMRC
challenge to RDEC income
received.

In the year ended 31 July 2017, the University has recorded a £2.5m
provision relating to third party student accommodation operating
leases which are considered onerous obligations. This reflects both
lower student demand and greater capacity in the private rental market.
The provision principally relates to the final year of a number of
committed third party leases for the period 2017/2018 and has been
calculated after an assessment of prior year unoccupied space and
forecast student numbers for the next financial year.

In the current year a provision
has been made for onerous
lease obligations for student
residences.

We concur with the provision and accrual estimates and
accounting adopted.

This matter does not include any new updates since our
report to the Audit Committee on 28 September 2017.
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Other audit focus areas (continued)
The University is exploring a
number of overseas
partnerships and
arrangements to extend its
international student reach.

Other focus area

Procedure

Findings and conclusion

Accounting treatment of Development
Trust

We have reviewed the
Trustee and Board minutes
of the Trust and University.

There is no change to the non-consolidation of the Development
Trust at the 2017 year end.

In 2016, after consideration of the
organisational and governance
arrangements in place, we reported that
we were satisfied with management’s
judgement that the Trust was not under the
control of the University and hence should
not be consolidated within the University
financial statements.

We have enquired as to
any substantive changes to
the organisation and role of
the Trust which may impact
determination of its control.

The University is exploring a number of
overseas partnerships and arrangements
to extend its international student reach.
In particular, agreements in respect of the
new Korean campus have been
progressed during the year.
New ventures may raise accounting
considerations for:
• Income recognition
• Taxation
• Disclosure of financial commitments or
leases
• Counterparty risk.

As in prior periods, we highlight the need to consider, on an ongoing
basis, the potential accounting implications of any future
organisational or structural changes to the Development Trust.
We concur with the accounting adopted.

We will update our assessment annually.

International activities

We have not identified during our audit any substantive changes in
2016/17 which would require a change to the existing accounting
judgment of non-consolidation.

This matter does not include any new updates since our report
to the Audit Committee on 28 September 2017.

We have held regular
meetings with
management to evaluate
developments with regard
to ongoing international
activities.
Where transactions have a
financial impact in the year
to 31 July 2017, we have
requested supporting
documentation (such as
contracts and agreements).

Whilst critical for the University’s strategic plan, international activities
have not had a significant impact on the 2017 financial statements.
We will continue to evaluate whether any disclosures in respect of
new financial commitments or post-year end events are required.
We will continue to discuss how potential tax risks (particularly from
the movement of people) are being monitored and controlled.
We concur with the accounting adopted.
This matter does not include any new updates since our
report to the Audit Committee on 28 September 2017.
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Subsidiary company
Following the approval of the
RRI subsidiary financial
statements we expect to issue
an unqualified audit opinion.

Rowett Research Institute
Our audit appointment includes the audit of the University’s subsidiary company, the Rowett Research Institute (‘RRI’).
Following the approval of the RRI financial statements by its Directors, we expect to issue unqualified opinions in respect of the
company’s financial statements. Audit work performed in respect of RRI included:
—
—
—

consideration of fixed asset valuations, since the prior year exercise;
vouching of expenditure in the year; and
agreement of cash balances to third party evidence;

Activity levels in RRI decreased further over the prior year with only small expenditure activity. The directors continue to evaluate
options for realising value from the company’s remaining property assets.
We did not perform any work over the following subsidiary entities disclosed in the financial statements:
— Aberdeen University Research & Innovation Services Limited (‘AURIS’);
— King’s College Conference Centre Limited (‘KCC’); and
— Aberdeen University Press Limited (‘AUP’).
We have agreed with management that the entities are dormant and that appropriate disclosure of this fact has been made in the
entities’ financial statements.
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Accounting framework and financial statements preparation
The University’s financial
statements have been
prepared with the financial
reporting framework as set
out in the Statement of
Recommended Practice
(“SORP”): Accounting for
Further and Higher Education
2015.
The financial statements have
been prepared on a going
concern basis.
There are no uncorrected
audit misstatements to
report.

Accounting framework and application of accounting policies
Basis of preparation

— The 2016-17 financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the SORP: Accounting for
Further and Higher Education 2015, and applicable accounting standards. The Court has additional
responsibilities to prepare the financial statements in accordance with the Financial Memorandum agreed
with the SFC, as well as with the Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
— The 2016/17 Accounts Direction issued by the SFC in June 2017 does not require any significant new
disclosures or changes to governance disclosures.
— We are satisfied that the accounting policies adopted in the 2017 financial statements remain appropriate
to the University and its Group and have been applied consistently.

Financial
statements
preparation

— Draft financial statements and supporting documentation were provided to us in advance of the agreed
start of the audit on 4 September 2017.
— The standard of documentation in support of the draft financial statements continues to be of a high
standard and there was evidence of accountability and ownership of working papers. Management
responded to our audit enquiries promptly and provided supporting documentation as necessary.
— We are required by ISA (UK and Ireland) 260 to communicate all uncorrected misstatements, other than
those which are trivial, to you. There is one corrected audit adjustment to bring to the attention of the Audit
Committee. There are no uncorrected audit misstatements to report.
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Governance and
financial control

Governance and financial control

Corporate governance arrangements
Overarching and supporting
corporate governance
arrangements remain largely
unchanged and provide a
sound framework for
organisational decisionmaking.
The University has made a
fully compliant statement in
respect of its consideration of
its corporate governance
arrangements.

Corporate governance

University Court

The University includes a corporate governance statement within its
annual accounts. The following elements have been included.

The Court meets four times a year and has four key committees
which address detailed matters in the intervening periods between
Court meetings.

Description of
University's
governance
framework

Statement of
compliance

Overall control
arrangements

Review of risk
management
and internal
control

Risk management
The University’s risk management strategy and register is reviewed
bi-annually by Court. This incorporates a description of the
University’s risk appetite and alignment to the Strategy 2020.
The Strategic Risk Register is updated on a timely basis .
Disclosure is included about the actual risks identified by the
University and the response to be actioned in the Annual Report.

Conclusion
Governance arrangements
The Court of the University of Aberdeen (‘Court’) is the University’s
executive governing body and has overall responsibility for the
management of its revenues and property. The Court is presided
over by the Rector who is elected by the student body. Although
this is inconsistent with the principles of the Scottish Code of Good
HE Governance (‘the Code’) in respect of the Chair of Court, the
University has established protocol to outline the respective duties of
the Rector and the lay Senior Governor who performs the wider role
of Chairman. This approach is shared by the other Scottish Ancient
Universities and is disclosed in the University’s Statement of
Corporate Governance as a deviation from the Code.

We have updated our understanding of the University’s governance
framework and documented this as part of our overall assessment of
the University’s risk and control environment.
We have observed aspects of the governance process through
attendance at Audit Committee throughout the year and by
reviewing minutes of other meetings.
We consider the University’s governance framework to be
appropriate for the University and fairly presented in the Annual
Report.
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Internal controls
We consider that internal
controls are designed
appropriately, and operating
effectively, to prevent and
detect material misstatement
within the financial
statements.

Internal control
observations –
current year
observations

(a) Overall conclusion
The testing of the design and operation of financial controls over significant financial statement risks, which we undertook
for the purposes of our audit, confirmed that, overall, financial controls are designed appropriately and operating
effectively.
(b) OneSource access
Following the termination of the OneSource Human resources / Payroll project subsequent to the year end, we
recommend a review is undertaken of OneSource users who have delegated privileged access rights. These rights are
likely to be no longer needed following the end of significant system development activity.

Internal control
observations –
Update on prior
year
observations

(a) Research finance
— In 2015-16 we noted a number of research grant cover sheets were not signed as approved on a timely basis. We
also identified that in a number of instances, grants were not being monitored against budget with sufficient frequency.
— We recommended that review procedures over grant approvals and the balance sheet are formalised and
documented. We also recommend consideration is given as to whether, given the significant financial transactions
and balance sheet amounts arising, research finance should report to the Director of Finance and be more closely
aligned to the University’s core finance function.
In 2016-17 our control testing did not identify any research grants which were not signed as approved on a timely
basis, nor any grants not monitored against budget. This prior year observation is therefore closed.
(b) Bank reconciliations
— In 2015-16 we noted that bank reconciliations for one of two months tested were prepared but not reviewed.
— We recommended bank reconciliations are reviewed, once prepared, each month and this review is evidenced.
In 2016-17 our control testing did not identify any bank reconciliations which were not signed as reviewed. This
prior year observation is therefore closed.
(c) Our prior year control observation in respect of segregation of duties for lower value purchases is updated on page 23.
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Internal controls (continued)
Internal audit has completed
its audit plan for 2016-17, and
carried out additional work
when risks arose.

Internal audit

Internal Audit carry out an annual programme of testing. Whilst we do not directly or indirectly rely on this work, we
have had regard to Internal Audit’s findings when evaluating our own audit risk assessment and when determining
the nature, extent and timing of our audit procedures.
Internal audit has substantially completed its planned work for 2016-17. The 2016/17 annual report will be provided
to the Audit Committee on 2 November 2017.

Fraud and
irregularity

We evaluated the procedures and controls related to fraud as being designed and implemented effectively. The
University has a fraud policy and a whistle-blowing policy which include reference to a number of internal
procedures designed to prevent fraud and ensure employees can report suspicions in a confidential and appropriate
manner.
We have obtained representations from management that all known or suspected instances of fraud were disclosed
to us during the audit. There were no material instances of fraud reported during 2016-17.
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Onesource – Purchase to Pay data analytics observations
In the prior year, we identified
that there was a segregation
of duties issue where it was
possible for a purchase order
below £3,000 to be requested,
approved and receipted by
the same individual.
In 2016/17, we have continued
to monitor these transactions
and we have evaluated the
impact of measures taken by
the University to reduce the
number of exceptions.
Our findings show that the
University has substantially
addressed this issue.

We performed data analytical procedures over supplier payments and Purchase to Pay. We continue to have a focus on the
segregation of duties within the Purchase to Pay process:
Prior year observation
In the prior year, we identified that there was a segregation of duties issue where it was possible for a purchase order below £3,000 to be
requested, approved and receipted by the same individual. In 2016/17, we have continued to monitor these transactions and the impact of
measures taken by the University to reduce these exceptions.
Why was this happening?
The majority of the exceptions identified in the prior year were due to high
volume routine processer users in School Finance who were not following the
University’s stated policy for a different person to approve or receipt goods
from the approver. This was possible as the policy was not enforced by
OneSource.

600

What have we observed in 2016/17?

400

Our testing has identified 3,073 (2016: 3,698) exceptions where the same
individual requested, approved and receipted transactions. All of the items
were low value, with an average value of £470. The total value of these
transactions was £1.45m (2016: £1.9m) out of a total of £124m (2016: £136m)
of purchase orders.

300

Has the position improved this year?
Yes. As the graph shows, following remediation by the University from the
start of January 2017, the number of monthly exceptions have substantially
decreased to around 60 items a month (only) from April 2017 onwards. In
August 16, the value of invoices matching approver and requester total £340k,
in July 2017 this had decreased to £52k.

500

200
100
0

Matching requestor and approver

Remediation measures have principally included removing the approval role
for expenditure from School finance staff and transferring this role to Central
finance.
What is the impact on our audit?
We have reviewed the exception list by user and role. Based on our ability to
test the entire population and have visibility over the entire volume of
exceptions, we are comfortable that the purchase order exceptions identified
in 2016/17 do not require a change to our audit approach. We will continue to
monitor this risk in future periods.
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Appendices

Appendix one

Mandatory communications
A summary of our
mandatory
communications is
summarised on this page.

Area

Key content

Adjusted audit differences

There is one corrected audit adjustment in the year.

Reference
Appendix 2

Adjustments made as a result of
our audit

Unadjusted audit differences
Audit differences identified that
we do not consider material to our
audit opinion

Confirmation of Independence

We are required by ISA (UK and Ireland) 260 to communicate all uncorrected misstatements,
other than those which are trivial, to you.

-

There are no uncorrected audit misstatements.

We have considered and confirmed in this document our independence as auditors and our
quality procedures, together with the objectivity of our Audit Partner and audit staff.

Appendix 3

We have concluded that non-audit fees of £20,400 for the year in respect of tax and data
security advice do not compromise our independence. This is based on the value and nature
of work performed. All non-audit services (other than assurance engagements such as grant
claims) are performed by a separate team within KPMG.

Appendix 3

We have a proposed draft representation letter to be issued by the University to KPMG.

Appendix 4

Letter issued to the Audit
Committee

Schedule of fees
Fees charged by KPMG for nonaudit services
Draft management
representation letter
Proposed draft of letter to be
issued by the University to KPMG

Specific management representations are included in Appendix 4 and are consistent with
prior years.
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Appendix two

Audit misstatements (corrected)
Corrected audit misstatements
The below sets out the one corrected audit adjustment identified in our audit:

Profit & Loss
Dr
Cr

1

£
65,793

Research income
Trade and other creditors

£

Balance sheet
Dr
Cr
£

£
(65,793)

65,793

-

-

(65,793)

65,793

-

-

(65,793)

To rectify double recorded income caused by moving grant documents
from old system to new system.

Total effect of all corrected adjustments

KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership, is
a member of KPMG International,
a Swiss cooperative

KPMG Audit Plc, a company incorporated under the
UK Companies Acts, is a member of KPMG International,
a Swiss cooperative

Registered in England No 3110745
Registered office: 15 Canada Square,
London E14 5GL

Registered in England No OC301540
Registered office: 15 Canada Square,
London E14 5GL

Appendix three

Auditor independence
Auditing standards require us
to consider and confirm
formally our independence
and related matters in our
dealings with the University
and its subsidiaries.
We have appropriate
procedures and safeguards in
place to enable us to make
the formal confirmation in our
letter included opposite.

Assessment of our objectivity and independence as auditor of
University of Aberdeen

Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the
provision of non-audit services

Professional ethical standards require us to provide to you at the
conclusion of the audit a written disclosure of relationships (including the
provision of non-audit services) that bear on KPMG LLP’s objectivity and
independence, the threats to KPMG LLP’s independence that these
create, any safeguards that have been put in place and why they
address such threats, together with any other information necessary to
enable KPMG LLP’s objectivity and independence to be assessed.

We have considered the fees charged by us to the University and its
affiliates for professional services provided by us during the reporting
period.

This letter is intended to comply with this requirement and facilitate a
subsequent discussion with you on audit independence and addresses:
—
—
—

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity;
Independence and objectivity considerations relating to the provision
of non-audit services; and
Independence and objectivity considerations relating to other
matters.

General procedures to safeguard independence and objectivity
KPMG LLP is committed to being and being seen to be independent. As
part of our ethics and independence policies, all KPMG LLP audit
partners and staff annually confirm their compliance with our ethics and
independence policies and procedures including in particular that they
have no prohibited shareholdings.

We have detailed the fees charged by us to the University and its related
entities for significant professional services provided by us during the
reporting period on the following page. There are no amounts to disclose
for any future services which have been contracted or where a written
proposal has been submitted.
The ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees for the year was 0.5 : 1.0. We do
not consider the non-audit services provided to be material in nature or
value to our firm. Non-audit services are pre-approved by the Audit
Committee where required by the University’s policy for non-audit
services. None of the services provided in the financial year 2016/17
directly relate to financial information subject to our audit. Tax advice
principally related to overseas tax studies.
Confirmation of audit independence
We confirm that as of the date of this letter, in our professional judgment,
KPMG LLP is independent within the meaning of regulatory and
professional requirements and the objectivity of the audit director and
audit staff is not impaired.

Our ethics and independence policies and procedures are fully consistent
with the requirements of the APB Ethical Standards. As a result we have
underlying safeguards in place to maintain independence through:

This report is intended solely for the information of the audit and risk
committee of the company and should not be used for any other
purposes.

—
—
—
—
—

We would be very happy to discuss the matters identified above (or any
other matters relating to our objectivity and independence) should you
wish to do so.

instilling professional values;
communications;
internal accountability;
risk management; and
independent reviews.

We are satisfied that our general procedures support our independence
and objectivity except for those detailed below where additional
safeguards are in place.

Yours faithfully
KPMG LLP
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Appendix three (continued)

Auditor independence (audit and non-audit fee analysis)
Services provided to the University and its group in respect of:
2016-17
(excl VAT)

2015-16
(excl VAT)

2014 -15
(excl VAT)

38,000

38,000

38,000

Audit of the subsidiary company financial statements:

2,000

2,000

2,000

Other audit related services: grant claim certification / student support fund certification:

4,500

4,000

4,458

44,500

44,000

44,458

— Short secondment for Korea project (Korean KPMG employee based in Aberdeen)

-

-

9,491

— Tax planning and structure advice for Korea project

-

-

29,000

— Advisory project for Digital strategy

-

-

73,000

— Other international tax advice (Tanzania and Sri Lanka)

-

-

15,000

— VAT advice

-

11,000

20,100

— Pension advice

-

-

3,650

— Tax compliance

-

5,000

24,489

— Other tax advice

8,000

-

12,200

-

4,000

-

— Corporate intelligence in relation to overseas agents

3,400

-

-

— Data security audit (Grampian Data Safe Haven)

9,000

-

-

Total non-audit services

20,400

20,000

186,930

Total fees

64,900

64,000

231,388

46%

45%

420%

Audit of the University financial statements:

Total
Other non-audit services:

— FRS 102

Non-audit fees as a % of audit fees

Final disclosures have been reconciled to the 2017 financial statements. The financial statement fee disclosures agree to the amounts above, plus VAT at 20%.
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Appendix four

Management representation letter content – specific representations
You are required to provide
us with representations on
specific matters such as your
financial standing, application
of accounting policies, and
whether the transactions
within the financial
statements are legal and
unaffected by fraud.

University of Aberdeen

Subsidiary companies

International Standard on Auditing 580 Written Representations
requires us to obtain representations on certain matters that are
material to our audit.

In respect of the University’s subsidiary companies, the
following specific representations are being sought from the
company directors:

A copy of our representation letter is included in the Audit
Committee papers for the meeting on 2 November 2017.
In addition to those representations which are required under
auditing standards, as in prior years, we have also requested that
the University Court provide us with the following specific
representations in respect of the University’s financial statements:

Rowett Research Institute Limited
The Board has conducted an appropriate valuation exercise
in respect of assets to satisfy itself that assets are held in
excess of their recoverable amount.

— All fixed assets are completely and accurately disclosed and
valued appropriately in line with the requirements of FRS 102
tangible fixed assets, using consistent accounting policies
— In all material respects, funds from whatever source
administered by the institution for specific purposes have been
properly applied to those purposes and, if relevant, managed in
accordance with relevant legislation and any other terms and
conditions attached to them; and funds provided by the Scottish
Funding Council have been applied in accordance with the
Financial Memorandum.
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Appendix five

Higher education sector update
Corporate Criminal Offences

Impact on the University

Background
With effect from 30 September 2017, the Criminal Finances Act 2017 introduced the new corporate offence of failure to
prevent the facilitation of tax evasion in the following circumstances:
— Stage 1: There is criminal evasion by a taxpayer (i.e. a third party from the University);
— Stage 2: There is the criminal facilitation of that evasion by an “associated person” acting for or on behalf of the university
(e.g. an employee, sub-contractor or agent); and

The nature and extent of the work that is
required to put in place reasonable
procedures depends upon the precise
circumstances of the organisation
concerned but the key stages in the
process are as follows:
a.

Understand the legislation.

— Stage 3: The university failed to prevent that facilitation.

b.

Determine who should be involved .

Universities will be guilty of an offence unless they can demonstrate that they have “reasonable procedures” in place to
prevent the facilitation of tax evasion by an associated person. The penalties for failing to comply are a criminal conviction
and unlimited fine for the University.

c.

Carry out sufficient risk assessment to
understand the nature and extent of
the inherent risks facing the business.

Reasonable procedures

d.

The failure of the organisation to take steps which are considered to be “reasonable in all the circumstances” to prevent its
agents from committing the criminal act would render the business liable under either of the Corporate Offences. Such
reasonable procedures will be informed by the principles of:

Evaluate existing controls and
establish the extent of any gaps that
need to be addressed.

e.

Introduce such additional controls, and
training as are required to address
these gaps.

f.

Introduce ongoing testing and
monitoring procedures.

1. Risk assessment
2. Proportionality of risk-based prevention procedures
3. Top-level commitment
4. Due diligence
5. Communication (including training)
6. Monitoring and review
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Appendix five (continued)

Higher education sector update (continued)
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Regime

Impact on the University

As previously reported, new data protection rules are to be implemented from May 2018, which carry possible fines of the higher of 4% of
global turnover or €20m for businesses who do not comply. It is therefore imperative for institutions to ensure their privacy strategies adhere
to the new requirements. Institutions need to consider the following in preparation:

The Committee should note
this update.

•
•

https://home.kpmg.com/xx/e
Definition of the University's privacy strategy, ensuring this has the endorsement of senior management and disseminated amongst staff. n/home/insights/2017/07/rea
dy-for-gdpr.html
Identifying the extent to which the new rules will impact the university and determining the level of privacy risk the university deems to be
acceptable.

•

Adapting functions to consider the new rules, such as IT and compliance and legal.

•

Considering engaging third party assurance to perform due diligence and conclude on compliance with the new rules.

•

Establishing processes and an adequate audit trail to ensure accountability can be demonstrated. This will required embedding the
processes required to comply with the new rules as business as usual.
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Appendix five (continued)

Higher education sector update (continued)
Tax risks faced by Universities

Impact on the University

UK tax exemptions are not ordinarily transferable to activity undertaken overseas

The Audit Committee may want
to consider the following
questions to assess the likely
impact of these changes:

Universities are extending their field of activity to encompass income generating ventures undertaken overseas. This can arise either
through a co-ordinated managed effort or in some cases through the entrepreneurial activity of individual academics. Tax is often
overlooked because as a general rule, in the UK there are extensive reliefs for both corporation tax and VAT and it is not therefore an
automatic reaction to assess a new undertaking for any tax liabilities.
Unexpected tax liabilities can remove the financial viability of projects or expose the university to additional compliance costs, fines and
legal proceedings. There are increasing numbers of universities who are engaged in some form of dispute or negotiation with overseas
tax authorities.
Many universities have staff based overseas – some did not realise they had to pay tax there.
As a general rule, an employer is required to tax employees in the country where the employee is based. Traditionally, universities have
needed their staff to be based in the same place as the university and it was appropriate to tax them through the UK payroll. However,
as it becomes easier to communicate across the globe, it has become less important where the employee is based. Homeworking can
be accomplished just as easily in New York as in York.
A number of universities have now found that they have employees based around the world, but their recruitment and payment
processes have not changed. Employees permanently based in other countries have been taxed as if they were in the UK. This has led
to substantial overseas liabilities in some cases and penalties. It also presents problems for pensions, and other areas of legal
compliance.
Brexit may produce higher tax costs
Tax may not be high up on the list of concerns for universities arising from Brexit, but there will be tax implications. As with all other
areas there is still great uncertainty but the following sets out some of the possible implications.

Have we reviewed our
international presence and the
controls in respect of identifying
and settling related tax
liabilities?
What controls are in place to
identify and approve staff
working overseas (and to
manage related tax risks)?
What controls do we have in
place to identify and manage
overseas employment?
Has our Brexit assessment
considered any tax
implications?

Loss of EU funded research may make it harder for research intensive universities to achieve zero rating on new buildings and VAT
relief on energy costs may also be restricted. VAT reclaim percentages on overhead costs may increase slightly and there will be more
opportunities to lobby for extended or modernised VAT reliefs if dependency on EU VAT law is removed.
Imports from Europe could become subject to import tariffs similar to those on imports from the rest of the world.
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Secretary’s Office
King’s College
Aberdeen
AB23 3FX
Scotland UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1224 272094

12 December 2017
KPMG LLP
37 Albyn Place
Aberdeen
Scotland
AB10 1JB
Dear Sirs
This representation letter is provided in connection with your audit of the Group and University
financial statements of the University of Aberdeen (“the University”), for the year ended 31st July 2017,
for the purpose of expressing an opinion:
i.

as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the Group’s and
University’s affairs as at 31st July 2017 and of the Group’s and University’s income and
expenditure, gains and losses, changes in reserves and cash flows for the year then ended;
ii. whether the financial statements have been properly prepared in accordance with , including
FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102)
and the Statement of Recommended Practice: Accounting for Further and Higher Education
2015 (FEHE SORP); and
iii. whether the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of
the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation 14 of the Charities
Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
These financial statements comprise the Group and University balance sheets as at 31st July 2017, the
Group and University Statements of Comprehensive Income, the Group and University Statements of
Changes in Reserves, and the Group Statement of cash flows, and notes, comprising a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.
The University Court confirms that the representations it makes in this letter are in accordance with
the definitions set out in the Appendix to this letter.
The University Court confirms, to the best of its knowledge and belief, having made such inquiries as it
considered necessary for the purpose of appropriately informing itself:

Registered Scottish Charity No SC013683

Financial statements
1.

The University Court has fulfilled its responsibilities, as set out in the terms of the audit
engagement dated 25 February 2015, for the preparation of financial statements that:
i.

give a true and fair view of the state of the Group’s and the University’s affairs as at the end
of its financial year and of the Group and University’s income and expenditure, gains and
losses, changes in reserves and cash flows for the year then ended; and
ii. have been properly prepared in accordance with UK Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice and the FEHSORP; and
iii. have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Charities and Trustee
Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation 14 of the Charities Accounts (Scotland)
Regulations 2006 (as amended).

The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
2.

Measurement methods and significant assumptions used by the University Court in making
accounting estimates, including those measured at fair value, are reasonable.

3.

All events subsequent to the date of the financial statements and for which Section 32 of FRS 102
(Events after the End of the Reporting Period) requires adjustment or disclosure have been
adjusted or disclosed.

Information provided
4.

The University Court has provided you with:
•

access to all information of which it is aware, that is relevant to the preparation of the
financial statements, such as records, documentation and other matters;
additional information that you have requested from the University Court for the purpose of
the audit;
unrestricted access to persons within the Group and the University from whom you
determined it necessary to obtain audit evidence.

•
•
5.

All transactions have been recorded in the accounting records and are reflected in the financial
statements.

6.

The University Court confirms the following:
i.

The University Court has disclosed to you the results of its assessment of the risk that the
financial statements may be materially misstated as a result of fraud.

Included in the Appendix to this letter are the definitions of fraud, including misstatements
arising from fraudulent financial reporting and from misappropriation of assets.
ii. The University Court has disclosed to you all information in relation to:

a) Fraud or suspected fraud that it is aware of and that affects the Group and the
University and involves:
 management;
 employees who have significant roles in internal control; or
 others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial
statements; and
b) allegations of fraud, or suspected fraud, affecting the Group and the University’s
financial statements communicated by employees, former employees, analysts,
regulators or others.
In respect of the above, the University Court acknowledges its responsibility for such internal control
as it determines necessary for the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. In particular, the University Court acknowledges its
responsibility for the design, implementation and maintenance of internal control to prevent and
detect fraud and error.
7.

The University Court has disclosed to you all known instances of non-compliance or suspected
non-compliance with laws and regulations whose effects should be considered when preparing
the financial statements.

8.

The University Court has disclosed to you and has appropriately accounted for and/or disclosed
in the financial statements in accordance with Section 21 of FRS 102 and the FEHE SORP all known
actual or possible litigation and claims whose effects should be considered when preparing the
financial statements.

9.

The University Court has disclosed to you the identity of the Group and the University’s related
parties and all the related party relationships and transactions of which it is aware and all related
party relationships and transactions have been appropriately accounted for and disclosed in
accordance with Section 33 of FRS 102.

Included in the Appendix to this letter are the definitions of both a related party and a related party
transaction as we understand them and as defined in FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
10.

11.

The University Court confirms that:
a) The financial statements disclose all of the key risk factors, assumptions made and
uncertainties surrounding the University’s and Group’s ability to continue as a going
concern as required to provide a true and fair view.
b) Any uncertainties disclosed are not considered to be material and therefore do not cast
significant doubt on the ability of the University and the Group to continue as a going
concern.
On the basis of the process established by the University Court and having made appropriate
enquiries, the University Court is satisfied that the actuarial assumptions underlying the valuation
of pension scheme liabilities are consistent with its knowledge of the business and in accordance
with the requirements of section 28 of FRS 102.

We agree with the findings of Xafinity as the University’s actuarial specialists in preparing the
University of Aberdeen Superannuation and Life Assurance Scheme and Northern College
pension valuations, and Hymans Robertson LLP as the University’s actuarial specialists in
preparing the Strathclyde Pension Fund. The University Court did not give or cause any
instructions to be given to the specialists with respect to the values or amounts derived in an
attempt to bias their work, and we are not otherwise aware of any matters that have had an
impact in the independence or objectivity of the specialists.
The University Court further confirms that:
a) all significant retirement benefits, including any arrangements that are:
 statutory, contractual or implicit in the employer's actions;
 arise in the UK and the Republic of Ireland or overseas;
 funded or unfunded; and
 approved or unapproved,
have been identified and properly accounted for; and
b) all settlements and curtailments have been identified and properly accounted for.
12.

The University Court confirms that costs or credits attributable to the agreement of a deficit
recovery plan for the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS) are calculated using
assumptions that are consistent with its knowledge of the business. In particular, the University
Court confirms that the assumptions for assumed salary inflation in each year during the life of
the plan and assumed USS membership changes during the life of the plan are consistent with
the University’s projected employee population profile.

13.

In particular the University Court confirms that:
•
•

The carrying value of the tangible fixed assets is fairly stated in line with the requirements of
FRS 102 tangible fixed assets.
In all material respects funds from whatever source administered by the Group and the
University for specific purposes have been applied to those purposes during the year ended
31 July 2017, and, if relevant, managed in accordance with relevant legislation, and any other
terms and conditions attached to them; and funds provided by the Scottish Funding Council
have been applied in accordance with the financial memorandum.

This letter was tabled and agreed at the meeting of the University Court on 12 December 2017.
Yours sincerely

Martin Gilbert FRSE
On behalf of the University Court

Appendix A to the Representation Letter of the University of Aberdeen: Definitions
Financial Statements
A complete set of financial statements comprises:
•
•
•
•
•

Group and University balance sheets as at the end of the period;
Group and University Statement of Comprehensive Income for the period;
Group and University Statements of Changes in Reserves for the period;
Group Statement of Cash Flows for the period; and
notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information.

Material Matters
Certain representations in this letter are described as being limited to matters that are material.
FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland states that:
Omissions or misstatements of items are material if they could, individually or collectively,
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements.
Materiality depends on the size and nature of the omission or misstatement judged in the
surrounding circumstances. The size or nature of the item, or combination of both, could be the
determining factor.
Fraud
Fraudulent financial reporting involves intentional misstatements including omissions of amounts
or disclosures in financial statements to deceive financial statement users.
Misappropriation of assets involves the theft of an entity’s assets. It is often accompanied by false
or misleading records or documents in order to conceal the fact that the assets are missing or
have been pledged without proper authorisation.
Error
An error is an unintentional misstatement in financial statements, including the omission of an
amount or a disclosure.
Prior period errors are omissions from, and misstatements in, the entity’s financial statements for
one or more prior periods arising from a failure to use, or misuse of, reliable information that:
a) was available when financial statements for those periods were authorised for issue; and
b) could reasonably be expected to have been obtained and taken into account in the
preparation and presentation of those financial statements.
Such errors include the effects of mathematical mistakes, mistakes in applying accounting policies,
oversights or misinterpretations of facts, and fraud.

Management
For the purposes of this letter, references to “management” should be read as “management
and, where appropriate, those charged with governance”.
Related Party and Related Party Transaction
Related party:
A related party is a person or entity that is related to the entity that is preparing its financial
statements (referred to in FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland as the “reporting entity”).
a) A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to a reporting entity if that
person:
i. has control or joint control over the reporting entity;
ii. has significant influence over the reporting entity; or
iii. is a member of the key management personnel of the reporting entity or of a
parent of the reporting entity.
b) An entity is related to a reporting entity if any of the following conditions apply:
i. The entity and the reporting entity are members of the same group (which means
that each parent, subsidiary and fellow subsidiary is related to the others).
ii. One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate or
joint venture of a member of a group of which the other entity is a member).
iii. Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party.
iv. One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an associate of
the third entity.
v. The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of employees of either
the reporting entity or an entity related to the reporting entity. If the reporting
entity is itself such a plan, the sponsoring employers are also related to the reporting
entity.
vi. The entity is controlled, or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a).
vii. A person identified in (a)(i) has significant influence over the entity or is a member
of the key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the entity).
viii. The entity, or any member of a group of which it is a part, provides key
management personnel services to the reporting entity or to the parent of the
reporting entity.
Related party transaction
A transfer of resources, services or obligations between a reporting entity and a related party,
regardless of whether a price is charged.

Adjusted audit differences
ISA 260 also requires us to report differences found during our audit which have been adjusted
by management in arriving at the final results for the University. These adjusted amounts need to
be considered by the Audit Committee as they may indicate broader failures in systems of controls
which will need addressing.
Type
net (hard/soft/most
for year likely)
During testing of research
income, we found that client
had double recorded income in
this amount. Client corrected
the misstatement.
Total
Historical cost surplus/net assets
in draft accounts

Soft

Effect on
Effect on
surplus for year assets
£000
£000

66

(66)

66

(66)

66

(66)

66

(66)

Historical cost surplus/net
assets recorded in final
accounts

There were also a number of other presentational adjustments made to the accounts following
our review including grossing up of balances and reclassification of other balances. These have
all been adjusted for and are reflected in the financial statements.

12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
AUDIT COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNIVERSITY COURT
For the year ended 31 July 2017
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This is the Twenty Eighth Annual Audit Committee Report to the University Court,
covering 1 August 2016 to 31 July 2017, to align with the University’s financial year and
Annual Accounts reporting period. This document accompanies the University’s
Annual Accounts and reports from the Internal and External Auditors as part of the
package of reports to the Scottish Funding Council in December 2017.

1.2

The Court is invited to approve the Audit Committee’s Annual Report in which the Committee
agreed to report to the Court that it was satisfied with the work of the Internal and External
Auditors.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

It is the duty of the Audit Committee to report to the University Court any matters that have
required particular attention. This includes any Critical risk internal audit recommendations,
and any reports of fraud or whistleblowing. These are detailed at 1.2.8, 1.2.9 and 1.2.11 of
the report, Appendix 1.

2.2

It is the opinion of the Audit Committee, having carefully considered the assessments
presented to it by the Internal and External Auditors to the University, that the University’s
internal controls and its financial and management systems are adequate and effective.

2.3

The Court is invited to approve the Audit Committee’s Annual Report.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

It is within the Terms of Reference of the Audit Committee to advise the Court on its compliance
with corporate governance requirements, good practice guidance and the Scottish Funding
Council (SFC) Accounts Direction, and to review the University’s Statement of Corporate
Governance in advance of Court approving the audited financial statements.

3.2

The Committee is required to prepare an annual report to the SFC, covering the institution’s
financial year and any significant issues up to the date of preparing the report. The report will
be addressed to Court, summarising the activity for the year, and providing an opinion on the
adequacy and effectiveness of the institution’s risk management, control and governance
arrangements. and arrangements for promoting economy, efficiency and effectiveness (VFM)
as required by the SFC and Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance (2013).

3.3

The Committee will ensure that the Annual Report presents a true and fair assessment of the
University’s position and prospects.

3.4

Further information is available from: Ruth MacLure, Policy Adviser and Clerk to the Audit
Committee, email: r.m.maclure@abdn.ac.uk telephone: (01224) 273239.

27 November 2017 [V3] FOI Status: Part closed: paragraphs 1.2.8 and 1.2.9 of Appendix 1.
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APPENDIX 1

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
AUDIT COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNIVERSITY COURT
For the year ended 31 July 2017

1.

TWENTY EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE TO COURT

1.1

The Audit Committee in 2016-17

1.1.1

During the 2016-17 audit cycle, the Audit Committee met on five occasions: 29 September
2016, 3 November 2016, 19 January 2017, 20 April 2017 and 1 June 2017.

1.1.2

The membership of the Committee comprised:
Mr Ken Murray

Retired Accountant, Finance Director (Convener to 31/10/17)

Mr David MacFarlane
Mrs Lynne Macfarlan
Ms Morag McNeill
Mr Alan McNiven
Mr Peter Milne
Professor Sir Lewis Ritchie

Retired Accountant and Finance Director (Convener from 1/11/17)
Finance Director
Solicitor
Retired Solicitor (to 31/10/17)
Retired Accountant and Finance Director
University of Aberdeen academic staff representative (to 30/09/17)

1.1.3

To ensure independence and objectivity none of the Committee’s external members has held
executive authority in the University, nor has the staff representative held any managerial
position within the University during the reporting period.

1.1.4

The Audit Committee has continued its programme of presentations on major developments
and new legislation affecting the University. During 2016-17, presentations were provided as
follows:

1.1.5

September
2016

Digital Transformation
Strategy

Mr
Brian
Henderson,
Director
of
Information Technology, and Professor Phil
Hannaford, Vice Principal for Digital
Transformation

January 2017

Internationalisation
Strategy

Professor John Paterson, Vice Principal
for Internationalisation

April 2017

Future Strategic Direction
of the Business School

Professor Bryan MacGregor, Vice-Principal
for Research and Executive Dean of the
Business School

June 2017

Aberdeen University
Students’ Association

Margaret Paterson, Chief Executive Officer
of the Aberdeen University Students’
Association (AUSA)

At the first two meetings of 2017-18, the Committee received the following presentations:
September
2017
November 2017

Communications and
Reach
Accounting for
Transnational Initiatives
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Eleanor Bradford, Head of
Communications
David Beattie, Director of Finance

1.2

Internal Audit

1.2.1

Internal audit services in 2016-17 were provided to the University by PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC). Following a tendering exercise in June 2014, the Audit Committee recommended to
the University Court that PwC be appointed for a three-year period from 1 August 2014, with
the option to extend the contract for a further two years, subject to satisfactory performance.
This was approved at the Court meeting of 1 July 2014. At its meeting in April 2017, the
Committee agreed to recommend to Court that its contract with PwC be extended for a twoyear period with effect from 1 August 2017. This was approved at the Court meeting of 27 June
2017.

1.2.2

Fees for 2016-17 were paid to PwC for a contracted annual fee of £80,000 plus VAT, plus
expenses (not to exceed £6,700 per annum), based on a 160-day audit programme. The total
fees paid by the University to PwC for internal audit services in the financial year 2016-17 were
£103k, including VAT, which included additional audits requested by the University.

1.2.3

At its meeting of 2 June 2016, the Committee approved the draft Internal Audit Risk Assessment
and Strategic Plan 2016/17. This was prepared by PwC in accordance with SFC guidance and
set out the main areas for review.

1.2.4

Reports from the 2015-16 programme
At its meeting of 29 September 2016, the Committee received four Internal Audit Reports from
the 2015-16 schedule from PwC. These were on: the Transparent Approach to Costing
(TRAC), External Relations, Key Financial Processes: Treasury Management and Strategic
Key Performance Indicators.
The Internal Audit Review of Institution and School Strategic Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
received an overall rating of Medium Risk but contained one High Risk recommendation
concerning an inefficient and manual-intensive KPI measurement system which was reliant on
a single member of staff. In a follow up later in the year, PwC found that the University was
making good progress in automating its suite of KPIs but that delays had been incurred due to
resource and budget constraints. A revised timescale for completion was agreed.
On 3 November 2016, the Committee received the final report from 2015-16, on the OneSource
Programme.

1.2.5

Follow Up Reports
At its meeting of 19 January 2017 the Committee received a Follow Up Report from University
management on the implementation status of previous internal audit recommendations. The
Committee noted continuing efforts to drive forward the implementation of outstanding actions
and requested an update on progress at its next meeting. In April 2017, the Committee
commended continuing progress in the implementation of outstanding actions.
At the same meeting, the Committee received a Follow Up Report from PwC on the status of
findings in the High risk report on Freedom of Information (FOI) Governance and Procedures,
which had been received in January 2016. This report was rated Low Risk, demonstrating
significant progress in implementation of the findings of the original report.
The Committee also received from PwC a High risk follow-up report on the Aberdeen University
Students’ Association (AUSA). As this review and its findings / related risks pertain to a third
party and not to the University directly, it is not included in this report.

1.2.6

Reports from the 2016-17 programme
Within the academic year 2016-17, the Audit Committee received seven Internal Reviews from
PwC from the 2016-17 schedule, including the FOI Follow Up report detailed above and one
previously-approved addition to the 2016/17 Internal Audit Plan, detailed below.
Two reports were rated High risk. The first was a review of Employee Expenses, which was
received at the April meeting. This review had been carried out in addition to the Annual Plan,
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at the request of the University in response to a report of fraud (detailed at 1.2.8 below). The
report contained three High, one Medium and one Low risk recommendations. The first two
High Risk recommendations proposed a review of the number of corporate credit cards issued,
a review of procedures for claiming expenses against them, and the issue of a reminder to line
managers regarding the approval of claims. The remaining High Risk recommendation
focussed on the need to follow procurement procedures, while the Medium Risk finding
concerned the checking of receipts. The Audit Committee maintained an interest in the
implementation status of findings made within this report and noted in June that a review had
been undertaken of overall credit card expenditure against expense claims and that the
University had reviewed its Expenses and Benefits Policy.
The second High risk report, concerning Payroll in OneSource, was received at the June
meeting, in draft form. At the time of its receipt by the Committee, the report was ungraded due
to ongoing issues with the new Payroll system. At the first meeting of 2017-18, the Audit
Committee received, for information, a paper on the HR / Payroll Options Appraisal, as
presented to the Operating Board at its meeting on 11 September 2017. The Committee noted
that the decision had been taken to write-off the costs of the project to date (£1.2m) and to
discontinue further development, with immediate effect. This write-off appears in the annual
accounts for 2016-17. The reasons for this decision were noted to be a continuing lack of
stability and functionality and the failure to complete a successful parallel run of the payroll on
several occasions. The University has subsequently invited PwC to carry out a review of the
project, to understand how this position had been reached.
At the end of the academic year 2016-17, 10 out of 11 reviews in the 2016-17 plan had been
completed. In addition, one other review on Employee Expenses was completed. Three of
these reports were received at the first meeting of 2017-18. The final review from the 2016-17
Annual Plan, on Trust Governance and Management: Development Trust was deferred to
2017-18 at the University’s request.
1.2.7

Reports Received at the First Meeting of 2017-18
At its meeting of 28 September 2017, the Committee received three Internal Audit Reports from
the 2016-17 schedule from PwC.
One report, on Cyber Security, was rated High Risk and contained two High Risk findings, one
Medium and one Low. This level of rating was reported to be common across the sector, in
view of the consequences of a breach of cyber security. The Committee noted that a great deal
of progress had been made since the Cyber Maturity Assessment of 2015 and areas of good
practice had been identified. The High Risk findings concerned: Vulnerability Management
and the need to remove unsupported Operating Systems from the environment, or mitigate the
risks incurred; and External Supplier Management, including which third parties were holding
data and why. The Medium Risk finding concerned User Education and Awareness:
mandatory security training was not tracked or repeated on an annual basis.

1.2.8

1.2.9
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1.2.10 Levels of Assurance
PwC applies the following levels of assurance when considering the conclusions relating to
Internal Audit Reports:

Finding
rating

Assessment rationale

Critical

A finding that could have a:
•
•
•
•

High

A finding that could have a:
•
•
•
•

Medium

Moderate impact on operational performance; or
Moderate monetary or financial statement impact; or
Moderate breach in laws and regulations resulting in fines and consequences ; or
Moderate impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation.

A finding that could have a:
•
•
•
•

Advisory

Significant impact on operational performance; or
Significant monetary or financial statement impact; or
Significant breach in laws and regulations resulting in significant fines and
consequences; or
Significant impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation.

A finding that could have a:
•
•
•
•

Low

Critical impact on operational performance; or
Critical monetary or financial statement impact ;or
Critical breach in laws and regulations that could result in material fines or
consequences; or
Critical impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation which could threaten its
future viability.

Minor impact on the organisation’s operational performance; or
Minor monetary or financial statement impact; or
Minor breach in laws and regulations with limited consequences; or
Minor impact on the reputation of the organisation.

A finding that does not have a risk impact but has been raised to highlight areas of inefficiencies
or good practice.
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The report classification is determined by allocating points to each of the findings included in
the report.
Findings rating

Points

Critical

40 points per finding

High

10 points per finding

Medium

3 points per finding

Low

1 point per finding

1.2.11 Report Ratings in 2016-17
Of the 12 reports received from PwC by the Committee within the 2016-17 academic year, two
reports were rated High risk (1.2.6 refers), five reports received a Medium risk assurance rating
and five received a Low risk assurance rating.
1.2.12 Acceptance of Recommendations
All internal audit recommendations raised in 2016-17 were accepted by University management
and progress towards implementation has been reported in all areas.
1.2.13 Annual Assurance Statements
The Internal Auditors have produced an Annual Report for 2016-17, which has been considered
by the Audit Committee, summarising activity against the plan for the year. The report
incorporates the Head of Internal Audit's opinion, which ascribes an overall rating for the
University as "Generally satisfactory with some improvements required", based on the work
undertaken, and taking into account their knowledge of the organisation.
In the opinion of the Audit Committee, the Internal Auditors’ Annual Report is satisfactory.
The Committee, having reviewed the performance of PwC and having scrutinised the scope
and effectiveness of its work, can assure the University Court that the work of the Internal
Auditors has been satisfactory.
1.3

External Audit

1.3.1

The University Court approved the appointment of KPMG as the University’s External Auditor
for a period of 3 years, with a possible extension for a further 2 years, subject to satisfactory
performance, with effect from 1 January 2010. In May 2012, the Audit Committee recommended
to the University Court that it grant KPMG a one-year extension to its contract. This was agreed
at the Court meeting of 26 June 2012. In January 2013, the Audit Committee recommended to
the University Court that it grant KPMG a further one-year extension to its contract, to 31
December 2014. This was agreed at the Court meeting of 26 March 2013.

1.3.2

Following a tendering exercise under the APUC framework in October 2014, the Committee
recommended to the University Court that KPMG be appointed as External Auditors from 1
January 2015, for a period of three years with the option for extension for two further one year
periods. This was approved at the Court meeting of 9 December 2014.

1.3.3

Accounts for 2015-16
At the second meeting of 2016-17, on 3 November 2016, the Audit Committee met with the
External Auditors to consider the draft Accounts for the University to 31 July 2016 and the
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Statement of Corporate Governance included therein. The Accounts and Annual Report were
approved and reported to Court and the Scottish Funding Council in December 2016.
1.3.4

Annual Report and Accounts for 2016-17
At the second meeting of 2017-18, on 2 November 2017, the Audit Committee met with the
External Auditors to consider the draft Annual Report and Accounts for the University to 31 July
2017 and the Statement of Corporate Governance included therein. The Auditor’s Report to
the Audit Committee, detailing the main findings and recommendations, was received and due
consideration was given to the matters raised.

1.3.5

The Committee noted that all significant audit issues encountered had been resolved prior to
the completion of the accounts and that although there were a few outstanding minor matters,
none of these was expected to affect the financial statements to any material extent. The
Auditors anticipated issuing an unqualified audit opinion in respect of the consolidated
accounts.

1.3.6

The Committee also noted that the financial position with regard to subsidiary companies and
endowments of the University was reflected in the University’s annual accounts. The cost of
external audit services in 2016-17 inclusive of VAT was approximately:
University Group
Subsidiaries
University Entity

£46k
£2k
£48k

The University also incurred fees of £29k for other services, including international tax advice
and a data security audit.
1.3.7

Annual Assurance Statement
The Court is assured that the work of the External Auditors was satisfactory.

1.4

Other Sources of Assurance
In April 2017, the Audit Committee received the Research Councils UK (RCUK) Funding
Assurance Report. The Committee noted the Overall Assurance Rating received by the
University was Moderate, defined as: “Some improvements are required to enhance the
adequacy and effectiveness of the framework of Governance, Risk Management and Control.”

1.5

The Year Ahead

1.5.1

Internal Audit Services
In September 2017, the Audit Committee received an Annual Risk Assessment and indicative
Internal Audit Plan for 2017-18 from PwC. The Committee noted that the Plan was based on
the three year Audit Needs Assessment received in 2014, but had been updated to reflect the
auditor’s growing knowledge of the University and changes in the Higher Education sector
overall. In response to feedback from the Committee and University management, the Audit
Plan was to be subject to further refinement but was approved in principle.

1.5.2

External Audit Services
As noted at 1.3.2 above, KPMG was appointed External Auditor with effect from 1 January 2015
for a period of three years, with the option for extension for two further one year periods.

1.5.3

Private Meeting with the Internal and External Auditors
The Audit Committee met privately with the Internal and External Auditors on 2 November 2017,
without the presence of University management, as required within the terms of its remit.
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1.6

Opinion of the Audit Committee

1.6.1

It is the opinion of the Audit Committee, having carefully considered the assessments presented
to it by the Internal and External Auditors to the University, that the University’s internal controls
and its financial and management systems are adequate and effective.

1.6.2

The Committee is also satisfied that there has been compliance with SFC guidance, as set out
in the Accounts Direction. The Council’s Accounts Direction brings together the provisions of
the Financial Memorandum with other formal disclosures that the SFC requires colleges and
universities to make in their financial statements or in the associated notes. It is also a condition
of the Financial Memorandum that governing bodies comply with the principles of good
governance set out in the 2013 Scottish Code of Good HE Governance and the Governance
and Nominations Committee has reviewed and confirmed adherence to the principles of the
Code, with one exception being explained in the Annual Report’s Corporate Governance
Statement, this being related to the statutory position of the Rector as Chair.
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Executive summary
Introduction
This report outlines the internal audit work we have carried out for the year ended 31 July 2017.
The Financial Memorandum between the Scottish Funding Council and Higher Education Institutions requires that the Head of Internal Audit provides an annual opinion,
based upon and limited to the work performed, on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the University’s framework of governance, risk management and control (i.e. the
University’s system of internal control). The report must be presented to the institution’s Audit Committee and a copy sent to the Scottish Funding Council.
This opinion is achieved through a risk-based plan of work, agreed with management and approved by the Audit Committee, which should provide a reasonable level of
assurance, subject to the inherent limitations described below and set out in Appendix 1. The opinion does not imply that Internal Audit has reviewed all risks relating to the
University.
The Audit Committee agreed to a level of internal audit input of 160 days, of which 161 days were delivered.
Internal Audit work was performed in accordance with PwC's Internal Audit methodology, which is aligned to the Institute of Internal Auditors International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
Head of internal audit opinion
We are satisfied that sufficient internal audit work has been undertaken to allow an opinion to be given as to the adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and
control.
In giving this opinion, it should be noted that assurance can never be absolute. The most that the internal audit service can provide is reasonable assurance that there are no
major weaknesses in the system of internal control.
Opinion
Our opinion is as follows:
Generally satisfactory with some improvements required
Governance, risk management and control in relation to business critical areas is generally satisfactory. However, there are some areas of weakness and non-compliance in the
framework of governance, risk management and control which potentially put the achievement of objectives at risk. Some improvements are required in those areas to
enhance the adequacy and effectiveness of the framework of governance, risk management and control. Please see our Summary of Findings in Section 2.
Our opinion for University of Aberdeen is comparable with that for other research-led Higher Education Institutions in the UK. Furthermore, it reflects the fact that our Internal
Audit programme focusses on the areas of highest risk to the University. These areas, by their nature, have the potential to result in findings with a greater impact on the
University, leading to higher rated Internal Audit findings and reports.
An explanation of the types of opinion that may be given can be found in Appendix 2.
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Executive summary
Basis of opinion
Our opinion is based on:
•
•

All audits undertaken during the year.
Follow up action taken in respect of audits from previous periods.

The commentary below provides the context for our opinion and together with the opinion should be read in its entirety.
Commentary
The key factors that contributed to our opinion are summarised as follows:
•

No reports pertaining to the University’s governance, risk management, control and value for money arrangements have received an overall rating of critical, and no
individual findings identified through the internal audit work completed in 2016/17 have been rated as critical;

•

Three internal audit reports in 2016/17 were rated as high risk:

•

•

The Employee Expenses review was completed to address specific concerns raised by the University’s management team. In the context of the review the overall rating
of the report was high as there were specific findings identifying discrepancies in the expenses claimed but they were not material to the University and do not represent
a pervasive risk across the University.

•

The Key Financial Processes: Payroll in OneSource review assessed the payroll information of Northgate (the existing payroll system) with Agresso (The University’s new
Enterprise Resourcing Planning (ERP) solution) which were being run un parallel through the implementation phase of Agresso. The review found that there were
errors in the Agresso GL posting which resulted in the report being rated as high risk. However, as Agresso was not live and the University was still running the payroll
through Northgate the impact to the University is mitigated and the risk to the University is low. The University subsequently decided to abort the project to implement
Agresso Payroll and will continue to use the existing Northgate system to operate the University’s payroll.

•

The other high risk report issued in 2016/17 related to Cyber Security which continues to be a significant risk to all organisations and as the risk of compromise through
‘cyber’ channels continues to evolve, it is important that the University is focused on the risks it faces.

Certain medium rated findings relate to the strategy and governance of the University, including areas of importance for the delivery of the University’s 2015-2020 Strategic
Plan. The remaining medium rated findings relate to distinct areas of the University and there is no indication that they are pervasive throughout the University

Acknowledgement
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Summary of findings
Our annual internal audit report is timed to inform the University’s Annual Governance Statement. A summary of key findings from our programme of internal audit work for
the year work is recorded in the table below:
Description

Detail

Overview
We completed 10 internal audit reviews in 2016/17 relating to the controls and
governance arrangements within the University of Aberdeen. We have also completed
one review of the corporate and financial governance arrangements within Aberdeen
University Student Association (AUSA) at the request of the University of Aberdeen,
and with the agreement of the University’s Audit Committee and AUSA itself.

• Our work has resulted in the identification of 7 high, 8 medium and 16 low risk
findings to improve weaknesses in the design of controls and/or operating
effectiveness.
• No critical rated reports were issued and no critical rated findings raised in the
2016/17 year.

Internal control issues
During the course of our work we did not identify any critical control weaknesses.
However, we identified a high risk finding relating to cyber security that management
may wish to consider referring to in the Corporate Governance Statement.
Other weaknesses
Other weaknesses were identified within the University’s governance, risk
management and control. We identified that, although there was generally good
governance arrangements, there were opportunities to improve the controls.
Follow up
During the year we have undertaken follow up work on previously agreed actions.

Good practice
We also identified a number of areas where few weaknesses were identified and/or
areas of good practice.

• Cyber Security – The University is operating with a number of critical and high
vulnerabilities.

• Our work identified 8 medium and 16 lower rated findings in addition to the 7 high
risk findings. These findings were specific to the areas under review and were not
indicative of University-wide issues.
• The 2016/17 Internal Audit Plan included follow-up reviews for Freedom of
Information and Aberdeen University Students’ Association (AUSA): Corporate and
Financial Governance (see page 10 for further details).
• Our reviews Remuneration Committee and Revised Guidelines for HE Sector,
Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and the Freedom of Information follow up
identified only 1 low rated finding in each report.
• Three further internal audit reports were rated as low risk: Student Support
Arrangements, Business Continuity Management and Estates Supplier Management.

Note: An additional review was undertaken in 2016/17 of Aberdeen University Students’ Association (AUSA): Corporate and Financial Governance. As this review and its
findings/related risks pertain to a third party and not to the University directly, we have not included it in the summary of findings above.
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Internal audit work conducted
Introduction
The table below sets out the results of our internal audit work in 2016/17. The following page a comparison of planned and actual internal audit activity.
Results of individual assignments of the University of Aberdeen
Review

Report classification

Number of findings
Critical

High

Medium

Low

Internal Audit reviews of the University of Aberdeen
Remuneration Committee and Revised Guidelines for HE Sector

Low risk

-

-

-

1

Student Support Arrangements

Low risk

-

-

-

3

Business Continuity Planning

Low risk

-

-

1

1

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986

Low risk

-

-

-

1

Estates Supplier Contract Management

Low risk

-

-

-

4

Medium risk

-

1

-

1

Key Financial Processes: Payroll in OneSource

High risk

-

1

5

2

Cyber Security

High risk

-

2

1

1

Freedom of Information – Follow Up

Low risk

-

-

-

1

Procurement Strategy and Tendering

Trust Governance and Management: Development Trust *
Staff Expenses *

N/A

Review not completed in 2016/17 (deferred to 2017/18)

High risk
-

Total

-

3

1

1

-

7

8

16

* The table highlights one addition (Staff Expenses) and one change (Trust Governance and Management: Development Trust) to the 2016/17 Internal Audit Plan approved by
the Audit Committee. These changes were agreed with members of the Senior Management Team and approved by the Audit Committee. The Development Trust Governance
review has been rolled forward and included in the Internal Audit Plan for 2017/18.
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Internal audit work conducted
Results of individual assignments of third parties
A review of AUSA’s Corporate and Financial Governance was undertaken by Internal Audit at the request of the University of Aberdeen, and with the agreement of the
University’s Audit Committee and AUSA itself. The review considered the findings identified in the review completed in 2015/16 as well as the operating effectiveness of the
controls in place at the time of the review. As AUSA is a third party organisation, our findings and the overall report have been rated in terms of how the findings and their
associated risks pertain to AUSA, and not to the University of Aberdeen. On this basis, the results are included in this report for information only, and have not been taken
into consideration when determining our overall opinion on the University’s governance, risk management, control and value for money arrangements for the 2016/17 year.
Review

Report classification

Number of findings
Critical

High

Medium

Low

-

-

5

2

Internal Audit reviews of third parties, undertaken at the request of the University of Aberdeen
AUSA’s Corporate and Financial Governance – Follow Up
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Internal audit work conducted
Direction of control travel
Finding rating

Comparison of planned and actual activity

Number of findings
2016/17 2015/16 2014/15

Audit unit

Budget days Actual days

IA reviews of the University of Aberdeen

Critical

-

-

-

Remuneration Committee & Revised Guidelines for HE Sector

10

11

High

7

4

-

Student Support Arrangements

15

15

Medium

8

23

17

Business Continuity Planning

20

Low

16

16

14

18

Total

31

43

31

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986

15

15

Number of IA reviews

10

12

10

Estates Supplier Contract Management

15

15

Procurement Strategy and Tendering

12

13

Key Financial Processes: Payroll in OneSource

12

15

Cyber Security

15

16

Freedom of Information – Follow Up

5

5

Trust Governance and Management: Development Trust

12

-

-

8

The overall number of findings raised in 2016/17 is lower than in
2015/16 but there has been an increase in the number of high risk
findings from 2016/17 reflecting the fact that our Internal Audit
programme focussed on key areas of known risk including cyber
security, OneSource payroll and employee expenses.

Staff Expenses

IA reviews of third parties, undertaken at the request of the University of Aberdeen
AUSA’s Corporate and Financial Governance – Follow up

12

15

Sub-total

143

146

Other IA activity (planning, coordination , Audit Committee, contingency)

17

15

160

161

Total
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Follow up work conducted
Introduction
In order for the University to derive maximum benefit from internal audit, agreed actions should be implemented. Management actively tracks progress against the open
management actions arising from our Internal Audit work. It has been agreed with the Audit Committee and Management that Internal Audit will perform follow-up on all
critical and high rated findings.
The 2016/17 Internal Audit Plan included follow-up reviews for Freedom of Information and Aberdeen University Students’ Association (AUSA): Corporate and Financial
Governance. In the 2016/17 there were no critical rated findings but 7 high risk findings have been raised for the University, in relation to the following reviews:
•
•
•
•

Procurement Strategy and Tendering (1)
Key Financial Processes: Payroll in OneSource (1)
Cyber Security (2)
Staff Expenses (3)

Results of follow up work
In 2015/16, four high rated findings and no critical rated findings have been raised against the University. These have been assessed as follows:
•

Freedom of Information – The actions included in the high risk report from 2015/16 have been fully addressed and implemented including the 2 high risk findings
relating to the FOISA response times and the use of FOISA exemptions. The 2016/17 follow up review (issued in February 2017) was classified as low risk;

•

Institution and School Strategic KPIs – The high rated finding included in the 2015/16 report related to the University’s manual process to monitor and report on
progress against strategic KPIs. This finding has been classified as in progress at September 2017. Management has confirmed that good progress is being made in
automating its suite of KPIs but delays have been incurred due to resource and budget constraints. The revised timescale for completion of this action is now March 2018.

•

Student Retention Task Force – The high risk finding concerned the lack of a strategy or implementation plan to deliver the University’s Strategic KPI of 96% retention
within each School by 2020. The action was closed after the strategy statement was produced outlining the purpose and scope of the group as an enabler for improved school
practice to reduce student attrition. There is also a high level plan which points towards 2020 and achievement of the retention KPI.

In addition, we performed a follow up review of the findings included in the 2015/16 AUSA report and noted the following:
•

AUSA Corporate and Financial Governance – In 2015/16 a critical rated report was issued following concerns raised over AUSA’s financial governance arrangements.
Our follow up report in 2016/17 (issued in March 2017) noted improvements in the financial governance within AUSA. The findings raised in the 2015/16 report have been
actioned but are not fully implemented and embedded which resulted in a high risk report (issued in March 2016/17) with five medium and two low risk findings.
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Appendix 1: Limitations and responsibilities
Limitations inherent to the internal auditor’s work

Responsibilities of management and internal auditors

Our work has been performed subject to the limitations outlined below.

It is management’s responsibility to develop and maintain sound systems of risk
management, internal control and governance and for the prevention and detection of
irregularities and fraud. Internal audit work should not be seen as a substitute for
management’s responsibilities for the design and operation of these systems.

Opinion
The opinion is based solely on the work undertaken as part of the agreed internal audit
plan. There might be weaknesses in the system of internal control that we are not
aware of because they did not form part of our programme of work, were excluded from
the scope of individual internal audit assignments or were not brought to our attention.
As a consequence management and the Audit Committee should be aware that our
opinion may have differed if our programme of work or scope for individual reviews
was extended or other relevant matters were brought to our attention.
Internal control

We endeavour to plan our work so that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting
significant control weaknesses and, if detected, we shall carry out additional work
directed towards identification of consequent fraud or other irregularities. However,
internal audit procedures alone, even when carried out with due professional care, do
not guarantee that fraud will be detected, and our examinations as internal auditors
should not be relied upon to disclose all fraud, defalcations or other irregularities
which may exist.

Internal control systems, no matter how well designed and operated, are affected
by inherent limitations. These include the possibility of poor judgment in
decision-making, human error, control processes being deliberately circumvented
by employees and others, management overriding controls and the occurrence of
unforeseeable circumstances.
Future periods
Our assessment of controls relating to the University of Aberdeen is for the period 1
August 2016 to 31 July 2017. Historic evaluation of effectiveness may not be relevant to
future periods due to the risk that:
•

The design of controls may become inadequate because of changes in operating
environment, law, regulation or other; or

•

The degree of compliance with policies and procedures may deteriorate.

The specific time period for each individual internal audit is recorded within section3
of this report.
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Appendix 2: Opinion types
The table below sets out the four types of opinion that we use, along with an indication of the types of findings that may determine the opinion given. The Head of Internal Audit
will apply his/her judgement when determining the appropriate opinion so the guide given below is indicative rather than definitive.
Type of opinion

Indication of when this type of opinion may be given

Satisfactory

•

A limited number of medium risk rated weaknesses may have been identified, but generally only low risk rated weaknesses have been found in
individual assignments; and

•

None of the individual assignment reports have an overall report classification of either high or critical risk.

Generally
satisfactory with
some improvements
required

•

Medium risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are not significant in aggregate to the system of internal control;
and/or

•

High risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are isolated to specific systems or processes; and

•

None of the individual assignment reports have an overall classification of critical risk.

Major improvement
required

•

Medium risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are significant in aggregate but discrete parts of the system of
internal control remain unaffected; and/or

•

High risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are significant in aggregate but discrete parts of the system of
internal control remain unaffected; and/or

•

Critical risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are not pervasive to the system of internal control; and

•

A minority of the individual assignment reports may have an overall report classification of either high or critical risk.

•

High risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that in aggregate are pervasive to the system of internal control; and/or

•

Critical risk rated weaknesses identified in individual assignments that are pervasive to the system of internal control; and/or

•

More than a minority of the individual assignment reports have an overall report classification of either high or critical risk.

•

An opinion cannot be issued because insufficient internal audit work has been completed. This may be due to either:

Unsatisfactory

Disclaimer opinion

-

Restrictions in the audit programme agreed with the Audit Committee, which meant that our planned work would not allow us to gather
sufficient evidence to conclude on the adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and control; or

-

We were unable to complete enough reviews and gather sufficient information to conclude on the adequacy and effectiveness of
arrangements for governance, risk management and control.
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Appendix 3: Basis of our classifications
Report classifications
The report classification is determined by allocating points to each of the findings
included in the report.
Findings rating

Points

Critical

40 points per finding

High

10 points per finding

Medium

3 points per finding

Low

1 point per finding

Report classification

Points

Critical risk

40 points and over

High risk

16–39 points

Medium risk

7–15 points

Low risk

6 points or less
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Appendix 3: Basis of our classifications
Individual finding ratings
Engagement teams should tailor the ‘assessment rationale’ section below based previous discussions with management and the relevant committee e.g. Audit Committee.
Finding rating
Critical

Assessment rationale
A finding that could have a:
 Critical impact on operational performance; or
 Critical monetary or financial statement impact; or
 Critical breach in laws and regulations that could result in material fines or consequences; or
 Critical impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation which could threaten its future viability.

High

A finding that could have a:
 Significant impact on operational performance; or
 Significant monetary or financial statement impact; or
 Significant breach in laws and regulations resulting in significant fines and consequences; or
 Significant impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation.

Medium

A finding that could have a:
 Moderate impact on operational performance; or
 Moderate monetary or financial statement impact; or
 Moderate breach in laws and regulations resulting in fines and consequences; or
 Moderate impact on the reputation or brand of the organisation.

Low

A finding that could have a:
 Minor impact on the organisation’s operational performance; or
 Minor monetary or financial statement impact; or
 Minor breach in laws and regulations with limited consequences; or
 Minor impact on the reputation of the organisation.

Advisory

A finding that does not have a risk impact but has been raised to highlight areas of inefficiencies or good practice.
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
UNIVERSITIES SUPERANNUATION SCHEME (USS): UPDATE FROM EXECUTIVE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1 The USS scheme is a national, multi-employer hybrid pension scheme providing defined
benefit and defined contribution benefits to our academic and academic related staff.
This paper provides an update on the 31 March 2017 valuation, which shows a £7.5bn
deficit, and the proposed changes to future member benefits.

2.

2.1

RECOMMENDED ACTION

This paper is provided for information.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1.

BACKGROUND

3.1.1.

Pensions are generally provided either on a defined contribution (DC) or a defined benefit (DB)
basis. In a defined benefit scheme, the pension is calculated with reference to final or career
average salary and length of service. For the employee the pension is known or can be
estimated with a good degree of certainty and the risk of providing this level of pension lies with
the employer and/or the Trustees of the pension scheme. In a defined contribution scheme,
the employer’s and employee’s contributions are invested in assets. For the employee, their
pension will depend upon how these assets perform and thus particularly in the early years the
pension is simply an estimation on the growth of these assets. The risk in a defined contribution
scheme sits wholly with the employee.

3.2.

USS PENSION SCHEME AND VALUATIONS

3.2.1.

The USS pension scheme is a national, multi-employer scheme for our academic and academic
related staff. With effect from October 2016, the scheme changed from a defined benefit only
pension scheme to a hybrid scheme, providing career average defined benefits to all members,
up to a salary cap of £55,000 and defined contribution benefits for earnings in excess of this
level.

3.2.2.

At the 31 March 2014 valuation, the USS deficit was £5.3bn which represented a funding level
of 89%. A deficit recovery plan was agreed, with changes to the contribution rates and scheme
benefits, to their current form, from April 2016. Of the current employer contribution rate of
18%, 2.1% is attributable to the deficit recovery plan, with the aim of eliminating the deficit by
2031. The employee contribution rate is currently 8% of salary.

3.2.3.

The initial 31 March 17 valuation, which will determine future contribution levels and member
benefits, indicated that the USS funding deficit was approximately £5.1bn. This was based on
valuation assumptions using a PWC covenant review that indicated that the HE sector was
“strong”. A subsequent review and letter to the Trustee from the Pension Regulator indicating
that that the covenant should be regarded as “tending to strong” led to a more prudent set of
assumptions and an increased deficit of £7.5bn which represents a funding level of 89%. This
revised deficit will increased the contribution level required to maintain the existing level of
benefits. The joint, employer plus employee, contribution would require to be 37.4%, compared
with the current 26% of salary.
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3.2.4.

Assuming that the current 18:8 employer to member’s rate is maintained, the University’s
contribution would increase from 18% to 25.9% of salary, at a cost of £6.7m per annum.

3.3.

UNIVERSITIES UK (UUK) PROPOSAL

3.3.1.

A recent UUK survey of universities participating in the USS pension scheme reaffirmed the
position that the current 18% employer contribution level is the maximum that employers are in
a position to pay. Employers believe that benefit reform is necessary to ensure the scheme is
on a stable and sustainable footing for the long-term. As a result, UUK have proposed that:
•
•

future benefits would be delivered by the USS Investment Builder, i.e. a defined
contribution (DC) scheme.
any changes would only apply to the build-up of future benefits. Member’s accrued
pensions (those built up prior to any future changes in USS pension provision) are
protected under law.

3.3.2.

However, the proposal is not to close the defined benefit structure entirely, and has been
constructed in order to offer a range of options, including the possible reintroduction of defined
benefits, should scheme funding improve at future valuations.

3.3.3.

Discussions with the Trustee and formal negotiations between employers and member
representatives are expected to proceed through December 2017. Any agreed changes to
member benefits or contributions will necessitate a full consultation with scheme members and
other affected employees in Spring 2018. The University and College Union’s (UCU) higher
education committee has agreed to launch an industrial action ballot in the dispute over the
future of USS. The USS Trustee timetable for the remaining aspects of the valuation process
is:
Actions

Timing

Discussions and negotiations in JNC to reach agreement

September – December

Employers’ consultation with members

December – February 2018

Finalise results and formally consult with employers

March – May 2018

Trustee board approval and submission to regulator before 30
June 2018 statutory deadline

April – June 2018

4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available
(david.beattie@abdn.ac.uk).

from

David

30 November 2017 [V1] FOI Status: Open
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Beattie,

Director

of

Finance

12/12/17

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
COURT
Proposed changes to the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.

This paper is about the changes to the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)
proposed recently by Universities UK (UUK)
This paper was prepared and submitted by David Watts, the academic trade union
nominee on Court
This paper is provided for Discussion and Approval

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.

The Court is invited to:
• Note the proposed changes to the USS pension scheme
• Note that the proposed changes will make the University a much less attractive
employer, particularly to academic and professional staff, than post-92 universities
• Note that the proposed changes could therefore threaten the University’s place among
the world’s top 200 universities
• Note that the proposed changes are driven by a valuation strategy that seeks to
minimize, rather than to manage, risk
• Agree to instruct the University to correspond with Universities UK stating the Court’s
opposition to the proposed changes to the USS and requesting that UUK should seek
to keep the defined benefit section of USS open to contributions by maintaining the
salary threshold (for contributions into the defined contribution section) as near to the
current level as can reasonably be afforded
• Agree to instruct the University to explore, with the Scottish Government and other
relevant bodies, the practicability of moving University staff from the USS to the
Scottish Teachers Superannuation Scheme (STSS) or an equivalent scheme

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

Context

3.1.1

After the triennial valuation of the USS in 2014, the defined benefit 1 (DB) section of the
scheme was reformed. The Final Salary 2 (FS) section was closed to new accruals (as of 31
March 2016) and all employees were placed in the Career Revalued Benefits (CRB) section 3.
This was done, as the Acting Vice Principal (Professor Greaves) pointed out, “to move the
scheme on to a sustainable footing while still offering an attractive and affordable scheme for
current and future members” 4.
1

For colleagues unfamiliar with pensions terminology, I provide definitions of key terms in these footnotes, drawn from
the Pensions Advisory Service website. Defined benefit pension schemes provide retirement benefits that are based
on an employees’ earnings and the length of time that they have been a member of the scheme
(https://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/about-pensions/pensions-basics/workplace-pension-schemes;
last
accessed 24/11/17).
2
https://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/about-pensions/pensions-basics/workplace-pension-schemes/definedbenefit-final-salary-schemes.
3
Also known as Career Average Revalued Earnings schemes: https://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/aboutpensions/pensions-basics/workplace-pension-schemes/db-career-average-revalued-earnings-scheme.
4
E-mail from Prof. Mike Greaves, “USS Reform: update”, sent to staff at 11:23 on 5/2/15.

3.1.2

Since 2014, the USS funding position has improved, as shown in the table below, which is
based on data supplied by a USS Trustee.

2014

‘Best estimate’
surplus
£3.5 bn

Percentage of
scheme assets
8.4%

Technical
estimated deficit
£5.3 bn

Percentage of
scheme assets
12.7%

2017

£8.2 bn

13.7%

£5.2 bn

8.7%

3.1.3

However, after the 2017 triennial valuation, the USS stated that, in order to retain the current
level of pension benefits, employer contributions to the scheme would have to rise by about
6.6%.

3.1.4

Although the 2017 USS triennial valuation was conducted in line with guidance from the
Pensions Regulator, there are grounds for arguing that it was conducted on the basis of
minimising, rather than managing, risk. This approach has been described as “reckless
conservatism” by former Pensions Minister Baroness Ros Altmann 5.

3.1.5

This “reckless conservatism” belies the financial health of the USS. The scheme has assets
worth almost £60bn. Moreover, modelling work done by First Actuarial for the University and
College Union (UCU) – which nominates three USS Trustees – estimates that on the basis of
the scheme continuing to operate as it does now, the USS will have a positive net cash flow
into the 2080s 6. In other words, more money will flow into the scheme (from active members
and their employers, and from investment returns) than will be paid out (as pensions) for at
least the next 60 years.

3.1.6

So, the USS’s “reckless conservatism” is not driven by the scheme’s finances. Instead, it is
the result of several interlinked factors:
• The Pensions Regulator has a conflict of interest when it comes to DB schemes. The
Pensions Regulator has a statutory duty to protect the Pension Protection Fund. As this
fund only protects DB schemes, it is in the interests of the Pensions Regulator to minimise
the number of DB schemes 7.
• Pension deficits are qualitatively different from other debts. Pension deficits arise from
accounting conventions, while other debts arise from the advance of funds 8.
• Current accounting conventions estimate the deficit (or surplus) of DB pension schemes
by working out how much money they would need to have invested now in Government
securities (Gilts), which are considered to have the lowest risk, in order to pay all of the
pension payments they are committed to paying now and in future.
• Returns from investments in Government securities (Gilts) have been driven down to near
zero by the UK Government’s policy of Quantitative Easing. On the basis of current
accounting conventions, this means that the USS needs assets worth a lot more than it
currently has if it is meet all of its pensions liabilities from the returns that it could earn,
were all of its funds invested in Gilts.
• This means that, when the return on Gilts (known as the yield) rises, USS’s technical
deficit will fall automatically. Now that interest rates have started to rise, it is likely that Gilt
yields will do so as well. A rise in Gilt yields to levels approaching those seen before the
start of Quantitative Easing would be likely to eradicate the USS’s technical deficit.

3.1.7

The potentially serious negative implications of such “reckless conservatism” for the future of
the USS were highlighted by the University in its joint submission, with Aberdeen UCU, to the
2016 USS Valuation Discussion Forum. A scan of that submission is appended to this paper.

5

http://genesysdownload.co.uk/rosaltmann/Ros_Altmann_DB_sustainability_Green_Paper_response_May_2017.pdf.
Derek Bensted (February 2017), Estimated cash flows of the Universities Superannuation Scheme, p.2. Downloaded
from
https://www.ucu.org.uk/media/8528/Estimated-cash-flows-of-the-Universities-Superannuation-Scheme-FirstActuarial-Mar-17/pdf/USScashflows_firstactuarial_1mar17.pdf.
7
See, for example, Iain Clacher, Con Keating and Andrew Slater (May 2017), Security and Sustainability in Defined
Benefit Pension Schemes. A Response to The Department of Work and Pensions Consultation, p.45. Downloaded
from http://www.zyen.com/PDF/DWP%20Response%202017.05.pdf.
8
Ibid. p. 20.
6

3.2

Universities UK proposals for further reform of the USS

3.2.1

On 17 November 2017, Universities UK (UUK) proposed:
• That the CRB section of the USS be closed to further accruals;
• That all future pensions contributions go into the USS’s defined contribution 9 (DC) section;
• That the employer contribution should remain at 18% of eligible earnings.

3.3

Known consequences of implementing UUK’s proposals for USS

3.3.1

Under the UUK proposals, all staff would be moved out of a DB pension scheme and into a
DC scheme for all future pension contributions.

3.3.2

Unlike DB pension schemes, DC schemes do not offer any guarantee about the pension that
a member might receive when they retire. Instead, the pension that members of a DC scheme
will receive depends on:
• How much has been paid in by the employee and their employer;
• The return earned on the investments made by the manager of the DC scheme using the
contributions from employees and employers;
• The market rate for annuities 10 at the time when the DC scheme member elects to convert
their investments into a regular income.

3.3.3

If UUK’s proposals are implemented, they will result in pre-92 universities (such as this
University) offering a significantly inferior pension scheme to that offered by post-92
universities to their staff. This is because staff in post-92 universities are eligible to join the
Scottish Teachers Superannuation Scheme (STSS), which is a Government-run DB scheme.

3.4

Likely consequences of implementing UUK’s proposals for USS

3.4.1

If the UUK proposals are implemented, it is almost certain that University employees would
receive significantly lower pensions than under the current arrangements. Modelling done by
First Actuarial, for the UCU, concluded that the amount of pension that a USS member can
expect, under UUK’s proposals, will be between 60% and 80% of the pension that they could
expect under the current DB scheme 11. Modelling done by Professor Mike Otsuka (London
School of Economics), using USS figures, concluded that the amount of pension that a USS
member can expect, under UUKs proposals, will be between 40% and 75% of the pension
that they can expect under the current DB scheme 12.

3.4.2

Such a significant reduction in the salary and benefits package offered to University staff is
likely to make it harder to retain and recruit the calibre of academic and other staff that the
University of Aberdeen will need if it is to retain its position as a global top 200 institution.

3.5

Actions proposed

3.5.1

The Court instructs the University to communicate with other universities and to communicate,
either alone or in combination with other universities, with UUK and to:
• State the University’s opposition to the proposed changes to the USS;
• Request that UUK use its best efforts to keep the DB section open to accruals by
maintaining the salary threshold (over which contributions are directed into the DC section)
as near to the current level as can reasonably be afforded.

3.5.2

The Court instructs the University to explore, with the Scottish Government and other relevant
bodies, the practicability of moving University staff from the USS to the STSS or an equivalent
scheme.

3.6

Financial Implications

9

https://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/about-pensions/pensions-basics/workplace-pension-schemes.
https://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/about-pensions/retirement-choices/annuities.
11
Personal communication from the University and College Union.
12
https://medium.com/@mikeotsuka/by-usss-own-estimates-uuk-s-dc-proposal-would-reduce-our-future-pensions-to40-75-of-our-23f71f5cd805.
10

3.6.1

The actions proposed in section 3.5 have, in themselves, no significant cost implications for
the University, aside from time and communication costs.

3.6.2

If action 3.5.1 is successful, there may be financial implications for the University. Given the
complexity of pensions valuations, and the fact that small changes to key variables (such as
the discount rate) can have a significant impact on predicted future liabilities, these are hard
to quantify at the moment. However, a rough estimate suggests that, if the USS DB salary
threshold were reduced to £35,000 (it is currently £55,550), this could add about 1% to the
University’s contribution to USS, which would equate to about £839,000 per year 13.

3.6.3

If action 3.5.2 is successful, there may be financial implications for the University. Again, the
complexity of the issues makes these hard to quantify at the moment. However, it is possible
that the financial implications will be positive for the University. The employers’ contribution
rate to the STSS is 13.5% of salary 14, whereas the University currently pays 18% of salary
into the USS; although a portion of this 18% goes towards rectifying the deficit on accrued
service 15.

4.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Further information is available from David Watts, the Aberdeen UCU nominee on Court
(d.watts@abdn.ac.uk).

APPENDIX (ON FOLLOWING PAGES)
Joint submission, by the University of Aberdeen and Aberdeen UCU, to the USS Valuation
Discussion Forum in March 2016.

13

The Finance Director (David Beattie) estimates that the University paid £15.107 million to USS in 2016-17.
http://www.sppa.gov.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=446%3Awhat-are-the-current-employercontribution-rates&catid=216&Itemid=532; last accessed 24/11/17.
15
The schedule of contributions to the USS can be downloaded from https://www.uss.co.uk/how-uss-is-run/runninguss/funding-uss/schedule-of-contributions.
14
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER UPDATE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1 This paper provides Court with an update on institutional risk management arrangements.
The paper includes an overview of revisions made to the Strategic Risk Register (available
on request) since Court last met. It provides a breakdown of current risk scores, with
additional focus given to the three risks that currently breach the tolerance threshold of 18.
These are: Finance Sustainability, Internationalisation and Student Recruitment. The paper
also provides a summary of other key issues considered since the last meeting of Court,
including the composition of the Strategic Risk Register and a review of the risk scoring
methodology adopted as part of the University’s Risk Management Framework.
2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

Court is invited to consider this report, and to pass comment as appropriate.

3.

CONSIDERATION BY OPERATING BOARD

3.1

At the meeting of Operating Board that took place on 13 November 2017, a number of actions
were agreed in relation to Risk Management. In particular, Court should note the following:
• The Board requested a paper for its next meeting on the University’s plan to bring the highscoring risks down to a tolerable level, including the timeframe within which this might be
achieved.
• It was proposed that the risks around Brexit were sufficiently overarching and serious to
require a standalone risk in the Strategic Risk Register and this was to be considered.

3.2

These actions will now be taken forward, in advance of the next meeting of Operating Board,
due to take place on 29 January 2017.

4.

RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE – KEY POINTS
The University held a Risk Management Workshop on 26 October 2017; this is a bi-annual event,
designed to review current risk management arrangements and processes in place at institutional
level, and to enable monitoring and control of all risks listed within the Strategic Risk Register.
The event was attended by strategic Risk Owners and Managers. The following gives a summary
of key points addressed at the meeting, and notable outcomes.

4.1.

The Strategic Risk Register Composition
Risk Owners and Managers considered the current composition of the Strategic Risk Register at
the workshop referenced; it is currently comprised of ten high-level risks. In discussion, it was
emphasised that risks identified at this level are generally broad in scope, and designed to align
with institutional strategic priorities, and the predominant risks that might affect the University’s
ability to achieve its key strategic objectives. In general, it was agreed that given the high-level,
strategic nature of the risks covered, and therefore the intended audience (senior management),
there should not be an extensive number of risks, and neither should they be too granular or
operational in detail.
Notwithstanding that, the group considered the addition of further risks on specific issues, with a
particular focus on Information Governance; this was currently subsumed as a sub-risk within
Risk 3, Governance and Core Business, and had been the subject of similar discussion during
the previous reporting round. It agreed that though Information Governance is strategically
important to the institution, it does not merit stand-alone consideration within the Strategic Risk
Register; the group was content that Information Governance is already managed robustly at an
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operational level, both through an underpinning risk register (owned by IT Services), and through
appropriate committees; for example, the institutional Information Governance Committee.
Indeed, the group was content that this applied to most sub-risks of this type and in turn, agreed
that the composition of the risk register remained appropriate in its current form at this time,
meaning the composition would remain unchanged.
4.2.

Risk Scoring Methodology
Consideration was also given on how best to produce aggregate scores for risks that are broad
in scope and which, by their nature, cover a number different issues; in effect sub-risks (as
discussed above) which are often subject to varying levels of threat within the wider risk area.
Within the Strategic Risk Register, this includes: (3) Governance and Core Business; (6)
Internationalisation; (7) Research Performance; and (9) Student Experience. Taking account of
the complexity of different sub-risks within these broad areas, and the subjectivity inherent in risk
scoring, it was agreed that in general, there would always be an element of difficulty in producing
uniform scores. However, on balance, it was agreed that the current risk scoring methodology
remained appropriate; it enabled a degree of flexibility and subjective judgement within a
prescribed scoring framework, and had previously been endorsed by risk consultants from the
auditor PwC. The group also agreed that by way of assurance, the question should be raised
again with PwC at an upcoming meeting with colleagues from Planning.

5.

THE STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER – SCORING AND AMENDMENTS
Table 1 below lists the ten strategic risks (in alphabetical order) and shows both previous and
current net risk scores – noting, as above, these were updated and re-scored in October 2017.
The table highlights which risks have breached the Reporting Threshold of net risk score 18 or
above; specified in the Risk Management Framework as the point at which further information is
required on why the risk is scored at that level (relatively high), and what mitigating actions have
been taken in response. This currently applies to three risks: (2) Financial Sustainability, (6)
Internationalisation and (10) Student Recruitment. All other risk scores sit below the threshold,
and have remained static following review.
Table 1: Previous and Current Risk Scores
April 2016
Net Score

Oct 2016
Net Score

May 2017
Net Score

Oct 2017
Net Score

Significant Score
Increase /
Threshold
Breach

Equality and diversity

8

12

12

12

No

Financial sustainability

18

18

24

24

Yes (stable but
over tolerance
threshold)

Governance and Core
Business Risks

9

9

9

9

No

Health and Safety

12

10

10

10

No

Infrastructure Sustainability

16

16

16

16

No

Internationalisation

20

25

25

25

Yes (stable but
over tolerance
threshold)

Research Performance and
Impact

12

16

16

16

No

Staff Recruitment and
Retention

12

12

12

12

No

Student Experience

12

12

12

12

No

Student Recruitment

18

25

25

25

Yes (stable but
over tolerance
threshold)

Strategic Risk Area
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Table 2, below, provides additional information for the three risks which exceed the tolerance threshold
of 18.
Table 2: Management of High-Scoring Risks
Risk Area
Financial
Sustainability

Reason for High or Increased
Score
The retained net score of 24 is due to:
• Continued risk of SFC funding cuts;
• Ongoing uncertainty due to Brexit
and the impact on EU student
numbers;
• Failure to achieve target student
numbers, notably for international;
• Increased cost of pension schemes;
• Higher than expected pay award;
• Risk of not accurately identifying
level of income growth or savings
required to break even over the
planning period.

Internationalisation

The retained net score of 25 is
attributed to:
• Concern over our ability to achieve
international student recruitment
targets;
• Failure to establish and maintain
international partnerships in target
markets;
• Concern over international staff
recruitment and subsequent impacts
on other areas, including (for
example), research funding;
• Uncertainty over ability to deliver
TNE projects successfully and to
achieve linked targets.

Student
Recruitment

The retained net risk score of 25 is
attributed to:
• Significant challenges in achieving
RUK targets;
• Uncertainty over performance of
new Online Distance Learning
offerings, and the ability to meet
targets in what in untested markets;
• Ongoing concerns over potential
impacts of Brexit and how it might
affect EU student numbers, and
change the position for Scottish
recruitment.

Mitigating actions
• Continue to appraise the potential impacts of
Brexit and to develop mitigating actions;
• Work with Schools to set and support delivery
of targets within School Plans (such as those
linked to student recruitment);
• Proliferation of online and blended learning
programmes, designed to attract high student
numbers;
• Ensure all new projects or programmes are
underpinned by a sound Return on Investment.
• Close management of all major projects, to
ensure costs, budgets and funding availability
remain in alignment;
• Continued
programme
of
identifying
operational
efficiencies
and
business
improvement savings, linked to possible restructuring.
• Engage the World project – brand awareness
• Continue to explore and support work in new
markets, informed by Schools, based on market
research and previous returns.
• Integration of international student recruitment
targets into each School Plan, as part of the
ongoing planning process.
• Roll-out of new online PGT programmes,
designed
in-part
to
attract
increased
international student numbers.
• Close management of all TNE initiatives, based
on a robust governance structure – including
Project Boards and Executive Groups.
• Stronger conversion and communications
activity centrally coordinated.
• Proactive monitoring of academic international
visits to support staff mobility and growth of
research
networks
using
international
partnership synergies.
• Roll out new online prospectus and other
marketing materials, using new University
branding.
• Continue to appraise potential impacts of Brexit
and to develop and implement mitigating
strategies;
• Take forward implementation of Marketing and
Student Recruitment Plans for key markets;
Take forward roll-out of a range of new Online
Distance Learning programs, targeted at
specific markets, informed by market research.

6.

FURTHER INFORMATION

6.1

Further information can be obtained from Dr Hulda Sveinsdottir, Director of Planning
(hulda.sveinsdottir@abdn.ac.uk) or Iain Grant, Acting Head of Strategic Planning
(i.grant@abdn.ac.uk@abdn.ac.uk).
24 November 2017 FOI Status: Open
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
OPERATING BOARD REPORT
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is the regular report to Court from Operating Board, outlining business from
the meetings held on 17 October, 13 November and 22 November 2017.

1.1

This paper is provided for Information.

2

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

Court is invited to note the report of business from the meetings held within the reporting
period.

3

REMIT AND COMPOSITION 2017-18

3.1

In October, the Operating Board received and noted changes to the Board’s Remit and
Composition, which reflected the new composition of Court and the matters for which the
Operating Board had Court’s delegated authority.

4

STUDENT RECRUITMENT

4.1

Student Population and Budgetary Impact 2017/18

4.1.1

In October, the Board received and considered a paper on Student Population and Budgetary
Impact 2017/18, which summarised student registrations for 2017/18 as of early October
2017. The Board noted that there had been an encouraging growth in almost all student
categories for 2017/18, with an institutional growth of 2.3% and Postgraduate Taught (PGT)
and Postgraduate Research (PGR) populations in particular growing by 6.6% and 2.3%
respectively. However, overall recruitment targets had not been met and a shortfall of £1.4M
was predicted against the 2017/18 budget. The Board noted that an extra meeting of the
University Management Group had been convened to consider this report and Heads of
Schools had been asked to provide written confirmation of their proposals for mitigation, to
form the basis of scenario planning.

4.1.2

In November, the Board received and noted the latest statistics and actions being taken in
support of January 2018 recruitment, including a virtual Open Day and a Postgraduate Open
Day.

4.2

Student Accommodation Issues

4.2.1

In October, the Board received and considered an Update on Student Accommodation
outlining the 2017/18 Intake and Outline Plans for 2018/19. The Director of Finance agreed to
consider inclusion of an impairment within the 2016/17 Accounts for the voids in Universityowned accommodation as well as in respect of third- party providers. The Board
recommended that the University further emphasise the benefits of living in University-owned
accommodation, including the availability of pastoral support. The Board agreed that its next
meeting should be held at Hillhead Centre and that it would receive a presentation on Student
Accommodation on that occasion.

4.2.2

On 13 November, the Board noted that provision had been made in the 2016/17 accounts
for voids in student accommodation but that increased uptake was predicted for 2018/19;
this was to be kept under review. The Board noted that alternative uses for vacant
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accommodation were being explored. The Board received a presentation on Student
Accommodation Marketing by the Acting Co-Director of Marketing & Student Recruitment.
The Board noted that 76 voids were predicted for 2018/19, which was within the normal 3%
tolerance, and did not take account of additional marketing activity. The accommodation
web pages had been reviewed and improved in response to student feedback, allowing
students to compare facilities between different University-owned properties and offering 360
degree online tours of accommodation. Members of the Board commented upon the high
quality of the website and linked video. The University had benchmarked its fees and kept
these under review, in addition to offering greater flexibility and support (including quiet and
alcohol-free accommodation) and shorter leases than its competitors.
5

TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION

5.1

The Board received and considered updates on developments in Korea, Qatar and the
emerging project in Sri Lanka. The initiatives in Korea and Sri Lanka are considered
elsewhere on the Court agenda.

5.2

In October, the Board received and considered an update on the latest developments
regarding the proposed campus in South Korea.

5.3

In November, the Board noted that the Qatar Campus had been formally launched and 120
students were enrolled. The Sri Lanka project continued to progress, with a planned launch in
February 2018. The University remained open to the possibility of future developments in subSaharan Africa.

6

FINANCE

6.1

SECTORAL DISCUSSIONS OF PENSIONS

6.1.1

In October, the Board received an oral update from the Principal on Sectoral discussions of
Pensions, which provided the context for more specific discussions on the University
Superannuation and Life Assurance Scheme (UASLAS) and Universities Superannuation
Scheme (USS).

6.2

USS PENSION SCHEME

6.2.1

The Board received and noted updates on the recent USS valuation. On 13 November, the
Board received and noted a letter to the Principal from the University and College Union
(UCU) regarding USS pension benefits.

6.3

UASLAS PENSION SCHEME

6.3.1

In October, the Board received and considered a summary of the current position with regard
to the UASLAS scheme. The Board noted that a small working group had met to discuss the
issues in respect of the Scheme, concerning an unsustainable level of deficit, a consequent
requirement to increase the employer’s contribution and the options going forward. Members
of the Board held differing opinions on the future of the Scheme and agreed the need to
receive a much more detailed paper at its next meeting, setting out the available options and
their likely implications.

6.3.2

On 13 November, the Board received a paper exploring options available in respect of the
UASLAS scheme. The Board discussed the process and timescale within which a decision
must be made, noting that the timeframe for UASLAS was ahead of that for USS and affected
staff on lower grades of pay. It was agreed that it is important to avoid inequality of treatment
of different grades of staff as far as possible. The Board also agreed that the sensitive
communication of any decision was of critical importance. It was decided that further work
should be done to model a hybrid scheme similar to that proposed for USS, with a variable
contribution rate according to salary and a very small element of Defined Benefit (DB). An
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extraordinary meeting of the Operating Board was convened by teleconference on 22
November to consider this paper, in order that it might proceed to the December meeting of
Court.
6.3.3

On 22 November, the Board received a paper describing the current position in respect of
USS, in the form of Seven Key Points received from Mercer Higher Education Group on 18
November 2017. The Board also received and noted a copy of a letter from the Pensions
Regulator in respect of UASLAS. The Board agreed the need to establish the current cost of
running the Scheme, for comparison with the cost of administration of alternative models.
Following some discussion, the Board agreed to request that the UASLAS Trustees open up
a Defined Contribution (DC) scheme to offer a combination of hybrid DB / DC benefits. It was
proposed, in the context of the current valuation, that there would be no further DB accrual,
but that this could be activated at a later date in response to future valuations and
affordability.

6.3.4

The Board also received a paper which provided information on the period over which the
UASLAS funding deficit would need to be removed in order to avoid the need for the
University to provide security over an asset. Due to the size of the UASLAS deficit and the
speed at which it was required to be removed, the Operating Board agreed to recommend to
Court that it approve the University’s proposal to provide security over an asset subject to a
condition that if the deficit was reduced below a certain threshold the University should have
the right to reclaim its asset.

6.5

KING’S COLLEGE CAPITAL

6.5.1

In October, the Board received and considered a summary of the existing support
mechanisms for spin out companies as further background to explore the creation of a formal
investment structure, with the working title “King’s College Fund”. The Board agreed it to be
crucial to identify external expertise to champion the development of the Fund and requested
a further update at its January meeting.

6

HR / PAYROLL OPTIONS APPRAISAL

6.1

In October, the Board received and considered an Update on the HR / Payroll project, noting
that the matter had been considered by the Audit Committee, and received the draft Terms of
Reference for an Internal Review by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC, the University’s Internal
Auditor). The Board agreed that any significant decision on future developments should be
deferred pending receipt of the auditor’s report.

6.2

On 13 November, the Board noted that the Audit Committee had approved the Terms of
Reference for the Internal Review of HR / Payroll, fieldwork had taken place and an initial
draft report received by the University. Further interviews were being conducted and it was
expected that the audit would conclude before Christmas. The Board requested a further
update in January.

7

STRATEGIC PLANNING

7.1

Outcome Agreement with the SFC 2018/19

7.1.1

The Board received a paper on progress towards negotiation of the University’s 2018/19
Outcome Agreement with the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), including a timeline.

7.1.2

The Board noted the “intensification” of the Outcome Agreement process in line with Scottish
Government priorities.

7.2

Outcome Agreement with the SFC: Self-Evaluation Report 2016/17

7.2.1

The Board received and considered the University’s Self-Evaluation Report 2016/17,
discussing areas of challenge in the context of future SFC expectations. It was noted that the
University intended to review its future Key Performance Indicators in the light of these
changes. The Board noted that the University had achieved the majority of its objectives in the
2016/17 Outcome Agreement.
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7.3

Risk Management Update

7.3.1

The Board received an update on risk management, focussing on the Strategic Risk Register.
The Board noted that three risks (Financial Sustainability, Internationalisation and Student
Recruitment) had a net score greater than 18, the tolerance threshold, but none had changed
since the previous report. The Board requested a paper for its next meeting on the
University’s plan to bring the high-scoring risks down to a tolerable level, including the
timeframe within which this might be achieved. It was proposed that the risks around Brexit
were sufficiently overarching and serious to require a standalone risk in the Strategic Risk
Register. It was agreed to bring a paper on the University’s Brexit scenario planning to the
next meeting of the Board, in January.

8.

ATHENA SWAN UPDATE

8.1

In October, the Board noted the good news that all 15 academic Schools / Institutes had
submitted an application for the Athena SWAN Bronze award. Of these, 73% had been
successful. The University of Aberdeen had also submitted an institutional application to
renew its Bronze award in November, 2016 and had been successful.

9.

OTHER AGENDA ITEMS

9.1

RECEIVED AND NOTED

9.1.1

The following items were received and noted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report from the Capital Programme Management Committee
Report from Digital Strategy Committee
Accidents and Incidents Reports
Results of Britain’s Healthiest Workplace Survey 2017
An advanced draft of the University Annual Report 2016-17
An update on negotiations with the trades unions regarding the amendment to staff terms
and conditions.

9.2

RECEIVED AND APPROVED

9.2.1

The following policies were received and approved:
• Biosafety Policy
• Review of Promotions Procedures
• Updates to the Overseas Travel Policy and Guidance

10.

FURTHER INFORMATION

10.1

Further information is available from Ruth MacLure, Clerk to the Operating Board,
r.m.maclure@abdn.ac.uk, 01224 273239
[22/11/17] [Version 1] FOI Status: Part Closed Section 5.2
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
GOVERNANCE AND NOMINATONS COMMITTEE
1.

1.1

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

This paper reports on the main items of business considered by the Governance &
Nominations Committee at its meeting on 8 November 2017. The report focuses on the
Committee’s consideration of:
•
•
•
•
•

1.2

2.

2.1

The Composition of Court Committees;
The Financial Authority of the Operating Board;
Membership of the Audit Committee;
Links between Court and the General Council;
A matter arising regarding the membership of the Selection Committee for the
Appointment of the Principal.

This paper is provided with recommendations for approval. The draft minutes of the meeting
of 8 November 2017 are available at the foot of today’s agenda in Meeting Squared.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

The Court is invited to:
1) Approve a recommendation to increase the number of independent members on the
Governance and Nominations Committee from four to five (Section 3.1 refers)
2) Note the other items of business considered by the Committee.

3.

COMPOSITION OF COURT COMMITTEES

3.1

Recommendation: The Committee recommends to Court that it approve an amendment to the
composition of the Governance and Nominations Committee to increase the number of
independent members from four to five. This is required to comply with the new Scottish Code of
Good HE Governance requirement that there be a majority of independent members on
nominations committees. The composition is attached at Appendix 1 together with the
composition of the Operating Board and Remuneration Committee.

3.2

The Committee received a paper on the composition of Court committees, specifically a request
from Court to consider the representation of non-academic staff members of Court on the
Operating Board and other committees of Court. The paper also invited the Committee to take
into consideration the requirements of the new Scottish Code of Good HE Governance with
regard to the composition of Court committees.

3.3

In discussion, it was noted that Senate Assessors and a further staff member on Court had
proposed that the composition of Court committees should be larger to include more members
of staff and provide a greater diversity of experience. It was also noted, however, that a balance
between diversity and the size of committees needed to be struck, particularly if the committee
was to be effective. The committees should, therefore, be only as large as they needed to be to
enable them to appropriately reflect the composition of Court.

3.4

The Committee considered potential options to address the specific issue that had been raised
regarding non-academic membership of Committees. It was noted that the options to do so would
require additional members of committees, both independent and staff, to be added, or result in
other staff constituencies not being guaranteed membership. The Committee agreed that the
proposal that Court had received was consistent with the new Code in terms of staff membership
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of committees and that while not guaranteeing non-academic staff membership, did not preclude
it. The Committee agreed that the compositions as proposed to Court were appropriate but that
two principles should guide the Committee’s future consideration of the membership of the Court
committees: (1) that there should be participation across the committees collectively from all
categories of Court member; (2) that gender balance and diversity of the membership of
committees should be achieved as far as practicable.
3.5

The Committee agreed that nominations for the vacancies on Court committees should now be
sought and that, in particular, Senate Assessors would be asked to nominate their
representatives to the vacancies arising for them. The Committee would, thereafter, need to
consider those nominations against the gender balance and overall diversity of Committees.

4

NEW SCOTTISH CODE OF GOOD HE GOVERNANCE

4.1

The Committee received and considered the new Scottish Code of Good HE Governance. This
is reported as a separate item on today’s agenda.

5

FINANCIAL AUTHORITY OF THE OPERATING BOARD

5.1

The Committee received a paper on the level of financial authority delegated by Court to
Operating Board. The Court at its last meeting agreed a revised schedule of delegation between
it and the Operating Board but had agreed that the University should confirm the level of financial
authority delegated to the Board was consistent with practice in other universities. The Committee
received a report on practice from a benchmarking group of UK universities and that this
confirmed that, the level of financial authority being delegated to Operating Board was consistent
with practice in the sector for an institution of this size.

6

MEMBERSHIP OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE

6.1

The Committee considered the membership of the Audit Committee and potential appointments
to vacancies. The Committee approved, in principle, a recommendation to Court with regard to
the appointment of an independent member to the Committee subject to the member’s
agreement being received.

6.2

The Committee considered two further vacancies on the Audit Committee for external/co-opted
members and a number of potential individuals who had been identified during the recent
recruitment process for new independent members of Court as having skills and experience that
might be relevant to the Audit Committee. It was agreed that two individuals should be invited to
meet with the Convener of the Audit Committee, and subject to his agreement, be co-opted by
the Audit Committee as members.

7

LINKS BETWEEN THE COURT AND GENERAL COUNCIL

7.1

The Committee, received a paper that the Business Committee of the General Council had
provided to Court in October 2017 with proposals for how, under the new composition of Court,
links with the General Council might be preserved. The Court had agreed the paper should be
referred to the Committee to consider in more detail and the outcome reported back to Court.

7.2

The Committee noted that one of the proposals was for the Convener of the Business Committee
to routinely attend Court. The Committee agreed that the Court had taken steps to reduce the
number of non-members attending meetings of Court and that this proposal was, therefore, not
appropriate. The paper included a further proposal for a Business Committee member to be a
member of the Governance and Nominations Committee. The Committee noted that membership
of the Committee was restricted to Court members and the Court’s composition included
independent members who were also General Council members. The Committee did not,
therefore, consider the proposal appropriate to be taken further. The
Committee
also
considered a proposal for how the Business Committee might be engaged in the recruitment of
independent members. The Committee agreed that this should be considered further in
consultation with the Business Committee. The Committee also noted that a future requirement
of the new Scottish Code of Good HE Governance would be for an annual public meeting
involving representatives of the Court. The Committee agreed that there would be merit in
discussing with the Business Committee whether the Statutory Meeting of the General Council
could be a means of addressing this requirement.
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8.

M ATTER ARISING: MEMBERSHIP OF THE SELECTION COMMITTEE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF THE
PRINCIPAL

8.1

The decision of Court with regard to the composition of the Selection Committee for the
Appointment of the Principal was noted and a member raised a query with regard to the number
of academic members of Court on the Committee. The decision of Court was clarified as having
been to appoint four Senate Assessors as members of that Committee with two further staff
members from the other four staff members of Court. The Committee was reminded that the
Governance and Nominations Committee had been asked by the four staff members to decide
on the appointment of one of the two staff members of the Selection Committee as a result of
their having been unable to reach a decision on the matter. The Committee was also reminded
of the process that it had undertaken in response to that request. The Committee was asked if
there were any issues of governance within that process that were of concern but none were
raised.

9.

FURTHER BUSINESS

9.1

The main items of further business considered by the Committee are listed below. Further
information can be found in the minutes.
-

-

10.

Student Experience Committee: The Committee approved changes to the Committee’s
remit and composition. These are the subject of a separate item on today’s agenda.
Process for the Appointment of Legal Services Provider: The Committee approved a
recommendation to proceed to a tender process to appoint a new provider of legal services
and the establishment of a Legal Services Tender Group, convened by a member of Court,
to oversee the process.
Appointments to External Bodies: The Committee received a report on the appointment
of two University trustees on the Kildrummy Castle Gardens Trust.

FURTHER INFORMATION

10.1 Further information is available from Bruce Purdon, Clerk to the Committee (tel: (01224) 273949
or email b.purdon@abdn.ac.uk).
23 November 2017 v1 FOI Status: Open
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Appendix 1 Composition of Court Committees and Proposed Change to the Composition of the Governance and Nominations Committee
Changes are shown in red/strikethrough

Court
Committee

Current Composition

Membership

Governance
and
Nominations

Four Five independent members, one of whom to be Convener (The Convener
not to be Senior Governor or Convener of Operating Board). The Senior
Independent Member should also normally be a member.

Mr J Hall (Convener)
Mr M Gilbert
Mrs J Shirreffs
Two vacancies for Independent members

Principal (or Senior Vice-Principal as alternate with agreement of Convener)

Principal/Professor Greaves

A staff member of Court (who is not a Senate Assessor and who may be
another elected staff member of Court or trade union nominated member of
Court.)

Vacancy

A Senate Assessor

Vacancy

A Students’ Association Nominated Member of Court

Mr L Ogubie

Note: This composition is subject to the proposals to increase the number
of independent members from four to five being formally approved by
Court.
Operating
Board

Convener to be appointed from amongst the independent members of the
Board.
Four independent members of Court, including the Convener, appointed by
Court on the recommendation of the Governance & Nominations Committee
(independent being defined as external to, and not employed or remunerated by
the University).The Convener of the Board to be an independent member of
Court but not being the Senior Governor.

Ms A Minto
Mr J Hall
Professor N Booth
Vacancy for an Independent member

A Senate Assessor

Vacancy

Remuneration
Committee

A staff member of Court (who is not a Senate Assessor and who may be
another elected staff member of Court or trade union nominated member of
Court.)

Vacancy

A Students’ Association Nominated Member of Court

Mr L Ogubie

The Principal (or Senior Vice-Principal if not otherwise a member of the Board
as alternate with agreement of Convener) and one other member of the Senior
Management Team.

Principal/Professor Greaves
Mrs Inglis

Convener: An independent member of Court (The Convener not to be the
Senior Governor)
Four independent members of Court (Including the Senior Governor)

Mr D Steyn (Convener)
Mrs K McPhail
Mr C Duncan
Mr M Gilbert
Vacancy for an Independent member

A Students’ Association Nominated Member of Court

Mr L Ogubie

A staff member of Court

Vacancy
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is the regular report to Court from the Audit Committee, outlining business
from the meetings held on 28 September and 2 November 2017. The draft minutes of the
meetings are available at the foot of today’s agenda in Meeting Squared.

1.2

This paper is provided for Approval and Information.

1.3

The Audit Committee Annual Report for 2016/17 appears elsewhere on the agenda.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

Court is invited to approve the reappointment of the University’s External Auditor, KPMG, for a
one-year period with effect from 1 January 2018.

2.2

Court is invited to note the report of business from two meetings held in the reporting period.

3.

EXTERNAL AUDIT CONTRACT

3.1

At its meeting on 2 November 2017, the Committee was invited to approve the extension of its
contract with KPMG, the University’s External Auditor.

3.2

The Committee noted that the University had an option to extend the contract for a further two
years, subject to satisfactory performance. In discussion, the Committee agreed that the
service received from KPMG had been of high quality and that it would therefore be appropriate
to extend the contract by one year, to allow the University to advertise within the terms of a new
Advanced Procurement for Universities and Colleges (APUC) Framework in the following year.

3.3

Court is therefore invited to approve the reappointment of KPMG for a further year.

4.

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND CONVENOR

4.1

In September, the Committee noted that this was Mr Ken Murray’s last meeting and recorded
thanks for his stewardship of the Committee over the years. This was also the final meeting to
be attended by Professor Sir Lewis Ritchie and Mr Alan McNiven, to whom thanks were
extended for their contribution to the work of the Committee.

4.2

Mr David MacFarlane took up the position of Convenor of the Audit Committee at its meeting of
2 November 2017.

5.

ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION (AUSA)

5.1

In November, the University Secretary provided an update on the Aberdeen University
Students’ Association (AUSA), following a meeting with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and
the AUSA President.

5.2

The Committee noted that AUSA had experienced difficulties again this year in the preparation
of its annual accounts. As a result, these were unlikely to be complete by December. The
University had released £100k to cover the payroll. The CEO was considering options for
future financial administration of AUSA, following the departure of the individual who had
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undertaken the finance role. The University continued to offer support to the CEO as required.
The Court hearing date in respect of the previous CEO had been set for January 2018.
6.

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORTS

6.1

In September, the Committee received the following Internal Audit reports:
•
Cyber Security Review: High Risk, a level of rating reported to be common across the
sector, in view of the consequences of a breach of cyber security. The report noted a
great deal of progress since the Cyber Maturity Assessment of 2015.
•
Student Support Arrangements: Low Risk.
•
Estates Supplier Contract Management: Low Risk

6.2

In November, the Committee received the Internal Audit Annual Report 2016/2017 from PwC
and noted the Auditor’s opinion, which was: “Generally satisfactory with some improvements
required”, which was in line with other research-led Higher Education institutions in the UK.
The Committee approved the report for presentation to Court.

7.

HR PAYROLL PROJECT

7.1

In September, the Committee received, for information, a paper on the HR / Payroll Options
Appraisal, as presented to the Operating Board at its meeting on 11 September 2017.

7.2

The Committee noted that the decision had been taken to write-off the costs of the project to
date (£1.2m) and to discontinue further development, with immediate effect. The reasons for
this decision were noted to be a continuing lack of stability and functionality and the failure to
complete a successful parallel run of the payroll on several occasions. Operating Board had
asked to receive a further report at its next meeting, with information on the potential for legal
redress.

7.3

The Committee noted that the Senior Management Team had proposed undertaking a review
of how this position had been reached and the University Secretary proposed to invite PwC to
undertake this piece of work. The Audit Committee approved this course of action.

7.4

In November, the Committee received an oral update on the Internal Review of the HR / Payroll
Project by PwC.

7.5

Fieldwork had taken place and an initial draft report received by the University. Further
interviews were being conducted and it was expected that the audit would conclude before
Christmas.

8.

WHISTLEBLOWING REPORT

8.1

In September, the Committee received a report of an investigation under the Policy and
procedure on Public Interest Disclosure (Whistleblowing).

8.2

9.

RISK MANAGEMENT

9.1

In September, the Committee received the Internal Audit Annual Risk Assessment and Plan
2017/18, from PwC. This was approved, subject to inclusion of the University’s international
ventures within the Internal Auditor’s list of auditable areas of activity.
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9.2

In November, the Committee received an update on the University’s institutional risk
management arrangements, with a particular focus on the institutional Strategic Risk Register.
The Committee noted a report of the recent meeting of Risk Owners and Managers, to review
current risk arrangements, risk scores and the composition of the Strategic Risk Register.

10.

PRODUCTION OF ANNUAL REPORT 2016/17

10.1 In September, the Committee received the latest Draft of the University’s Annual Report and
Accounts 2017, noting it to be at an advanced stage of development, and agreed to forward
any comments to the Director of Finance in advance of the next meeting, when the Committee
would consider the report in fine detail. A member of the Committee queried the period to be
covered by the report, stating his opinion that, for example, information on Court membership
should be accurate as at the date it was signed by Court, rather than as at the financial year
end. This was considered further outwith the meeting and it was agreed to make this change.
10.2 In November, the Committee provided detailed feedback to be incorporated into the final draft.
Subject to these amendments, the Committee approved the Report.
11.

GOING CONCERN ANALYSIS

11.1 In November, the Committee received and approved a paper discussing the University’s cash
flow and net current liability position as at 31 July 2017, demonstrating that the University would
continue on a going concern basis for the period to July 2019. The Committee noted that the
University was considering refinancing its loans with Barclays Bank plc, for which the first
repayment was due in 2021.
12.

EXTERNAL AUDIT

12.1 In September, the Committee received an Audit Update for the year ended 31 July 2017 from
KPMG, the External Auditor. The Committee noted that audit fieldwork was nearing completion,
prior to preparation of the full report for the next meeting.
12.2 In November, the Committee received the Audit Highlights for year ended 31 July 2017, noting
that the Auditor anticipated issuing an unqualified audit opinion on the 2016-17 consolidated
and individual University financial statements, following their approval by Court.
13.

PRIVATE MEETING WITH THE AUDITORS

13.1 At the end of the November meeting, the Committee met with the Internal and External Auditors
without University Officers present, as recommended by the Committee of University Chairs
(CUC).
11.

FURTHER INFORMATION

11.1 Further information is available from Ruth MacLure, Clerk to the Audit Committee,
r.m.maclure@abdn.ac.uk, 01224 273239

[23/11/17] [version 2] [Part-Closed Section 8.2]
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12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
STUDENT EXPERIENCE COMMITTEE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper provides a short update on the main items of business considered by the
Student Experience Committee at its meeting on 2 October 2017. These focus on: i)
Changes to the Remit and Composition, ii) Student Communication, Support and
Intervention Recording; iii) Student Orientation: and iv) the Student Partnership
Agreement.

1.2

This paper is provided for approval in respect of changes to the Remit and Composition,
subject to the additional approval of Senate, and otherwise for information only.

2.
2.1

RECOMMENDED ACTION
The University Court is invited to approve the changes to the Remit and Composition, subject
to the additional approval of Senate, and to note the other information provided in this report.

3.

REMIT AND COMPOSITION

3.1

Following changes to the composition of Court and restructuring in Professional Services, the
Committee received and agreed an updated Remit and Composition attached as Appendix A.
The revised Remit and Composition has been agreed by the Governance and Nominations
Committee. The table below shows the original and revised Remit and Composition for
comparison.
Original
Responsible for:
• To develop and approve policy and
strategy regarding all areas relevant to any
activities or facilities associated with the
non-academic co-curricular aspects of the
student experience (other than those under
the specific remit of other University
committees).
• To consider and provide advice to UCTL
on aspects of the student experience which
fall within both non-academic and academic
areas
• To consider reports from the Students
Association on its activities
• To consider reports from the Sports
Advisory Group
• To consider reports relevant to the student
experience from Academic Affairs, Student
Life and any other bodies as appropriate.
• To ensure compliance with the Code of
Practice laid down by the University in
accordance with the provisions of the 1994
Education Act
• To advise the UCTL, Senate and Court on
such matters as may be remitted to it by
those bodies
Convener:
Independent Member of Court

Revised for 2017/18
Responsible for:
• Contributing to the development and
approval of policy and strategy regarding
non-academic aspects of the student
experience (other than those under the
specific remit of other University
committees), ensuring that adequate regard
is given to the student experience.
• Reviewing progress against plans relevant
to the non-academic student experience.
• Receiving reports from the Students’
Association, and reports relevant to the
student experience from the Directorates of
Academic and Student Affairs, People, and
Estates and Facilities, and any other bodies
as appropriate.
• To ensure compliance with the Code of
Practice laid down by the University in
accordance with the provisions of the 1994
Education Act.
• To advise the UCTL, Senate and Court on
such matters as may be remitted to it by
those bodies.

Convener:
Independent Member of Court

Composition:
Rector
Rector’s Assessor
Vice-Principal (Learning & Teaching)
University Secretary

Composition:
Rector
Vice Principal for Learning and Teaching
University Secretary

Dean of Undergraduate Studies (Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences and Business)
Dean of Undergraduate Studies (Science,
Engineering and Healthcare)
Dean of Postgraduate Taught Studies (Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences and Business)
Dean of Postgraduate Taught Studies
(Science, Engineering and Healthcare)
Dean of the Graduate School
Director of Academic Affairs
Director of Student Life
Equality and Diversity Adviser
University Librarian (or nominee)
Head of Student Support
University Chaplain

Chair of the Undergraduate Committee (or
nominee)
Chair of the Postgraduate Committee (or
nominee)
Director of Estates and Facilities (or
nominee)
Director of People (or nominee)
Director of Student and Academic Affairs (or
nominee)
University Librarian (or nominee)
Head of Student Experience
Head of Student Support
President of the Students’ Association plus
two sabbatical officers

President of the Students’ Association and
student sabbatical officers
In attendance:
Directorate of Student Life’s Heads of
Section where required
Directorate of Academic Affairs’ Heads of
Section where required
Director of Estates (or nominee)
Chief Executive Officer, Students’
Association

In attendance:
Chief Executive Officer, Students’
Association
Student Engagement Manager
Director of Digital and Information Services
(or nominee)

4.

STUDENT COMMUNICATION, SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION RECORDING

4.1

The Committee received and considered a report outlining a proposed new Customer
Relationship System for recording student communication, support and intervention. The
Committee agreed that a small sub-group would be formed to further debate the issues around
student information and internal communication as pertinent to the student experience.

5.

STUDENT ORIENTATION

5.1

The Committee received a paper on the successful Student Orientation event that had taken
place during Freshers’ Week. Over 1,000 people had attended one of 22 workshop sessions
on a variety of themes.

6.

STUDENT PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

6.1

The Committee received an update on the Student Partnership Agreement, which sets out the
agreed approach between the University and Aberdeen University Students’ Association on
partnership working, and details the agreed priorities that both will work to over the period 20182020. The launch of the Agreement was planned for Refreshers’ Welcome Week at the start of
Semester 2.

7.

FURTHER INFORMATION

7.1

Further information is available from Christina Cameron, Clerk to the Student Experience
Committee (tel: (01224) 274189 or email c.cameron@abdn.ac.uk).
13 November 2017 v3 FOI Status: Open
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Appendix A: STUDENT EXPERIENCE COMMITTEE REMIT AND COMPOSITION
1.

COMMITTEE TITLE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE COMMITTEE

2.

DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT
Established 30 June 2015, replacing Student Affairs Committee

3.

CONVENER & ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AREA
Convener:
Clerk:

4.

Independent Member of Court
Estates and Facilities

PURPOSE
To focus on the achievement of the University’s overall strategic objectives relating to the nonacademic, co-curricular, and other aspects of the student experience (the academic aspects
being dealt with through the University Committee on Teaching & Learning (UCTL)).

5.

REMIT: (To be reviewed annually at first meeting of committee cycle)
Responsible for:
• Contributing to the development and approval of policy and strategy regarding nonacademic aspects of the student experience (other than those under the specific remit of
other University committees), ensuring that adequate regard is given to the student
experience.
• Reviewing progress against plans relevant to the non-academic student experience.
• Receiving reports from the Students’ Association, and reports relevant to the student
experience from the Directorates of Academic and Student Affairs, People, and Estates
and Facilities, and any other bodies as appropriate.
• To ensure compliance with the Code of Practice laid down by the University in accordance
with the provisions of the 1994 Education Act.
• To advise the UCTL, Senate and Court on such matters as may be remitted to it by those
bodies.

6.

COMPOSITION AND QUORUM:
Convener:

Independent Member of Court

Composition:

Rector
Vice Principal for Learning and Teaching
University Secretary
Chair of the Undergraduate Committee (or nominee)
Chair of the Postgraduate Committee (or nominee)
Director of Estates and Facilities (or nominee)
Director of People (or nominee)
Director of Student and Academic Affairs (or nominee)
University Librarian (or nominee)
Head of Student Experience
Head of Student Support
President of the Students’ Association plus two sabbatical officers

In attendance:

Chief Executive Officer, Students’ Association
Student Engagement Manager
Director of Digital and Information Services (or nominee)
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Quorum:
7.

50% of formal membership (including Ex Officis).

MEMBERSHIP
Mrs J Shirreffs (Convener)
Rector
Professor Peter McGeorge, Vice Principal for Learning and Teaching
Ms C Inglis, University Secretary
Professor Hazel Hutchison/Professor Alison Jenkinson, Chair of
Undergraduate Committee
Professor Christopher Kee/Professor Ekaterina Pavlovskaia, Chair of
Postgraduate Committee
Mr A Wight, Deputy Director of Estates and Facilities
Ms D Dyker, Director of People
Dr R Bernard, Acting Director of Student and Academic Affairs
Ms D Bruxvoort, University Librarian
Mr D Stuart, Head of Student Experience
Ms A Shipley, Head of Student Support
Mr L Ogubie, AUSA President
Vacant, Two sabbatical officers

8.

In attendance:

Ms Margaret Paterson, Chief Executive Officer, AUSA
Ms K Scaife, Student Engagement Manager
Mr B Henderson, Director of Digital and Information Services

Clerk:

Ms C Cameron, Project and Strategy Officer, Directorate of Estates and
Facilities

REPORTING LINE/PARENT COMMITTEE AND INTERFACE WITH OTHER COMMITTEES
Formal reporting line:
Interface with other committees:

9.

Court and Senate
University Committee on Teaching and Learning, University
Management Group

FREQUENCY AND TIMING OF MEETINGS
3 meetings per session.
Meetings between 10-4 in accordance with University Policy.

10.

PUBLICATION OF PAPERS
Cognisance will be taken of the University’s Publication Scheme and Agenda papers will be made
available on web pages/StaffNet where possible.

11.

DATE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMITTEE APPROVED/RECORDED BY COURT: tbc
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12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
PARTNERSHIP NEGOTIATING AND CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper reports on issues arising from the most recent meeting of the Partnership
Negotiating and Consultative Committee held on 15 November 2017.

1.2

This paper is provided for Information and Approval. The draft minutes of the meeting of 15
November 2017 are available at the foot of today’s agenda in Meeting Squared.

2.

2.1

RECOMMENDED ACTION

The University Court is invited to note the report from the Partnership Negotiating and
Consultative Committee and approve item 3.

FOR APPROVAL
3.

CONSULTATION ON THE AVOIDANCE OF REDUNDANCY POLICY

3.1

The Committee received the revised policy which had been updated to reflect changes
identified through recent application of the Policy. This included clarifying appropriate
representation at consultation meetings i.e. this may be an HR Representative or
Redeployment Coordinator. There was also clarification on the length of consultation periods
i.e. that the period of consultation required may be longer or shorter than 5 months. Where
shorter, the period of consultation will comply with the statutory minimum required. The
University and College Union (UCU) noted their objection to the proposed changes. Court is
invited to approve the changes to the policy enclosed at Appendix 1.
FOR INFORMATION

4.

CAPABILITY FIGURES

4.1

The committee noted a report on the numbers of staff being supported through the Capability
Procedure (both Informal and Formal). This procedure aims to provide all members of staff with
a clear framework within which any concerns related to capability will be addressed in a
constructive, fair and equitable manner.

5.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RESTRUCTURE

5.1

The committee received a presentation from the University Secretary on the Professional
Services Restructure.

6.

PENSIONS UPDATE

6.1

The Committee received an update on the ongoing discussions regarding both USS and
UASLAS. An agreed response has been submitted to the consultation on the USS Scheme
and further consideration was being given to potential options for changes to the UASLAS
(included in a separate report on today’s agenda).
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7.

TRANSNATIONAL EDUCATION – DUE DILIGENCE

7.1

The Committee noted a further discussion paper presented by the UCU on Transnational
education and the due diligence undertaken by the University in relation to this. It was agreed
that further discussion on the Internationalisation Policy, which was related to this, would take
place at a meeting of the Policy Review Group.

8.

PURCHASE OF ANNUAL LEAVE SCHEME

8.1

The Committee noted a paper from UCU on the application of the scheme. It was agreed that
the Scheme would be reviewed with further discussion to take place at a meeting of the Policy
Review Group.

9.

FURTHER INFORMATION

9.1

Further information is available from Catherine Cook, Clerk to the Partnership Negotiating and
Consultative Committee, (01224) 273413 or c.cook@abdn.ac.uk or Mrs Debbie Dyker, Director
of People, d.j.dyker@abdn.ac.uk, tel 01224 273732.
27 November 2017 [version 1] FOI Status: Open
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APPENDIX 1
THE UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
CONSULTATION ON AVOIDANCE OF REDUNDANCY POLICY
This Policy should be read in conjunction with Appendices A and B (attached).

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The University of Aberdeen is committed to seeking to avoid staff redundancies. The procedure
that will be followed to underpin the principles and processes for carrying out collective and
individual consultation regarding the avoidance of redundancy is outlined below.

2

AIMS AND PRINCIPLES

2.1

The aim is to identify consultation processes that:
• Ensure that legal obligations are met regarding collective consultation on redundancy;
• Develop provisions with the aim of improving job security for any University staff who may
find
• themselves at risk of redundancy;
• Are constructive and function in a manner that is consistent with partnership working
between the
• University and its recognised Trades Unions;
• Are realistic, workable and meaningful;
• Are robust, and adopted throughout the University, and can be developed in light of
experience; and
• Take account of the University’s strategic ambitions and its funding.

3

SCOPE

3.1

Collective consultation will take place between the University and the recognised campus Trades
Unions (currently UCU, UNISON and Unite). Collective consultation will also take place between
the University and Prospect if any of the former Rowett Research Institute staff for which Prospect
is recognised are potentially at risk of redundancy. In addition, where it is expected that 20 or
more contracts may conclude as a result of redundancy within a period of not more than 90 days,
the University will notify the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills accordingly.

4

CONSULTATION PROCESS
A consultation process will be undertaken with staff at risk of redundancy prior to any notice of
dismissal being issued. Collective consultation is intended to fully meet the University’s legal
obligations to seek to consult its recognised Trades Unions about ways of avoiding dismissals
due to redundancy, reducing the numbers and mitigating the consequences. Collective
consultation will be undertaken with a view to reaching agreement with the Union representatives.
Consultation will take place at individual and collective levels. Individual consultation is intended
to fully meet the University’s legal obligations to seek to avoid an individual redundancy and,
where individuals are dismissed, to meet the relevant statutory obligations and procedures
established in the University’s Academic Statute in force at the time.

4.1

Collective Consultation

4.1.1 Introduction
University-level collective consultation will take place through the Joint Consultative Committee
on Redundancy Avoidance (JCCRA), reporting to PNCC. Agreement on any matter affecting
terms and conditions of employment will be subject to ratification through the normal bargaining
process and by the University Court as appropriate.
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4.1.2 Composition
JCCRA membership will comprise:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vice-Principal/University Secretary (Convenor)
Director of People Services/Deputy Director of Human Resources
Director of Finance
3 Representatives from Academic areas ensuring appropriate representation
1 Representative from Professional Services
2 UCU representatives
2 UNISON representatives
2 Unite representatives
1 Prospect representative (if appropriate)

Providing advance notice is given, the following individuals may also be invited to attend meetings
of JCCRA to provide further information and advice:
• One further official per Union, which may include the full-time official.
• University officers with relevant specialist knowledge.
The Committee will normally be clerked by a member of staff from Human Resources.
4.1.3 Remit
The JCCRA’s remit is to:
• Provide a forum for consultation on matters relating to all proposed staff redundancies.
Work with the HR Section to develop and review policies and provisions with a view to
avoiding or reducing redundancies within the University and, where redundancies cannot
be avoided, to mitigate the consequences of redundancies e.g. redeployment, retraining,
careers advice and counselling, talent pool management, methodology for maximising job
security in the context of diverse sources of funding, arrangements for voluntary severance
and early retirement in the context of the avoidance of redundancies;
• Review and discuss overview information on potential redundancies in the period ahead:
comprising the reasons for potential redundancies, numbers and descriptions of
employees affected, total number of employees in each category and any University
proposals for handling the potential redundancies including selection and compensation
arrangements;
• Identify any areas of concern and advise on necessary action;
• Work with Redeployment Co-ordinators to ensure that policies and provisions for the
avoidance of redundancies are communicated appropriately to managers and staff.
4.1.4 Scheduling of Meetings
JCCRA will normally meet on a monthly basis, and arrangements for further meetings will be
subject to review and agreement by both the University and Trades Union members. JCCRA
may also set up short-life working parties to take forward specific pieces of work on its behalf.
4.1.5 Confidentiality
The University and the recognised Campus Trades Unions are committed to sharing information
as openly as possible in JCCRA in order to build trust and understanding and enable partnership
working and, where appropriate, JCCRA will be informed of the financial situation underlying
consideration of potential redundancies. However, it is recognised that, in the course of such
working, information may be provided by the University or the Trades Unions that is sensitive or
confidential and which, if disclosed out with JCCRA, could be detrimental to legitimate interests,
reputation etc. In such cases the confidential nature of the information will be made clear in
advance and all JCCRA members will be asked to accept an obligation of non-disclosure of that
information to any other parties.
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4.2

Individual Consultation

4.2.1 Introduction
Individual consultation will take place locally, normally between the individual and his/her line
manager supported by the appropriate HR Representative or Redeployment Coordinator.
Individuals may be accompanied by a Trade Union representative or a colleague to this meeting.
Detailed discussion of the individual circumstances, including individual preferences, and options
for avoidance or mitigation of the impact of redundancy for individuals will take place through
individual consultation.
4.2.2 Notification of At Risk of Redundancy
It is the intention that at least 5 months prior to the effective date of the proposed redundancy ,
the appropriate HR Representative/ Redeployment Co-ordinator will contact the individual’s Head
of School/Section to advise that the consultation process with the member of staff should
commence. From time to time it is acknowledged that the period of consultation required may be
longer or shorter than 5 months. Where shorter, the period of consultation will comply with the
statutory minimum required. The individual’s line manager will invite the member of staff to a
consultative meeting with him/her. The individual will have the right to be accompanied to this
meeting. The line manager and HR Representative/Redeployment Co-ordinator will explain to
the staff member why their post is at risk of redundancy and will explore options for redeployment
or other means by which the individual may be retained within the University. The line manager
will also outline the support mechanisms available within the University to the staff member. This
will include the provision of information on any known, including forthcoming, job opportunities
within the School/Section and how to access information about job opportunities elsewhere in
the university and also externally. Individuals at risk of redundancy may contact their HR
Partner/Adviser/Redeployment Coordinator for information and support during the redeployment
process.
Individuals will be afforded the appropriate time to attend consultation meetings. Failure to attend
may prevent reasonable alternative options for a continuation of employment being secured.
A date will be established for a follow-up meeting (to be held prior to the commencement of the
formal notice period) which will explore the efforts that have been made by the individual and
University to avoid redundancy. Should a formal notice of redundancy be issued attempts to find
continued employment through the established redeployment routes shall continue until an
individual’s last day of service.
It is the normal policy to refrain from advertisement for a period of 2 weeks to allow individuals at
risk of redundancy the opportunity to apply for, and be considered for available vacancies. If an
individual meets all of the essential criteria (or would with reasonable training), as described in
the person specification, the individual will be invited to an interview.
If having applied this procedure there is no interest in a vacancy or no appointable candidate,
only then will the vacancy be advertised, internally and/or externally.
Should an individual not be invited for interview following an application, or be unsuccessful after
interview, appropriate feedback will normally be given within 7 days.
It is the case for all staff that Heads of School, Principal Investigators and line managers have a
responsibility to provide advice about career development. In addition, all staff have a
responsibility to manage their own careers and to take full advantage of the facilities and
opportunities for career development made available by the University. In particular, during
redundancy consultation, staff are expected to play a full and constructive part in the process by
actively engaging in meetings offered by the school or the University and by using the University’s
vacancy website as part of their wider strategy for finding alternative employment. Where an
individual makes a formal request to his/her line manager for redeployment the line manager
should respond formally to the request in a reasonable timescale.
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It is acknowledged that some individuals will have participated in the individual consultation
process previously. In such circumstances an individual will have the opportunity to choose not
to attend individual consultation meetings. Should this be their preference they will still have all
the redeployment mechanisms and support available to them. There would also be no detriment
to any possible redundancy payment by choosing to not participate in the individual consultation
meetings.
4.2.3 Avoidance and Mitigation of Redundancy
The University will allocate appropriate resource in each College and in the Administrative
Section to enable effective operation of the process.
Within 2 weeks of receiving notification of at risk of redundancy, individuals will be offered the
opportunity to meet with the appropriate HR Representative/Redeployment Coordinator to
discuss the individual’s requirements.
Individuals who are at risk of redundancy shall have the opportunity to identify reasonable training
requirements that will enable them to avoid redundancy.
In certain circumstances the University will consider bridging funding for individuals at risk of
redundancy in accordance with School procedures.
Individuals who are at risk of redundancy and who secure a position at a higher grade are entitled
to be paid at the appropriate spinal point for the role.
If suitable alternative employment is available at the same grade an individual’s salary and salary
progression within the grade will be maintained.
Should an individual have an opportunity of a position at a lower grade/spinal point, they are not
obliged to take such a post and will suffer no detriment in terms of redundancy payment.
Individuals accepting a redeployment post may have a one month trial period, which if
unsuccessful, will not affect the right to a redundancy payment. The trial period may be extended
by mutual agreement for a further period of up to 4 weeks. It is acknowledged that redeployment
into a position at a lower grade is unlikely to constitute suitable alternative employment. In these
circumstances if an individual accepts redeployment into a lower graded position they will be
entitled to receive a compensatory payment and re-engagement at the appropriate grade and
remuneration. Continuous service for all reasons other than redundancy will be maintained in
these circumstances; continuous service for the purposes of redundancy entitlement will
commence from the date of appointment in the redeployed position. Should an individual choose
to receive a redundancy payment and re-engagement the payment will be a compensatory
payment equivalent to a redundancy payment which will be subject to tax and National Insurance
contributions.
Any member faced with redundancy will have the right of appeal. The University appeal
procedure will be the mechanism for handling such matters.
5

PERIOD OF AGREEMENT

5.1

This agreement takes effect from 5 December 2011 and its terms and operation will be reviewed
regularly.

5.2

The parties to this Agreement reserve the right to terminate it by giving three months’ notice in
writing.

5.3

Amendments may be made only with the consent of all parties.
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Revised November 2017 (Draft)
Appendix A
Avoidance of Redundancy: Management Statement
We acknowledge that it is the policy of our recognised Campus Trades Unions not to enter into
agreement on the scope of redundancy pools or the selection of staff for dismissal as a result of
redundancy, therefore the following statement outlines the University’s position and is unable to be
agreed by our trade unions.
The University recognises that it is important to avoid destabilising staff morale and motivation in the
wider University community through the risk of staff redundancies. Therefore, where redundancies are
unavoidable, the University will adopt a position of containing the redundancy pool within the smallest
appropriate unit of the University. It is anticipated that the pool will be confined to all relevant staff in a
defined working group and, in practice, as a minimum this is likely to be a project team or academic
discipline/administrative section or part thereof. If a member of staff is carrying out a unique role within
the University the pool may be limited to that person alone.
Appendix B
Avoidance of Redundancy; Management and Campus Trade Unions Statement
Members of staff who are pregnant and at risk of redundancy will receive full occupational maternity
and statutory maternity pay. Individuals whose contracts conclude during the course of maternity leave
will have their contracts extended to allow for full occupational maternity and statutory maternity pay to
be received.
Where feasible, staff members’ work activities will be put on hold and completion deadlines extended
in order to allow such individuals to return to work following the period of maternity leave.
Where staff members’ work is in support of projects with specific end dates which cannot be moved,
individuals’ contracts will conclude at the end of their maternity pay period; however, individuals on
maternity leave will nevertheless receive the same support as other staff at risk of redundancy and are
entitled to be considered for further employment through the redeployment process.
Staff members on maternity leave will be invited to participate in individual consultation on the
avoidance of redundancy, either in person or via telephone.
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12 December 2017

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
REPORT FROM UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON TEACHING AND LEARNING

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This is a paper about the main items of business considered by the University Committee
on Teaching & Learning (UCTL) at the meetings held on 13 September and 8 November
2017.

1.2

The Court is advised that the business as considered by the UCTL at the meeting held on 8
November will be considered by the Senate on 13 December 2017.

1.3

This paper is provided for information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The Court is invited to note the contents of this report. No action is required.

3.

ITEMS OF BUSINESS CONSIDERED BY THE UCTL ON 13 SEPTEMBER 2017

3.1

Resit Exams

3.1.1 The Committee approved and agreed to forward to the Senate, proposals regarding resit
examinations. Firstly, the Committee approved the placing of a cap on resit grades and allowing
this capped grade (D3) to be used for Honours/Masters degree classification purposes. The
Committee noted that the proposal followed feedback from External Examiners and would ensure
a consistency of approach to the marking of resit exams across Undergraduate and Postgraduate
study. Secondly, the Committee approved the use of alternative formats of resit assessment,
subject to approval from the Quality Assurance Committee (QAC).The Committee noted that this
could enable resits to be taken at a distance and at times outwith the traditional resit diet but with
the proviso that results would have to be submitted by the resit deadline in order to deal with
student progression issues. Depending on the format of the resit assessment there could be
reductions in staff time in setting, invigilating and marking resit exams.
3.2

Policy on Recording Educational Activities

3.2.1 The Committee received the draft policy on the Recording of Educational Activities. The
Committee acknowledged that the issue of recording lectures had been discussed previously and
noted that this revised draft policy was based on policies in use at other Institutions. The
Committee noted the benefits of lectures being available to students, particularly where English
is not a students’ first language. The Committee noted that under this proposed policy, recording
would be considered standard practice with staff required to ‘opt-out’ of recording, providing
reasons to their Head of School as to why they cannot do so. The Committee acknowledged
confidentiality and copyright as legitimate reasons for opting-out. Members of the Committee
agreed to forward the Policy to Senate, for an academic view.
3.3

Changes to Various Policies

3.3.1 The Committee approved and agreed to forward to the Senate, the proposed changes to the
following policies for immediate introduction. These changes are largely typographical in nature
and include: amendments to policy wording for consistency across the University’s policies; the
removal of ‘Director of Student Affairs’ and the decision to increase academic members of
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Grounds to Proceed Panels, considering the competency of appeals to progress to panel
hearings (the Policy and Procedures on Academic Appeals refers), from one to two.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

3.4

Policy and Procedures on Academic Appeals
Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP)
Code of Practice on Student Discipline (Academic)
Code of Practice on Student Discipline (Non-Academic)
Status of Students Pending the Outcome of (a) an Academic Appeal or Complaint; or
(b) Undergraduate Student Progress, or Fitness to Practise

Latest Dates for the Return of Examination Results 2017/18

3.4.1 The Committee approved the latest dates for the Return of Examination Results 2017/18.
3.5

Dates of Term to 2028

3.5.1 The Committee approved the Dates of Term to 2028, noting that the start of term for academic
year 2018/19 and subsequent years, have been moved back by a week, with a view to ensuring
term does not close as late as Friday 21 December and in so doing, improving the Student
Experience and allowing students who require to travel (possibly overseas) for the Winter break
to do so.
3.6

Transnational Education: Medicine in Sri Lanka

3.6.1 On the recommendation of the Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) the Committee, approved,
for its part, and agreed to forward to Senate, a proposal from the School of Medicine, Medical
Sciences and Nutrition (SMMSN) to develop a Transnational Education project with a partner in
Sri Lanka.
4.

ITEMS OF BUSINESS CONSIDERED BY THE UCTL ON 8 NOVEMBER 2017

4.1

Update on the Enhanced Transcript

4.1.1 The Committee received an update on the Enhanced Transcript. The Enhanced Transcript is
more detailed than a degree certificate and functions as a supplement to it, providing details of
courses, marks and approved extra-curricular activities. Undergraduate and taught Postgraduate
students, receive the Enhanced Transcript on graduation. The Committee approved two further
roles, Careers Service Student Representative and the QAA Enhancement Theme Student
Representative be included within the Enhanced Transcript as ‘recognised activities’ from the
academic year 2017-18.
4.2

Strategic Plan 2015-2020: Recognising Overseas and Alternative Professional Teaching
Qualifications

4.2.1 The Committee approved a paper on the Strategic Plan 2015-2020: Recognising Overseas and
Alternative Professional Teaching Qualifications. The Committee acknowledged the importance
of the proposal to recognise roles held by academics from overseas which may be comparable
to the Postgraduate Certificate (PGCert) in Higher Education Learning and Teaching delivered
by the University or Higher Education Academy (HEA) Fellowship.
4.3

Appeals and Complaints Forms

4.3.1 The Committee approved revised Parts A, B and C of the Appeals and Complaints Form and the
removal of Part D (the recording of the outcome of a panel hearing) and noted its replacement
with a letter tailored to each individual case received.
4.4

Regulatory Changes

4.4.1 The Committee, for its part, approved changes to the Degree Regulations governing the Bachelor
of Dental Surgery (BDS) and Bachelor of Medicine (MBChB). The changes approved included (i)
the approval of the BDS by the General Dental Council (GDC) and (ii) changes to the Fitness to
Practise guidance as issued by the General Medical Council.
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4.5

Online Learning Certificate

4.5.1 The Committee approved the draft certificate for students completing online learning where this
does not lead to the award of a diploma or degree.
4.6

Readmission to Study Policy

4.6.1 Members of the Committee approved changes to the Readmission to Study Policy comprising (i)
an extension to the deadline for the submission of an application for readmission and (ii) the
inclusion of information, discouraging the deferral of readmission on the grounds that
readmission is dependent on an appropriate assessment of how long a student has been away
from the University and the impact of this on their studies.
5.

FURTHER INFORMATION

5.1

Further information is available from Professor Peter McGeorge (01224)
or mcgeorge@abdn.ac.uk or Miss Emma Hay (01224) 273610 or e.hay@abdn.ac.uk.

27 November 2017 [version 1] FOI Status: Open
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
ANNUAL STATEMENT ON RESEARCH GOVERNANCE AND INTEGRITY

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This is a paper about the University’s Annual Statement on Research Governance and
Integrity.

1.2

The University is required to comply with the standards and expectations outlined for research
ethics and governance in the Universities UK Concordat to Support Research Integrity, which
was published in July 2012. As part of its obligations, the University is expected to provide a
short annual statement to its governing body outlining various research governance related
measures it has taken to ensure compliance with the Concordat throughout the previous. Once
approved, the statement is required to be publically available via University webpages.

1.3

This paper is provided for approval.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The Court is invited to approve the Annual Statement on Research Governance and Integrity.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

In July 2012, Universities UK (UUK) published the Concordat to Support Research Integrity.
The Concordat was developed in collaboration with a number of different bodies, including the
funding and research councils, and the Wellcome Trust.

3.2

The Concordat is designed to provide assurances that the UK research community continues to
apply its research the highest standards of rigour and integrity. It makes a clear statement that
research integrity is a primary concern of all those involved with research.

3.3

In July 2013, the national funding bodies (HEFCE, SFC etc.) wrote to all institutions to outline
requirements for compliance with the Concordat. It was noted that compliance was now
effectively a condition of funding. Compliance at Aberdeen is monitored and managed through
the Research Policy Committee.

3.4

The Concordat outlines five key commitments which Universities must adhere to in order to
meet expectations and ensure compliance. Under Commitment 5, the University is required to
present a short annual statement to its governing body (the University Court) which does the
following:
• Provides a summary of actions and activities that have been undertaken to support and
strengthen understanding and application of research integrity issues (for example,
postgraduate and researcher training, or process reviews);
• Provides assurances that the processes in place for dealing with allegations of
misconduct are transparent, robust and fair, and that they continue to be appropriate to
the needs of the organisation;
• Provides a high-level statement on any formal investigations of research misconduct that
have been undertaken.
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3.5

The statement prepared by the University is attached at Appendix A. This will also be made
public via the institutional research governance webpages.

4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information may be obtained from Professor Marion Campbell (Vice Principal for
Research) on (01224) 273 161 or m.k.campbell@abdn.ac.uk, or Marlis Barraclough, Senior
Policy Advisor, Research & Innovation, (01224) 273 787 or m.barraclough@abdn.ac.uk
13 November 2017 [V1] FOI Status: Open
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Appendix A
ANNUAL STATEMENT TO COURT FOR 2016/17 ON ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN TO
STRENGTHEN THE UNIVERSITY’S RESEARCH GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS
The University of Aberdeen seeks to achieve the highest standards in its research governance
arrangements, recognising both the importance and centrality of rigour and integrity to high quality
research performance. The University recognises that research integrity is a primary concern of all
those involved with research, and that it is vital to have in place robust and effective processes for
dealing with allegations of misconduct.
The University is committed to full compliance with all areas of the UUK Concordat to Support Research
Integrity, which was first published in July 2012. It is an expectation of the SFC, RCUK and the
Wellcome Trust, and therefore a requirement of funding, that all Universities comply with the guidance
and commitments outlined in the Concordat. The University is required, under Commitment 5 of the
Concordat, to submit an annual statement to its governing body (University Court) which summarises
the actions and activities undertaken by the University to support and strengthen its research
governance arrangements. The statement should also provide high level comment on any formal
research misconduct investigations which may have been undertaken over the course of the previous
year.
Statement of Compliance
This statement outlines steps the University has taken, and measures it has put in place, for compliance
with the UUK Concordat to Support Research Integrity, as outlined in the Concordat under Commitment
5:
• Supporting and Strengthening Research Integrity: the University has taken a number of steps
this year to strengthen its research governance arrangements.
The University revised the institutional Research Governance Handbook which sets out
institutional policies and processed in relation to research governance and integrity, and governs
the ethical and financial approval processes for research applications. The Handbook was
updated in the light of organisational change (removal of Colleges), and to reflect developments
in the external operating environment.
The revised handbook, along with the updated webpages relating to ethical approval are
available on Staffnet: https://www.abdn.ac.uk/staffnet/research/research-governance-304.php
The Handbook was amended as to reflect the following:
•

Changes in organisational structure – devolution of budgetary control to School and
abolition of Colleges

•

Changes in the structures that provide ethical approval of grant applications

•

Changes to peer review and grants approval processes

•

Establishment of the Grants Academy as the framework through which Schools and
Professional Services deliver project development and grant writing support

•

Introduction of the Nagoya Protocol governing the use of genetic resources in research
(2014)

•

Introduction of institutional requirements and duties under the Counterterrorism and
Security Act 2015

•

Introduction of an Open Access Policy for Outputs (2012) and an institutional policy on
Research Data Management (2014)

The Research Policy Committee agreed transitional arrangements for ethical approval after the
removal of the Colleges. Support for ethical approval and the relevant committees within Physical
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Sciences and Engineering and Arts and Social Sciences has transferred to Research &
Innovation. It has further agreed to explore harmonisation of processes and systems across
internal ethics boards and committees. The aim is to provide an online application and approval
system that will meet the needs of a wide variety of disciplines, providing consistent and robust
reporting and monitoring of activity and enabling informed decisions on training requirements
• Implementation and Monitoring of Compliance: The Research Policy Committee has assumed
oversight of School Research Governance Health Checks. This is a rolling programme of selfassessment on how research governance structures and processes are implemented and
monitored at School level. Schools are invited to undertake a self-audit which is then discussed
by the Chairs of the current Ethics Boards and the Research Policy Committee. Schools receive
detailed feedback and recommendations for change and improvement. The current programme
foresees that health checks will take place in each School on a biennial basis.
• Research Misconduct – Systems and Incidents: the University has in place a robust system for
dealing with allegations or incidents of research misconduct. These are outlined in detail in
Section 4 of the University Research Governance Handbook. The University is satisfied that the
systems in place provide comprehensive mechanisms for dealing with research misconduct, and
that staff are provided with an appropriate range of options for reporting allegations of research
misconduct. There are a number of different parties to whom an allegation can be reported, and
in each case, the allegation will be taken in complete confidence.
The University did not undertake any formal research misconduct investigations or consider any
case over academic year 2016/17; no formal complaints were made. There have been several
cases of minor infringements or potential near misses of governance arrangements which were
resolved at School level by clarifying correct processes and/or additional supervision and training
for individual researchers. We remain alert to infringements and near misses so that we can
engender a culture of learning and continuous improvement.

ENDS
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
REPORT FROM SENATUS ACADEMICUS

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This is a paper about the main items of business considered by the Senate at its meeting
held on 18 October 2017.

1.2

This paper is provided for information and approval.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The Court is invited to approve item 3.1 and to note items 3.2 to 3.3 of this report.

3

DISCUSSION

3.1

Changes to Policies

3.1.1 On the recommendation of the University Committee on Teaching & Learning (UCTL) Senate
approved, for its part, policy changes for immediate introduction. These changes are largely
typographical in nature and include: amendments to policy wording for consistency across the
University’s policies; the removal of ‘Director of Student Affairs’ and the decision to increase
academic members of Grounds to Proceed Panels (the Policy and Procedures on Academic
Appeals refers) from one to two.
3.1.2 Following Senate’s approval Court is formally asked to approve changes to:
(i) Policy and Procedures on Academic Appeals (Annex A – available at the foot of Meeting
Squared)
(ii) Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP) (Annex B – available at the foot of Meeting
Squared)
3.2

Proposed Medicine TNE project in Sri Lanka

3.2.1 The Senate received a presentation and paper detailing a proposed TNE project with the
International Institute of Health Sciences, a healthcare education partner in Sri Lanka, to deliver
the MBChB in medicine in Sri Lanka. After extensive discussions, the Senate voted to approve
the proposal be further developed as part of the Institutional Internationalisation Strategy, with a
view to the proposal being taken forward to the December meeting of the University Court.
3.3

Capping Resit Grades to D3

3.3.1 The Senate discussed a paper proposing placing a cap on resit examination grades and
permitting this capped grade (D3) to be used for Honours/Masters degree classification
purposes. Senate noted that the proposal had arisen in response to feedback received from
External Examiners. Following detailed consideration of how the revised resit examination
grades should be displayed on a student’s transcript Senate voted in favour of introducing the
utilisation of a capped resit grade in degree classification calculations and further that, where an
actual mark is recorded rather than just a pass or fail differentiation, the actual mark should be
included on the transcript.
4

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available from Professor Michael Greaves (m.greaves@abdn.ac.uk or
extension 2017 or Dr Rachael Bernard (r.bernard@abdn.ac.uk or extension 3388)
20 November 2017 [version 1] FOI Status: Open
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
MODERN SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING STATEMENT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This is a paper about the Modern Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement which is
required as part of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and the Human Trafficking and
Exploitation (Scotland) Act 2015. The Modern Slavery Act requires manufacturers,
commercial organisations and retailers doing business in the UK, which supply goods
and services and have an annual turnover exceeding £36M, to disclose information
regarding their policies to prevent slavery and human trafficking within their
organisation and from their supply chain. There is no special exemption for public
bodies or charities. The University prepared its first Modern Slavery & Human
Trafficking Statement in November 2016 which was approved by the University Court
and published on the University web pages in line with requirements by the Scottish
Government

1.2

The Statement must be reviewed and updated on an annual basis and this paper is provided
for approval.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement has been reviewed and is recommended for
approval. The reviewed Statement must be published on the University web pages by 31
January 2018 as required by Scottish Government

2.2

The Court is invited to approve the revised Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement enclosed
at Appendix 1.

3.

Modern Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement

3.1

The Modern Slavery Act 2015 and the Human Trafficking and Exploitation (Scotland) Act 2015
were introduced in 2015 and under section 54 of the Act it states that organisations must produce
a Modern Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement and publish it on their web sites and continue
to revise and update it annually.

3.2

The statement should detail the steps taken by University to eradicate slavery from its business
and its supply chain and what the future plans are. It must have the equivalent of Board-level
approval and be published on the organisiation’s website with a link in a prominent place.

3.3

The University statement has been reviewed and updated to include steps taken by the University
during the last financial year. This has included membership of Electronics Watch, training on
and use of the SUSTAIN toolkit – a database where suppliers can provide details of measures
they take in relation to modern slavery in their supply chain. Also, specific reference has been
made this year to the employment of University’s workforce and our adherence to the Public
Interest Disclosure Act 1998 and the Whistleblowing Policy.

3.4

The University Court is invited to approve the document for publication on the University web site
by 31 January 2018.
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4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further
information
is
(david.beattie@abdn.ac.uk)
(h.gannciliffe@abdn.ac.uk).

available
from
or
Helane

David
Beattie,
Director
Gannicliffe,
Head
of

29 November 2017 FOI Status: Open
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of
Finance
Procurement

Appendix 1

Slavery & Human Trafficking Statement
Introduction
This statement is made in pursuant to Section 54 part 6 of the Modern Slavery Act
2015.
The University of Aberdeen is committed to acquiring goods and services for our use
without causing harm to others and is committed to doing what we can to combat
slavery and human trafficking in all its forms. This statement reflects our
commitment to acting ethically and with integrity in all our business relationships (in
line with the University’s Sustainability and Social Responsibility Policy) and to
implementing and enforcing systems and controls that seek to ensure slavery and
human trafficking is not taking place within our supply chains.

Purpose of the Statement
This statement is designed to demonstrate our commitment to the Modern Slavery
Act 2015, (and specifically to section 54 (1)), and the Human Trafficking and
Exploitation (Scotland) Act 2015 by informing our students, staff, partners and the
public about the University of Aberdeen and its policy with respect to modern
slavery, human trafficking, forced and bonded labour and labour rights violations in
its supply chains.
It sets out the steps the University has taken and will take in relation to slavery and
human trafficking.

Employment of Staff
The University is rigorous in checking our staff have the right to work in the UK. The
risk of modern slavery occurring in the University’s workforce is mitigated by
ensuring that staff are recruited following robust Human Resources recruitment
policies. The University adheres to the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 and
implements its own Whistleblowing Policy regarding concerns about corruption, fraud
or other malpractices within the University.

ICT Equipment – Electronics Watch
The University of Aberdeen became a founding member of Electronics Watch in
2015, an independent organisation that works to ensure good working conditions in
factories providing goods bought by public sector members. We regularly provide
reports to them of ICT equipment we buy and where they are produced and
Electronics Watch work with civil society organisations in the countries where the
factories are located to monitor working conditions.

Modern Slavery risks in our supply chain
We buy a wide range of goods and services, including laboratory supplies
(equipment, chemicals, pharmaceuticals etc), furniture and stationery, electronics
(computers, audio visual, etc), travel services, food and catering supplier, waste and
recycling services, books and printing, construction services and supplies, and do so
in accordance with public procurement law. A large portion is bought through
frameworks established by collaborative consortia.
The University of Aberdeen is a member of Advanced Procurement for Universities
and Colleges (APUC), the procurement centre of expertise for Scotland’s universities
and colleges. The University benefits from its close links with APUC in a number of
areas within sustainable procurement and is aligned to the APUC Code of Conduct
ensuring consistency in approach to the Supply Chain. The University actively
engages with APUC to support the inclusion of ethical sustainability, including
addressing slavery and human trafficking, in their procurement programmes.

Steps Taken during last financial year
Every regulated procurement process (as defined in the procurement laws of
Scotland) conducted by the University now requires potential suppliers to disclose
whether it has been the subject of a conviction by final judgement within the last 5
years of any offence under Part 1 of the Human Trafficking and Exploitation
(Scotland) Act 2015 or under any provision referred to in the Schedule of that Act.
Any bidders with such convictions will automatically be excluded from the bidding
process, unless they can sufficiently demonstrate reliability of changes to their
practices.
The Procurement Team received training and implemented APUC’s SUSTAIN
toolkit. The web-based assessment tool provides a database where suppliers can
provide details of measures they take in relation to modern slavery in their supply
chain, including third party accreditations and assessments to evidence this. Where
risks have been identified, we work with APUC or directly with suppliers to raise
social responsibility questions including human rights issues and follow-up on any
concerns we may identify.

Future Plans
As part of this reporting exercise in this and the coming years, the University will
continue to ask identified suppliers about their actions to tackle modern slavery in
their supply chains. We will work with others to ensure focus on modern slavery in
all priority regulated contracts. Where appropriate, we will also encourage sharing of
information within our supply base.
The University will also continue to work with APUC on the use of sustainability tools
for supplier assessment to ensure that there is no modern slavery or human
trafficking in any part of its activities.

This statement is for approval by the University Court and will be reviewed on an
annual basis.

Helane Gannicliffe
Head of Procurement
23 November 2017
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
REPORT FROM THE SENIOR GOVERNOR
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper provides Court with a short report from the Senior Governor.

1.2

This paper is for information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The paper is for information and no action is required.

3.

REPORT FROM SENIOR GOVERNOR

3.1

First, can I extend my apologies that competing commitments with my Aberdeen Standard Board
will prevent me from attending Court on 12 December. Despite our best efforts, we were
regrettably unable to move the diaries around to enable me to be present at Court.

3.2

As I won’t be present, I will share here just a few remarks on business that I would have made if
I had been with you, beginning with the recruitment of the next Principal. It is, of course, such an
important process to get right, in particular the balance between engagement and there being a
robust, comprehensive process, but also one that moves forward with due speed. The Selection
Committee is to be commended for the work it has done so far in ensuring that we get that
balance right while also moving forward apace.

3.3

As is reported elsewhere in your papers, the Committee of Scottish Chairs have published their
new Scottish Code of Good HE Governance. I am confident that as a Court and as a University
we will over the coming months embrace the new Code as effectively as we have the higher
education governance legislation that framed our new Court.

3.4

It is approaching a year since the Court gave me the honour of being its Senior Governor and a
great deal has, of course, happened over 2017. The creation of our new Court which I have
mentioned made us one of the first Universities to embrace the new governance legislation.
Internationalisation has featured significantly in our discussions and the opening of our campus
in Qatar marks a significant step forward in our strategy. I expect that to remain high on our
agenda next year. Likewise the diversification of our income streams and the financially
sustainability of the University given the challenges of rising costs, reducing public finances and
the uncertainties arising from Brexit, have been key areas of focus for us and I expect will
continue to be so in the year ahead.

3.5

These all, of course, form the strategic context for the recruitment of the next Principal and taken
together it is clear that 2018 will be a significant year for us as a Court. I would like to thank all
colleagues on Court for your commitment to the work of the Court over this past year and to wish
you and your families all the very best for the Festive Season and for 2018.

4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available from the Senior Governor, via the Secretary’s Office, 01224
272094.

27 November 2017 FOI Status: Open
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
REPORT FROM THE PRINCIPAL

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper provides Court with an update on a number of matters which may be of
interest to members but which might not otherwise feature on the agenda.

1.2

This paper is for information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The paper is for information and no action is required.

3.

LAUNCH OF QATAR CAMPUS

3.1

In late October, I was delighted to participate in a ceremony to officially mark the opening of our
campus in Doha. At the event, which I co-hosted with Her Excellency Dr Sheikha Aisha Al Thani,
Founder and Chairperson of the Al Faleh Group, our partners in the project, we were joined by
the Qatari Prime Minister, senior figures from the Qatari Ministry of Education and Higher
Education, and the UK Ambassador to Qatar. As Court knows, this is a hugely exciting new
venture for Aberdeen as we are the first UK University to have a dedicated campus in the Gulf
State offering mainstream degrees, and it has made a very encouraging start in its first year.

4.

OPEN DAY

4.1

Back in Aberdeen, our student recruitment open day in October was a huge success with around
1,800 students from Scotland, England, Northern Ireland, Wales, Europe, the US and other
countries visiting us to experience our campus and meet with staff across the academic
disciplines. I always feel that once we have potential students visit and they can see what we
have to offer here in Aberdeen we have a much better chance of them choosing to make us their
first choice. The success of the event depends on staff from across the University, both academic
and Professional Services, and I’m particularly grateful to those colleagues who gave up their
Saturday to allow us to increase the numbers of potential students and families who can attend.

5.

ACADEMIC SUCCESS

5.1

Since our last meeting, we have learned of many successes from our academic colleagues and
I think it is important that Court has a sense of some examples of these which illustrate the
breadth of activity going on and the impact it is making on the world.

5.2

Aberdeen is renowned for its contributions to MRI scanning having in the 1970s built the first fullbody MRI scanner. Now our scientists led, by Professor David Lurie, have broken more new
ground in MRI technology having scanned the first group of patients using a 'Fast Field Cycling'
MRI scanner. This technology has been compared to being akin to 100 MRI scanners in one and
promises to be of major benefit to patients.

5.3

In Education, a team led by Professor Pamela Abbott, has been awarded £1.2 million by the
Scottish Government to carry out a project to improve adult literacies in Rwanda. The project
aims to develop, implement and embed teaching practices that will improve adult literacies in
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Rwanda, and that can then be managed and delivered by local institutions. It is a project that will
help improve the livelihoods of local residents and reduce poverty.
5.4

Another example of how the University is helping to improve the lives of people, this time in rural
Scotland, is a project led by our Centre for Rural Health. Working with NHS Scotland and the
Scottish Ambulance Service, they are trialing new technology which enables paramedics to send
high-quality video and ultrasound images ahead of a patient's arrival at hospital. This will allow
hospital-based specialists to provide expert advice to paramedics during long journeys, and will
potentially improve outcomes for patients which, of course, is a particular issue for emergencies
in rural areas.

5.5

Earlier this month we launched our new Masters course in Petroleum Data Management, which
is an example of how we are working closely with the Oil and Gas industry, in this case to meet
the sector’s growing demand for people skilled in effective management of data. The MSc
programme is a partnership with Common Data Access Limited (CDA), which provides data
management services to the UK oil and gas industry, and the course is also sponsored by leading
multinational companies including Shell, Total and Chevron.

6.

WINTER EVENTS

6.1

As I write this report, we are reflecting on a particularly cold but joyful set of Winter Graduations.
As ever, these were occasions where one came away with a real sense of inspiration around
what our University is for and from the hope and optimism of seeing our graduates move from
one pivotal period in their lives to the next.

6.2

We now look forward to a period of Christmas related events, including the switching on of our
King’s Christmas Tree lights which is popular with our staff and their families. This is followed by
our annual Carol concerts for our alumni and which each year raise vital funds for our research
work. This year’s concern is badged the Three Ships Concert and will be held in Aberdeen and
London. It promises to be something special with Sir Tony Robinson’s collaboration with
Professor Paul Mealor giving us an unusual reinterpretation of the traditional nativity and has
resulted in a great deal of press interest already. We are hugely grateful for Sir Tony’s support
to the University, through this collaboration but also his participation earlier in the year at the May
Festival.

6.3

It may be a little early but I hope all Court members have a happy festive season and I extend
my very best wishes to you all for 2018.

7.

FURTHER INFORMATION

7.1

Further information is available from the Principal, ian.diamond@abdn.ac.uk.

24 November 2017 FOI Status: Open
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
REPORT FROM THE STUDENT PRESIDENT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is a report to the University Court from the Student President of Aberdeen
University Students’ Association.

1.2

The paper contains information on activities and events of the Students’ Association which may
be of interest to the Court members.

2.
2.1

RECOMMENDED ACTION
This University Court is invited to note the content and discuss any points.

3.

OVERVIEW

3.1

The Students’ Association have had quite a lot happening from the very start of this academic
year. Ranging from sports events such as SuperTeams 2017 & Movember, Health and Wellbeing
activities, Pub Quizzes, NUS activities, working to create a clearly marked out students social
space within the Hub, gathering students views on expected qualities of the new principal, student
accommodation challenges and catering for stressed out students through this exam period.
Besides all these, every sabbatical officer is currently working on different programmes.

3.2

In pursuance of one of our major priorities which is to engage the students fully, we have
reinvigorated one-on-one chat with students across the campuses, we continue to improve our
presence at Foresterhill Campus and now are vigorously exploring best ways of interfacing with
students at the new campus at Doha, Qatar to replicate the Aberdeen Students experience over
there.

3.3

We reckon that our responsibilities to represent, empower and support the students have now
grown bigger in the phase of Transnational Education but our team is doing its very best to ensure
all students everywhere, online and physically present with us are supported all through their
studies by providing services, opportunities and organising events for them.

4.

STRESSED OUT STUDENTS

4.1

AUSA understands that this is a busy time for students, trying to catch up with deadlines for
assessments and preparing for examinations generate tremendous stress for students. That is
why we organised Stressed Out Students event from the 27th November to 1st December 2017.
We provided students with stress relief therapies and freebies. The event was supported by
CluedUp, SafeZone and Student Experience.

4.2

Statistics on general student stress level and the nature of stress is provided in this report under
Nightline review from the period starting September to November. We are committed to tackling
student stress on campus in the best way we can. It is equally worthy of note that the event was
massively attended by the students, especially the freebies sessions at Sir Duncan Rice Library.

5.

STUDENT PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

5.1

Right from the time we assumed roles in July 2017, we have been collectively and tirelessly
exploring ways of improving the working relationship between the Students’ Association and the
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University, via the instrumentality of Student Partnership Agreement (SPA). Although the process
was begun by the past administration, we have taken it to the next level as the document is near
completion after series of meetings, consultation with SPARQS (Student Partnership in Quality
Scotland).
5.2

The draft SPA is billed to be forwarded to the Student Council for a wider Students consideration
since it is a document which seeks to address their interests and again since it is going to be a
binding document. Further details on the possible outcome of the student council consideration
on this will be duly communicated to court members.

6.

UNION BUILDING, FORESTERHILL & QATAR CAMPUSES

6.1

As part of the restructuring process for the ground floor of the Hub to create a clearly identifiable
Student Union Space for AUSA like every other institutions in UK, we concluded Focused Groups
to gather students views on what they want to see in the building. Feedbacks have been collated
as well and forwarded to the designated architect. It is expected that work commences as soon
as possible

6.2

On another note, AUSA have begun regular weekly visit to Foresterhill Campus to engage with
the students over there. Also, discussions have commenced on how to improve the services of
Bus Service 9U that carries students from Hillhead and Old Aberdeen to Foresterhill Campus.
This is because, we have received complaints from students on the inadequacy of the service.

6.3

AUSA is very much interested in interfacing with the students at Qatar Campus to ensure that
they have similar Aberdeen University student experience at Doha. And so, we have begun initial
discussions with the Dean of Transnational Education on representation, communication and
interfacing with the students.

7.

AURORA STUDENT COUNCIL

7.1

AUSA participated in AURORA Universities Network conference in Norwich on 8-10 November
2017. AURORA is network of nine European Universities established for the purpose of
exchanging international best practices in research, teaching, learning & innovation, inter-cultural
competencies, mobility of students as well as Collaborative Online international learning. The
conference was attended by the Student President Lawson Ogubie and Education Officer, Donna
Connelly co-ordinated by Professor Margaret Ross, Vice Principal for People.

7.2

We interacted intensively with fellow Student officers from France, Germany, Iceland, Belgium,
Netherlands and here in UK and gained useful insights into student representation and support.
We also officially established the AURORA Student Council Statute, identified our priorities for
the administrative year. We are currently working on the priorities.

8.

NIGHTLINE

8.1

AUSA Advice & Support have continued to render incredible service to all students. The AUSA
Nightline has been open every semester to tirelessly receive calls from students bothering on
different areas of students concerns. A Call Trend Statistics from 2nd September to 27th November
2017 has been attached below.

8.2

In order to increase efficiency and care for every student, the AUSA Nightline has just trained 19
new Volunteers who have started work already, some of whom attended the Stressed Out
Students event organised by the Association on 27th November to 1st December 2017.

9.

FURTHER INFORMATION

9.1

Further information is available from
(ausapresident@abdn.ac.uk, ext. 4250).

the
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
NEW SCOTTISH CODE OF GOOD HE GOVERNANCE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper advises the Court of the publication of the new Scottish Code of Good HE
Governance. A copy of the new Code, which was published in October, is enclosed at
Appendix 1.

1.2

The Code continues to be on a ‘comply or explain’ basis but with a new emphasis on where
certain provisions “must” be adhered to. The new Code has been amended significantly from
an earlier draft following consultation with the sector and many of the issues raised by the
University have been addressed in the final published version.

1.3

The Code is not yet in force as a condition of Scottish Funding Council (SFC) funding and the
University awaits further clarification of that from SFC and the Committee of Scottish Chairs
(CSC). It is expected that the Code will, however, be adopted by SFC for this purpose and take
effect from next academic year.

1.4

Section 4 of this paper summarises the key new elements of the Code in high level terms and
Section 5 highlights areas of practice that will require review. Section 5 explains that with one
partial exception, the Court is compliant with the main principles of the Code but that some of
the supporting requirements will need to be reviewed. The Governance and Nominations
Committee has given initial consideration to the new Code at its meeting of 8 November and a
full benchmarking review of the University’s compliance with the detailed provisions of the new
Code will be considered by the Governance and Nominations Committee at its next meeting in
January with a view to making recommendations to Court on any changes necessary.

1.5

The paper is for information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The Court is invited to note the paper.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Committee of Scottish Chairs (CSC) began an independent review of the Scottish Code of
Good HE Governance in 2016. The CSC delegated the review to an independent Steering Group
chaired by Mr Ian Marchant (Chair), Chair of Wood Group plc. A draft Code was issued for
consultation earlier this year. The Code as now published, has in broad terms, taken on board
many of the comments which the University and other institutions in the sector had made with
regard to the draft.

3.2

Under the requirements of the Post-16 Education (Scotland) Act 2013, it is a requirement of
Scottish Funding Council (SFC) funding that universities comply with principles of good
governance applicable to higher education. At present, the Scottish Code of Good HE
Governance is the set of good governance principles that SFC expects compliance with as a
condition of funding. It has not yet been confirmed by SFC and CSC as to whether the new Code
will be adopted for this purpose and when the new Code will come into effect. It is, however,
expected that it will be adopted by SFC for this purpose and that it will be effective from next
academic year (2018/19).
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4.

KEY POINTS IN THE NEW CODE

4.1

The Code continues to be on a ‘comply or explain’ basis with a set of seven high level principles
underpinned by more detailed provisions of best practice which institutions would be expected to
adopt. It is, however, made clear that the whole Code, and not just the principles, is issued on a
‘comply or explain basis’, where any non-compliance must show how the higher level principles
are met. The new Code is also different in specifying the degree of obligation with particular
provisions through the use of the verbs “must” “expected to” and “should”. This is explained and
defined further at page 5 of the Code.

4.2

The other key differences between the new Code and the existing Code are:
-

-

5.

the ‘rights and responsibilities’ of governing body members have been clarified;
the principles of committee membership have been revised in line with the common
responsibilities of all governors and to ensure no members of Court are precluded from
serving on committees of Court (with the exception of Audit Committee);
the ‘nominations committee’ should have a majority of independent members. This has
been considered by Governance and Nominations Committee and a recommendation to
address this is included the Committee’s Report to Court (enclosed separately on today’s
agenda but section 5.5 below also refers);
a new section on equality and diversity;
revisions to the guidance on remuneration committees;
a requirement for a public stakeholder meeting at which representatives of the governing
body and the Principal account for the Institution’s performance;
a greater emphasis on induction and development;
revisions to ensure consistency with the new requirements of the HE Governance Act.

AREAS OF THE CODE FOR FURTHER REVIEW BY COURT
Main Principles

5.1

The University and Court is compliant with the seven main principles of the Code, with a partial
exception around part of “Principle 6: Key Roles”. This is related to the articulation of the role of
“The Chair” as responsible for the leadership of the governing body and the statutory right of the
Rector to preside at Court meetings and exercise a casting vote. This position is unchanged from
the existing 2013 version of the Code.
Supporting Requirements to the Main Principles
The key areas of the Code’s supporting provisions where the Court will need to review current
practice are:

5.2

Principle 1: Section 2: Conduct of Members: The Code states the Nine Principles of Public Life
in Scotland must guide the conduct of governors. Current Court practices refer to the Nolan
Principles and so those processes will need to be amended to adopt the Nine Principles of Public
Life in Scotland.

5.3

Principle 1: Section 13: Delegation of Authority to Committees and Officers: A review of current
delegations to committees and senior officers should be undertaken to ensure consistency with
the Code.

5.4

Principle 2: Section 20: Senior Governor Term of Office: This suggests that Courts consider
limiting the appointment of a new Senior Governor to one term of office where that individual has
previously served for a “substantial period” on Court. This will need to be considered for future
appointments of the Senior Governor.

5.5

Principle 3: Section 26: Committee Memberships: This requires that the compositions of Court
committees must not preclude membership purely on the basis of the category of governing body
member (although the Audit Committee is exempt from this provision). This has been considered
by the Governance and Nominations Committee and the composition of the Court’s standing
committees (Operating Board, Governance and Nominations, and Remuneration Committee) are
considered to meet this requirement. The Committee has recommended amendment of its own
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composition to meet the requirements of section 74 to ensure a majority of independent members
(see the Governance and Nominations Committee report to Court).
5.6

Principle 3: Sections 27-29: Conflicts of Interest: These sections set out requirements and
guidance on conflicts of interest for members. A review of the Court’s current procedures will be
undertaken to ensure these are consistent.

5.7

Principle 3: Section 30 and Section 31: Register of Interests and Registering Gifts: A new
requirement of the Code is with regard to gifts and hospitality offered to governing body members.
The Court will need to agree a policy on registering gifts and hospitality “offered to governing
body members in relation to their role on the governing body”. The register of interests of Court
members is currently published on the website. This practice will need to be extended to include
appropriate senior officers, who currently provide a register of interests and which is available to
the public but not currently available on the web.

5.8

Principle 5: Section 41: Appraisal of Student Members: This suggests that the timing of when
student members of Court are appraised as members of the governing body should be reviewed
given their appointments are often only for a period of a year.

5.9

Principle 5: Section 43: Annual Public Stakeholder Meeting: This is a new requirement and the
Governance and Nominations Committee has recommended that discussions with the General
Council, which holds two meetings per year for alumni, be undertaken to explore if this could be
adapted to meet the requirements of the Code.

5.10 Principle 5: Section 44: Standing Orders: A review of the Court’s standing orders should be
undertaken to ensure they address all of the requirements of the Code.
6.

FURTHER INFORMATION

6.1

Further information is available from Bruce Purdon, Clerk to the Court (tel: (01224) 273949 or
email b.purdon@abdn.ac.uk).
23 November 2017 v1 FOI Status: Open
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Appendix 1
The review of the Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance: Summary and recommendations

An Enhanced Code for Good Governance
The conclusions and recommendations of the Steering Group for the review of
the Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance
Background: the review process
In 2013, when the Committee of Scottish Chairs (CSC) published the Scottish Code of Good Higher
Education Governance, it made a commitment to review the Code after three years. Accordingly, the
CSC commissioned a steering group to conduct this review from the summer of 2016. By this time, the
review was also required in order to maintain the coherence and currency of the Code in a changing
legislative context, in particular since the introduction of the Higher Education Governance (Scotland)
Act 2016. The steering group’s remit was to conduct an evidence-based review the 2013 Code and to
revise it as appropriate (see Annex B for the steering group’s full terms of reference.)
The steering group had a diverse membership, to include voices from all major stakeholder groups.
The group included a nominee of the National Union of Students (NUS) Scotland, a representative of
student associations that are not NUS-affiliated, and two nominees of the Scottish Trade Union
Congress. Its five ‘lay’ members included current or former governing body members from all of the
major institution types in Scotland and from alumni organisations, as well as members chosen
primarily for their experience in public, private and third sector roles. In addition, a representative of
the Small Specialist Institutions attended the steering group’s meetings. The Chair, while highly
experienced in governance in other sectors, was chosen to be fully independent with regard to higher
education. The full membership of the steering group can be found in Annex A.
The review proceeded in three phases:
Phase 1: Evidence gathering
Independent consultants from the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education (LFHE) were
commissioned to gather evidence through a public consultation, a survey of governing body members,
meetings at each Scottish HEI (involving 292 individuals in total) and meetings with the national
leadership of major stakeholder groups. The consultants produced a written report and attended early
steering group meetings to convey their findings. This report and responses to the Phase 1
consultation can be found on the review’s webpages.
Phase 2: Consideration of the evidence and re-drafting
Evidence gathered in Phase 1 was considered by the steering group over a series of meetings in the
second half of 2016 and early 2017. Following extensive discussion of the often highly diverse views
held both outside and within the steering group, the group produced a revised version of the Code. In
line with the group’s remit and the Phase 1 outcomes, this draft revised Code was firmly grounded in
the substance of the 2013 Code but with significant presentational changes as well as certain changes
to its content.
Phase 3: Consultation and adjustment
The draft revised Code was released for an open public consultation, which ran during June and July
2017. All the submissions to this consultation can be found on the review’s webpages. The steering
group held two further meetings to consider the views received and amend the draft revised Code
accordingly. The result of this process is the final revised Code that accompanies the present
document.
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Background: the nature of the Code
The overarching aim of every participant in this review has been to promote good governance in the
Scottish higher education sector. It is important to recognise that there is no fixed definition of good
governance, nor is there a single way to assure it. In fact, it is clear from the evidence gathered for this
review that there exists in the sector a wide range of views concerning not only the ideal content of a
code of governance but also the fundamental nature of such a document.
Existing codes of governance, in higher education and beyond, vary significantly in both style and
content, reflecting the different circumstances in which each of them was created and in which each
applies. Our revised Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance, similarly, has its own
character.
Factors that influenced the nature and content of the revised Code include:

Dialogue

The steering group had a diverse membership, inclusive of all major
stakeholders, and engaged in an extensive process of evidence-gathering and
consultation. At all stages, feedback received through these processes was fully
considered by the steering group and directly influenced the development of the
Code. The revised Code therefore constitutes a work of consensus that draws on
diverse views on how to promote good governance.

The existing code

The steering group’s remit was to review and revise the existing (2013) Code,
not to create a wholly new document. The majority of respondents in the
evidence-gathering phase stated that the 2013 Code was a good basis from
which to work and that it should be revised rather than replaced. Accordingly,
the greater part of the content of the revised Code is made up of material from
the 2013 document.

The Scottish
legislative context

Compared to other codes of governance, the Code has a distinctive relationship
to regulatory requirements, by virtue of Scottish law. In particular, the Post-16
Education (Scotland) Act 2013 makes it a condition of grant from the Scottish
Funding Council (SFC) for HEIs to comply with “principles of governance which
appear to the Council to constitute good practice in relation to higher education
institutions”. The Code has so far been adopted by the SFC as embodying the
appropriate principles of governance for this purpose and must remain suitable
for this function if the structures around Scottish higher education governance
are to remain clear and coherent.
In addition, the Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act 2016 came into
force shortly before the review of the Code commenced. While this does not
change the status of the Code itself, it adds to the legislative context and affects
some of the Code’s content.
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The content of the Code
The revised Code is fundamentally a development of the 2013 Code and the majority of the material
in it is derived from the older document, either directly or in a minimally amended form. However,
there are some notable differences between the two Codes. Structural and presentational changes
are the most obvious of these, and may to some extent give the impression of a more radical departure
from the 2013 Code. There are also some more substantial changes to the content of the Code, made
in response to specific point raised in Phase 1 of the review.
The most significant differences between the two Codes are as follows:
Structure and presentation The 2013 structure used ‘Main Principles’ and ‘Supporting Guidelines’
has been overhauled for and to some extent aligned these with degrees of obligation with
clarity regard to compliance. This meant there were some very detailed
matters listed under the ‘principles’. The new structure more clearly
separates overarching principles from detailed requirements and also
groups principles more systematically by theme. Degrees of
obligation/expectation are now conveyed more systematically,
through the use of must, expected and should. This does not
fundamentally alter the nature of the Code or signal a change in its
relationship to compliance (see below).
Good practice examples Inclusion of good practice examples in the Code itself was felt to limit
have been removed the dynamic nature of good practice sharing and to imply an official
sanction on certain practices, thus blurring the lines between Code and
good practice. The steering group will recommend that the sector
devise its own practice-sharing mechanism, outside of the Code.
Governing body members’
‘rights and responsibilities’
have been clarified and
made more consistent

On the one hand, all members must accept collective responsibility and
must not act in sectional interests or to a mandate; on the other, all
members should be afforded equal status as governing body members,
regardless of who nominates or elects them.

The principles of committee
membership have been
clarified, in line with
common responsibilities

It follows from the previous point that committee membership should
generally not be restricted purely on the basis of the ‘category’ of
governing body member (Audit Committee is an exception to this). In
asserting this, the Code does not mandate the presence of any
category of member on any given committee (although there are
separate provisions that do so in some cases). The skills and abilities of
members remain paramount in determining committee membership
and conflicts of interest must still be taken into consideration. Certain
specific requirements will apply over and above this; e.g. a
requirement for a lay member majority on some committees and the
requirement, already in the 2013 Code, for staff and student
membership of Nominations Committee.

The preamble has been The new foreword to the Code includes a little more focus on the
revised values and purpose of HE and relates these to the particular
responsibilities of HEIs’ governing bodies. A glossary of certain terms
has been added for clarity.
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A new section/principle on This contains updated material from the existing Code, but also
Equality and Diversity has emphasises the governing body’s responsibility for E&D throughout
been added the institution.
Staff and student input to On the basis of the above, it must be possible (but not required) for
Remuneration Committee is staff and students to serve on the Remuneration Committee. The Code
now required will require the Remuneration Committee to seek the views of staff
and students, through their representatives. This can be fulfilled in
different ways. (Note that existing CSC guidance on Remuneration
Committees is in effect superseded by these innovations in the Code.
It is for the CSC to determine whether updated guidance is required.)
There is a new requirement The governing body will be required to hold an open meeting each
for a public meeting year. This need not be a substantive business meeting, but should
rather be an ‘AGM-like’ event, at which members of the governing
body and Principal give an account of the institutions’ position and
strategy and are available to answer questions.
There is new wording on
the role of senior
management attendees at
governing body meetings

The Code contains strengthened wording on Chairs’ and Principals’
responsibilities to ensure that executive officers facilitate effective
decision making by all and only the members of the governing body, or
its committees.

There is increased emphasis The revised Code contains strengthened wording to ensure that
on induction and governing body members, particularly (but not only) student
development opportunities members, are well prepared and supported to carry out their roles.
The 2016 HE Governance The revised Code contains explicit recognition of the new legislation,
Act has been but does not attempt to impose an interpretation on it, nor to
accommodated duplicate its provisions redundantly. Therefore, minimal changes have
been made to reflect new requirements and new roles.

New organising principles
The most obvious change between the two versions of the Code is the re-organisation of the text from
the ‘Main Principles’ and ‘Supporting Guidelines’ of the 2013 Code to the general principles and
detailed provisions of the revised Code. This change merits some additional explanation, given that it
affects the document throughout and, in an earlier version, attracted significant attention at the
consultation stage.
The Phase 1 evidence gathering identified a need to improve the clarity of the Code and introduce
more consistency in its presentational features. Many respondents to the Phase 3 consultation
suggested that this has been achieved.
The Main Principles and Supporting Guidelines framework of the 2013 Code was removed because it
was felt to hinder the creation of a fully coherent document structure. The Main Principles contained
both very general and highly specific points, meaning that they were not always clearly ‘principles’ at
all, while some quite general and fundamental statements were found in the Supporting Guidelines.
The decision was therefore taken to re-structure the Code by:
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1. separating general principles from relatively detailed matters
As a result of this, the detailed paragraphs in the revised Code include a range of statements that had
previously appeared in the Main Principles as well as Supporting Guidelines. Since the
Principles/Guidelines structure had been taken to signal different degrees of obligation among the
Code’s statements, these now have to be signalled in another way, necessitating another change:
2. indicating degrees of expectation or obligation through systematic use of certain verbs
The revised Code’s systematic use of must, expected to and should provides the required clarity.
consistent indication purpose while improving general clarity and consistency. The 2013 Code had
used a number of related expressions – e.g. must; should; shall; has a responsibility/duty to; has to; is
required; it is incumbent upon – without fixed definitions.
To further improve consistency of expression, all of the Code’s provisions are now phrased as active
statements concerning expectations on those to whom the Code applies (usually the governing body
or Institution, but sometimes individual governing body members or other organisations with active
roles in HE governance).
The Steering Group’s view is that these presentational changes do not constitute a significant change
in the nature of the Code or its application. The 2013 Code made clear that the ‘comply or explain’
approach applied to the Supporting Guidelines as well as the Main Principles: “Given the diversity
of Scottish Higher Education Institutions it is possible that certain of the Main Principles can be
met by means different to those envisaged in the Guidelines. Accordingly the Code is issued on a
‘comply or explain’ basis.” It follows that compliance with the Guidelines was the usual
expectation. In line with this, all institutions worked to achieve compliance with the entirety of
the Code within a year of its publication.1

The revised Code works in the same way, in that the whole Code is issued on a ‘comply or explain’
basis, whereby any explanation of non-compliance must show how the general principles are met.
Indeed, the Steering Group believes that the revised Code is more coherent in this respect, given
that the principles in the revised Code are more consistently general and high-level than the Main
Principles in the 2013 Code were.
The revised is also more concise than its predecessor. Not counting annexes, the revised Code is
around 1,600 words shorter than the 2013 version.

1

See the CSC’s 2014 report on compliance after one year: http://www.scottishuniversitygovernance.ac.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/Scottish-Code-of-Good-HE-Governance-ONE-YEAR-ON-final-4NOVEMBER.pdf
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The Steering Group’s recommendations

The remit of the steering group has been to review and revise the Code. In the course of reviewing
the Code, the group has also identified a number of points on which it wishes to make
recommendations, to help ensure that the Code not only contributes to good governance in the
Scottish HE sector, but does so in a context that provides maximum reassurance to all parties:

1. The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) should adopt the revised Code as its identified principles
of good governance, in the terms of the Post-16 Education (Scotland) Act 2013, and should
clearly state for the benefit of HEIs and stakeholders:
a. how it intends to monitor compliance with the Code; and
b. what steps it would take in the event of non-compliance and the absence of an
acceptable explanation that is judged to satisfy the Code’s ‘comply or explain’
provision.

2. The revised Code should be adopted as soon as possible, with a realistic timeframe set for
implementation and expectations of compliance. The CSC and SFC should together agree a
schedule for this and communicate it clearly to HEIs and major stakeholders. We note that
some parts of the revised Code are dependent on the implementation of the Higher
Education Governance (Scotland) Act 2016 and that expectations of compliance with these
parts of the Code will therefore need to be adjusted according to each institution’s
timetable for implementing the Act.

3. The HE sector and its major stakeholders should collaborate on creating and maintaining a
repository of best practice in Scottish HE governance. The steering group recommends that
the CSC, SFC and the University Secretaries’ Group, in consultation with trade unions,
student representative bodies and other major stakeholders, create appropriate proposals
for achieving this. To encourage openness and creativity, all parties should recognise that
best practice may be varied, especially given the diversity of the sector, and that publication
of a best practice example does not imply that the practice in question should become
obligatory for the HEI that publishes it or for any other institution.

4. The Code should be reviewed again within four years of its implementation date. The
process should be inclusive and proportionate. The depth and scope of the review will
depend on the circumstances at the time.
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Annex A: Membership of the steering group

Ian Marchant
Keir Bloomer
Lesley Knox
Helen Martin
Pat Mathewson
Professor Stuart Monro
Emma Philips
Vonnie Sandlan
Ann Smyth
Tony Strachan

Independent Chair
Lay member
Lay member
STUC
Representative of the non-NUS student associations
Lay member
UNISON
NUS Scotland
Lay member
Lay member

Biographical details for all of the steering group members can be found at
http://www.scottishuniversitygovernance.ac.uk
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Scottish Code of Good HE Governance
Review Steering Group Terms of Reference

The remit of the Steering Group is to review and, where appropriate, revise the Scottish Code of
Good Higher Education Governance in a manner which:



incorporates the standards of good practice existing in the Higher Education sector and
elsewhere;



makes proposals that are based on sound evidence;



considers the viewpoints of all major stakeholders;



takes account of any relevant changes in the legislative and regulatory context, in particular the
Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act 2016;



recognises the separate duties and responsibilities of management and governing bodies;



is sensitive to the diversity of the sector, including the nature of the Small Specialist Institutions;



takes account of the importance of both the relationships and processes required to achieve
good governance; and



reflects both the inputs and the outputs required of governing bodies and governance.

Scottish
Code of
Good
Higher
Education
Governance
(2017 edition)

Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance (2017 edition)

Foreword

H

igher education institutions (HEIs) form a critical
part of Scotland’s national fabric, with significant
impact locally, nationally and internationally.
They prepare the next generation of highly
educated and skilled individuals, opening doors
and transforming lives in the process. They address the major
social and scientific issues facing the country and the wider
world and play vital roles in communities and the nation’s
cultural life. Collectively, HEIs form one of Scotland’s leading
economic sectors and are key to producing sustainable,
inclusive economic growth.
While HEIs have in common the core activities of teaching,
research and knowledge exchange, as autonomous
institutions their missions, strategic priorities, institutional
histories and constitutions may differ.
HEIs receive substantial amounts of funding from both public
and private sources, to deliver diverse outcomes to many
beneficiaries. This means that they, and those involved in their
governance, have responsibilities towards a particularly wide
range of stakeholders. These include the institutions’ students
and staff, its alumni, employers of graduates, partners in
research and development, the Scottish and UK governments
(through the Scottish Funding Council and the UK Research
Councils in particular) and other funders, including
international partners.
The unique position and status of HEIs places special
responsibilities on their governing bodies. HEIs serve the
common good. As autonomous organisations, they have to
generate income, innovate and invest to develop and sustain
excellence in all their activities and remain competitive on
a global stage. Those involved in the governance of higher
education institutions therefore must balance the need for
coherent strategy and sound financial management with
the responsibility to bring benefit to higher education’s
many stakeholders and society in general. In addition, all
of Scotland’s HEIs have charitable status, placing on their
governing bodies the legal responsibilities of trustees.

Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance
(2017 edition)
Note on the second edition of the Code
This is the 2017 edition of the Code. It is the output of a review
of the original Code, which was published in 2013. The present
edition, once fully adopted, entirely replaces the 2013 Code.

2

Reflecting these responsibilities and expectations, this Code
underpins the sector’s commitment to high standards of
governance. Governing bodies have a responsibility to lead by
example, guiding the development of the institution’s ethics
and values and demonstrating these in the governing body’s
own actions. This means that they must show leadership and
integrity not only in the decisions they make but also in the
way they conduct their business. In particular, the governing
body has to both lead and exemplify the institution’s
approach to equality and diversity and to social responsibility.
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Foreword
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igher education institutions (HEIs) form a critical
part of Scotland’s national fabric, with significant
impact locally, nationally and internationally.
They prepare the next generation of highly
educated and skilled individuals, opening doors
and transforming lives in the process. They address the major
social and scientific issues facing the country and the wider
world and play vital roles in communities and the nation’s
cultural life. Collectively, HEIs form one of Scotland’s leading
economic sectors and are key to producing sustainable,
inclusive economic growth.
While HEIs have in common the core activities of teaching,
research and knowledge exchange, as autonomous
institutions their missions, strategic priorities, institutional
histories and constitutions may differ.
HEIs receive substantial amounts of funding from both public
and private sources, to deliver diverse outcomes to many
beneficiaries. This means that they, and those involved in their
governance, have responsibilities towards a particularly wide
range of stakeholders. These include the institutions’ students
and staff, its alumni, employers of graduates, partners in
research and development, the Scottish and UK governments
(through the Scottish Funding Council and the UK Research
Councils in particular) and other funders, including
international partners.
The unique position and status of HEIs places special
responsibilities on their governing bodies. HEIs serve the
common good. As autonomous organisations, they have to
generate income, innovate and invest to develop and sustain
excellence in all their activities and remain competitive on
a global stage. Those involved in the governance of higher
education institutions therefore must balance the need for
coherent strategy and sound financial management with
the responsibility to bring benefit to higher education’s
many stakeholders and society in general. In addition, all
of Scotland’s HEIs have charitable status, placing on their
governing bodies the legal responsibilities of trustees.
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Note on the second edition of the Code
This is the 2017 edition of the Code. It is the output of a review
of the original Code, which was published in 2013. The present
edition, once fully adopted, entirely replaces the 2013 Code.
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Reflecting these responsibilities and expectations, this Code
underpins the sector’s commitment to high standards of
governance. Governing bodies have a responsibility to lead by
example, guiding the development of the institution’s ethics
and values and demonstrating these in the governing body’s
own actions. This means that they must show leadership and
integrity not only in the decisions they make but also in the
way they conduct their business. In particular, the governing
body has to both lead and exemplify the institution’s
approach to equality and diversity and to social responsibility.
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The Code applies in a complex context of other regulatory and legislative
requirements with which HEIs must comply. These include not only Scottish
and UK laws relating specifically to higher education, but also (among others):
• charities law and regulations overseen by the Office of the Scottish Charity
Regulator (OSCR);
• the requirements of the Scottish Funding Council, including those laid
down in its Financial Memorandum and Accounts Direction;
• the Statement of Recommended Practice for Further and Higher Education
(SORP2015);
• relevant company law;
• equality law and associated duties;
• legislation on health and safety and on the protection of children and
vulnerable adults;
• Freedom of Information and Data Protection legislation;
• procurement law;
• complaints handling requirements overseen by the Scottish Public
Sector Ombudsman;
• the requirements of professional bodies and other regulators relevant to
the wide range of HEIs’ activity, including QAA Scotland.
As part of the wider legal framework, the Scottish Funding Council requires
institutions to comply with principles of good governance as a condition of
a grant of public funding. This Code sets out an appropriate set of principles
for this purpose.
Balancing the diversity and autonomy of Scotland’s higher education
institutions with the need for a common understanding of the highest
standards of governance, the Code contains both high-level principles and
more detailed provisions. In such a diverse sector it is possible that certain
of the principles can be met in ways that are different from those envisaged
in the specifics of the Code. The Code should be applied with attention
to the principles of proportionality and of relevance to the nature of the
individual institution, this being particularly important in the case of the
Small Specialist Institutions.
Accordingly, the Code is issued on a ‘comply or explain’ basis. This approach
is widely accepted as the most effective way of achieving good governance.
Institutions must report in the corporate governance statement of their
annual audited financial statements (Annual Reports) the extent of their
compliance with the Code. If an institution’s practices are not consistent with
particular provisions of the Code, an explanation must be published in that
statement. Such exceptions must be explained in terms of the institution’s
particular circumstances and/or operating model.
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The form of this Code
This Code is concerned with governance of the institution and is organised
into sections thematically. Each section starts with the high-level principles
of good governance in the relevant area. More detailed provisions follow in
the subsequent paragraphs.
The more detailed provisions of the Code specify how the high-level
principles should be put into practice. The left-hand margin is used to show
how different paragraphs relate to different elements of the high-level
principles. The whole Code is subject to the ‘comply or explain’ approach,
but naturally some provisions are to a greater extent obligatory, being more
fundamental to good governance. The strength of the requirement for
compliance is indicated systematically as follows:
• Where must is used, this indicates something that is obligatory either
because it is a legislative or regulatory requirement or because it is
fundamental to good higher education governance. Compliance is
therefore required in all of these cases. The number of instances has
been kept to a minimum.
• Where expected is used, this indicates a strong presumption that
compliance will be achieved in normal circumstances, but there
may be cases in which an alternative approach to good governance
can be justified.
• Statements that use the verb should also bring an expectation of
compliance in most circumstances, but with a recognition that there
may be situations in which a departure can be justified or it would be
reasonable and acceptable to meet the principles of good governance
in alternative ways.
Where institutions invoke ‘comply or explain’, whether in relation to an
expect statement or a should statement, they must demonstrate how
the relevant high-level principle of good governance is met in some
alternative way.
This Code does not list examples of good practice, which can be expected
to vary widely across such a diverse set of institutions and over time. HEIs
should work together, and with stakeholder representatives, to create and
maintain a public repository of examples of best practice as a live resource
and so to promote continuous improvement in governance practices
across the sector. Student representatives should also, in conjunction with
their institutions, develop their own best practice to help support student
governing body members to meet the particular challenges of their short
terms of office on governing bodies.
Matters not explicitly covered within this Code, or which emerge over time,
should be considered in the spirit of this Code and its underlying principles
of openness and transparency in pursuit of good governance.
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Definitions
Governance arrangements in HEIs reflect the uniqueness and complexity of
higher education. Many of their numerous stakeholders are directly involved,
enhancing governance by contributing a wide range of skills, perspectives and
experience. Given the variety of participants and roles, it is helpful to define
some terms in advance, to allow for a more concise Code.

Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance (2017 edition)

Staff member
(of the governing body)

Anyone serving on the governing body who is employed by the Institution,
except for those whose membership is on an ex officio basis; e.g. Principal
or Vice Principal. (This includes Elected or Union staff members, as follows.)

Elected or Union staff member

Anyone serving on the governing body in one of the capacities specified in
subsections 10(1)(b-d) of the Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act
2016. These are:

Throughout this Code, the following definitions of key terms are assumed,
except where an alternative definition is given explicitly:

1. Elected staff members: at least two members of the governing body
must be appointed “by being elected by the staff of the institution from
among their own number”.
2. Trade union nominees, of which at least one must be nominated by
a union representing academic staff and one by a union representing
non-academic staff.
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Student member

A member of the governing body who is a registered student of the
Institution and/or an officer of the student association, nominated to the
governing body by that association or on an ex officio basis.

Chair

The responsibilities of the position of ‘Senior Lay Member’ in relation to the
role of Chair are set out in the Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act
2016. The Rector may also carry out some of the roles of Chair at the Ancient
universities, as prescribed in older legislation.

Principal

The de facto Head of Institution and the Institution’s chief executive officer
in the terms of the SFC’s Financial Memorandum. This includes the position
of Director of the Glasgow School of Art and the position of Principal and
Vice Chancellor at other Institutions.

Lay member

A member of the governing body who is neither an employee nor a student
of the Institution. Where appropriate, a further distinction is drawn in the
text of the Code between lay governing body members who are appointed
by the governing body and other lay members (the latter group including
the Senior Lay Member, any members appointed or elected by alumni
groups, any representative of the local or regional authority appointed in
accordance with the statutes of a particular HEI and, in some HEIs, Rector’s
or Chancellor’s Assessors).

External lay committee member

A lay member of one of the governing body’s committees who is not a
member of the governing body itself. It is common practice to appoint
such external members to committees in order to bring in specific expertise.
Committee membership can also provide individuals with experience of
HE governance without taking on the full responsibilities of governing
body membership.

Executive officer

A member of the Institution’s management team who is not a member of
the governing body (i.e. here this term is not used to denote the Principal
or any other members of the governing body).
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The governing body must
take responsibility for
ensuring the effective
management of the
Institution, planning the
Institution’s strategic direction
and future development and
advancing its mission. The
governing body has ultimate
responsibility for all the
affairs of the Institution.
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The Governing Body:
Primary responsibilities

5. The governing body should satisfy itself that the Institution has adequate
systems and practices for informing and consulting with stakeholders’
representative bodies, including recognised trade unions and student
associations, in relation to the on-going development of the Institution
and any significant proposals regarding relevant institutional policies. The
governing body should also satisfy itself that the Institution has in place
appropriate arrangements for engaging with the public and the wider
communities which it serves.

The governing body must take responsibility for ensuring the
effective management of the Institution, planning the Institution’s
strategic direction and future development and advancing its
mission. The governing body has ultimate responsibility for
all the affairs of the Institution and must ensure that there are
appropriate arrangements for financial management. It must
satisfy itself that the Institution is compliant with all relevant
legal and regulatory obligations and operates with high levels of
social responsibility. The governing body must adopt and publish a
Statement of Primary Responsibilities.

1. The governing body must enable the Institution to achieve and develop its
mission and primary objectives of learning and teaching and research.
2. The members of a governing body, collectively and individually, must act
in accordance with the Nine Principles of Public Life in Scotland,1 which
should be the foundation for the governing body’s behaviour and its
decision-making processes. They are:

6. The governing body should satisfy itself that the Institution’s students’
association is properly resourced and supported to function as an effective
and autonomous organisation. The Institution has a legal obligation to
take reasonable steps to ensure that the students’ association operates
in a fair and democratic manner and that the students’ association is
accountable for its finances.

The governing body must
ensure that the Institution has
appropriate arrangements for
financial management.

• Duty
• Selflessness
• Integrity
• Objectivity
• Accountability and Stewardship
• Openness
• Honesty

The governing body must
satisfy itself that the
Institution is compliant
with all relevant legal and
regulatory obligations.

• Leadership
3. The governing body must be involved in the development of, take
responsibility for, and monitor performance against the Institution’s strategic
plan, which sets the aims and objectives of the Institution and identifies
the financial, physical and staffing strategies necessary to achieve these
objectives. It is also expected to approve an annual plan that identifies those
aspects of the strategic plan being implemented in the year in question.
4. The governing body must be attentive to risks which could threaten the
sustainability of the Institution, including the risk of inaction in the face
of threat or opportunity, and ensure that the Institution has appropriate
procedures to identify and actively manage risk. The governing body is
responsible for determining the nature and extent of the principal risks it
is willing to take in pursuing its strategic plan. Institutions should maintain
a risk register and are expected to provide an annual disclosure about risk
management in audited financial statements.
1

8. Legal and regulatory obligations include compliance with all relevant laws,
the governing instruments of the Institution, relevant financial standards
including the Scottish Funding Council’s Financial Memorandum, and any
legal obligations arising in connection with the Institution’s charitable
and/or company status, in addition to the observance (on a comply or
explain basis) of this Code.
9. The governing body is expected to review regularly its policies relating to
compliance with statutory duties.

• Respect
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7. The Institution’s financial regulations must specify the financial
responsibilities and authority of the governing body, its committees, and
staff. Financial procedures should specify processes to be followed in dayto-day financial transactions. There should be clear policies on a range of
systems, including (but not limited to) treasury management, investment
management, risk management, debt management, and grants and
contracts. These should be monitored to enable continuous improvement.

The governing body must
satisfy itself that the
Institution operates with high
levels of social responsibility.

10. The governing body must satisfy itself that the Institution’s policies and
actions are ethical and sustainable, taking into consideration their impact
on the environment, on the wellbeing of its students and workforce,
including health and safety issues and fair working practices, and on other
communities, whether local or more distant.

While higher education institutions are not public bodies, the Nine Principles of Public Life in Scotland, which
incorporate the seven ‘Nolan Principles’, provide an appropriate and recognised definition of ethical and
responsible behaviour for those involved in higher education governance.
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The governing body
must adopt and publish
a Statement of Primary
Responsibilities.

11. The Statement of Primary Responsibilities is expected to include, as a
minimum, provisions that relate to:
• protecting the reputation and values of the Institution;

2

• ensuring, in conjunction with the academic board, the quality of the
Institution’s educational provision and adequate provision for the
general welfare of students;
• approving the mission and strategic vision of the Institution, its
strategic plan, key performance indicators (KPIs) and annual budgets,
ensuring that they have due regard to the interests of students, staff
and other stakeholders, and monitoring institutional performance in
terms of these;
• appointing the Head of the Institution (the Principal) as chief executive
officer of the Institution and putting in place suitable arrangements for
monitoring their performance;
• appointing the Secretary to the governing body;
• ensuring the establishment and monitoring of systems of control
and accountability, including financial and operational controls,
risk management, means of evaluating the governing body’s own
performance and clear procedures for handling internal grievances and
“whistleblowing” complaints and for managing conflicts of interest.
12. This Statement must be included in the Institution’s Annual Report, along
with a broad summary of the authority that the governing body delegates
to management, its committees and the academic board. The Annual
Report must be published on the Institution’s website.
13. The governing body may delegate authority or allocate some of its work
to committees, grant delegated authority to the Chair or a committee to
act on its behalf, and delegate authority to the Principal and other officers
of the Institution. Such delegations must be clearly defined in a schedule
of delegation that is formally approved by the governing body. Having
delegated authority to other bodies or individuals to act on its behalf, the
governing body is nevertheless still ultimately accountable and assumes
collective responsibility for the actions taken.
14. In deciding which tasks should be delegated to committees, the governing
body must retain a formal schedule of matters reserved to it for its
collective decision.2 Such matters are likely to include final decisions on
issues of institutional strategy; the review and approval of the Institution’s
annual budget and Annual Report; and the appointment and dismissal of
the Principal and of the Secretary to the governing body.

2
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The governing instruments of some Institutions list key powers that the governing body may not delegate.
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The Governing Body: Membership
The governing body must have a balance of skills and experience
among its members sufficient to enable it to meet its primary
responsibilities and foster stakeholder confidence. It must have a
majority of lay members and should be no larger than is necessary to
meet legal requirements on membership and to ensure appropriate
coverage of skills and stakeholder involvement. The recruitment of
members appointed by the governing body must proceed through
an open and inclusive process that is based on a skills evaluation.

The governing body must
have a balance of skills
and experience among
its members sufficient to
enable it to meet its primary
responsibilities and foster
stakeholder confidence. It
must have a majority of lay
members and should be no
larger than is necessary to
meet legal requirements
and ensure appropriate
coverage of skills and
stakeholder involvement.

15. The governing body is expected to draw up and make public a register of
the balance of skills, attributes and experience required in the membership
of the governing body, to inform the recruitment of appointed lay members
of the governing body as well as regular assessment of the balance of skills
across the membership of the governing body.

The recruitment of members
appointed by the governing
body must proceed through
an open and inclusive
process that is based on a
skills evaluation.

18. Institutions are expected to advertise vacancies for appointed lay members
within and outside the Institution, using a job specification and a clear
indication of the skills, knowledge and experience required.

16. By law, governing bodies must include at least two members “appointed
by being elected by the staff of the Institution from among their own
number”. In devising a process or processes for appointing these members,
Institutions should have regard to the importance of maintaining adequate
representation from both the academic and non-academic staff bodies,
building on current practice where appropriate.
17. All Institutions are expected to make clear in their annual reports how
the size, and composition of the governing body (and any change in the
size or composition) contributes to maintaining a coherent and effectively
functioning governing body, as well as meeting statutory requirements on
membership and the need for an appropriate range of skills and experience.

19. Lay members who are appointed by the governing body must be appointed
for a given term, which may be renewable, subject to satisfactory
performance. The renewal of any appointment must not be automatic, but
should be recommended by the nominations committee or equivalent (see
Section 7). Service beyond three terms of three years, or two terms of four
years, should be avoided (exceptions, such as retention of a particular skill
or expertise, may be permitted, but must be explained). After this point
members should normally retire and be replaced by new members. Such limits
on periods of office should also be observed by those constituencies which
appoint or elect members to the governing body.
20. Where an existing member of the governing body is elected to serve as
Chair, that member should automatically begin a new term of membership
linked to the office. However, consideration should be given to limiting the
new Chair to a single term of office where that person has already served
for a substantial period on the governing body. The governing body or
relevant committee should consider this point when formulating the rules
for eligibility to stand for election to the Senior Lay Member position.
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delegated authority to other bodies or individuals to act on its behalf, the
governing body is nevertheless still ultimately accountable and assumes
collective responsibility for the actions taken.
14. In deciding which tasks should be delegated to committees, the governing
body must retain a formal schedule of matters reserved to it for its
collective decision.2 Such matters are likely to include final decisions on
issues of institutional strategy; the review and approval of the Institution’s
annual budget and Annual Report; and the appointment and dismissal of
the Principal and of the Secretary to the governing body.
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The Governing Body: Membership
The governing body must have a balance of skills and experience
among its members sufficient to enable it to meet its primary
responsibilities and foster stakeholder confidence. It must have a
majority of lay members and should be no larger than is necessary to
meet legal requirements on membership and to ensure appropriate
coverage of skills and stakeholder involvement. The recruitment of
members appointed by the governing body must proceed through
an open and inclusive process that is based on a skills evaluation.

The governing body must
have a balance of skills
and experience among
its members sufficient to
enable it to meet its primary
responsibilities and foster
stakeholder confidence. It
must have a majority of lay
members and should be no
larger than is necessary to
meet legal requirements
and ensure appropriate
coverage of skills and
stakeholder involvement.

15. The governing body is expected to draw up and make public a register of
the balance of skills, attributes and experience required in the membership
of the governing body, to inform the recruitment of appointed lay members
of the governing body as well as regular assessment of the balance of skills
across the membership of the governing body.

The recruitment of members
appointed by the governing
body must proceed through
an open and inclusive
process that is based on a
skills evaluation.

18. Institutions are expected to advertise vacancies for appointed lay members
within and outside the Institution, using a job specification and a clear
indication of the skills, knowledge and experience required.

16. By law, governing bodies must include at least two members “appointed
by being elected by the staff of the Institution from among their own
number”. In devising a process or processes for appointing these members,
Institutions should have regard to the importance of maintaining adequate
representation from both the academic and non-academic staff bodies,
building on current practice where appropriate.
17. All Institutions are expected to make clear in their annual reports how
the size, and composition of the governing body (and any change in the
size or composition) contributes to maintaining a coherent and effectively
functioning governing body, as well as meeting statutory requirements on
membership and the need for an appropriate range of skills and experience.

19. Lay members who are appointed by the governing body must be appointed
for a given term, which may be renewable, subject to satisfactory
performance. The renewal of any appointment must not be automatic, but
should be recommended by the nominations committee or equivalent (see
Section 7). Service beyond three terms of three years, or two terms of four
years, should be avoided (exceptions, such as retention of a particular skill
or expertise, may be permitted, but must be explained). After this point
members should normally retire and be replaced by new members. Such limits
on periods of office should also be observed by those constituencies which
appoint or elect members to the governing body.
20. Where an existing member of the governing body is elected to serve as
Chair, that member should automatically begin a new term of membership
linked to the office. However, consideration should be given to limiting the
new Chair to a single term of office where that person has already served
for a substantial period on the governing body. The governing body or
relevant committee should consider this point when formulating the rules
for eligibility to stand for election to the Senior Lay Member position.
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Governing body members
must take collective
responsibility for the
governing body’s decisions.
All members must exercise
their responsibilities in
accordance with accepted
standards of behaviour
in public life and in the
interests of the Institution
as a whole, rather than as
a representative of
any constituency.

Responsibilities of
Governing Body Members
Governing body members must take collective responsibility
for the governing body’s decisions. All members must exercise
their responsibilities in accordance with accepted standards of
behaviour in public life and in the interests of the Institution as
a whole, rather than as representatives of any constituency. All
governing body members assume the same responsibilities as part
of the collective decision-making body (apart from the additional
responsibilities that attend particular offices, including the roles
of Chair, Principal and, where there is one, Rector). Conflicts of
interest must be considered and may affect a member’s ability to
participate in some governing body business.

All governing body
members assume the same
responsibilities as part of
the collective decisionmaking body (apart from the
additional responsibilities
that attend particular offices,
including the roles of Chair,
Principal and, where there
is one, Rector). Conflicts of
interest must be considered
and may affect a member’s
ability to participate in some
governing body business.

21. All governing body members are collectively responsible and accountable
for all the governing body’s decisions. Members should take an active part
in all governing body business and should not confine their contributions
to matters that appear relevant to their background or the particular
constituency that appointed or elected them.

On this point and other aspects of the charity trustee role, see
http://www.oscr.org.uk/charities/guidance/guidance-and-good-practice-for-charity-trustees.

4

The Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act 2016 sets out conditions on the rules that Institutions may
adopt in respect of removal of any governing body member, including the Chair.

governing body and treated as such. Once appointed, all members
assume the same responsibilities, obligations and rights and should
be expected and supported to participate fully in all governing body
business, unless a clear conflict of interest is identified. The roles of the
Chair, Rector (where there is one) and Principal have additional aspects,
which are prescribed in legislation, in institutional protocols and in this
Code. Otherwise, there are different categories of member only in that
there exist distinct routes to appointment to the governing body.
26. Institutions are expected to set rules on committee memberships that
are consistent with this principle. Institutions’ rules must not preclude
membership of any of the governing body’s standing committees, with the
exception of the Audit Committee, purely on the basis of the category of
governing body member (in the sense of who appointed or elected that
member). A conflict of interest may prevent a governing body member from
taking up membership of a particular committee. Other than this, the primary
determinant of committee membership is that its members have the ability
(the required skills and the time) to contribute effectively to the committee.

28. Where it is identified that a member of the governing body has a conflict of
interest with respect to a given matter, the Chair may, on the advice of the
Secretary, request that the member in question withdraw from participation
in relevant business. Depending on the nature of the business, this may
allow for participation in discussions without taking part in decision-making
or may require complete non-participation and/or withdrawal from that
part of the meeting.

23. Members of the governing body must also take care not to become
involved in the day-to-day executive management of the Institution,
excepting those who are employed by or are students of the Institution,
and in these cases only to the extent that they have executive
responsibilities in the course of their employment or their activities as
students or trade union representatives.

3

25. All governing body members must be considered full members of the

27. A member of a governing body who has a financial, family or other interest
in any matter under discussion, at any meeting of the governing body or
one of its committees at which they are present, must, as soon as practicable,
disclose the fact of this interest to the meeting. The same requirement
applies to the Secretary and any executive officers who are present.

22. Members appointed or elected by a particular constituency, or otherwise
drawn from a particular sector or community, must not act as if delegated
by that particular constituency. No member may be bound, when
speaking or voting, by mandates given to them by others, or drawn from
an electoral platform. This requirement is not only in line with principles
of good governance but also essential to members’ responsibilities as
charity trustees.3

24. The governing body, acting as a whole, has the power to remove any
member of the governing body from office,4 and should do so if the
member materially breaches the conditions of their appointment,
including the requirements of this Code.
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29. A member of the governing body is not considered to have a financial
interest in matters under discussion merely because they are a member of
staff or a student of the Institution. Nor does the restriction of involvement
in matters of direct personal or financial interest prevent members of the
governing body from remaining at a meeting which is considering, and
voting, on proposals to insure the governing body against liabilities which
it might incur.

The Institution must
maintain and publicly
disclose a current register
of interests of members
of the governing body.

30. The Institution is expected to publish the register of interests on its website,
suitably redacted to take account of data protection duties, and keep it up
to date. The Secretary and any other senior officer closely associated with
the work of the governing body, for example the Finance Director, must
also submit details of any interests to be included in the register.
31. The Institution is also expected to maintain robust and comprehensive
policies on registering gifts and hospitality offered to governing body
members in relation to their role on the governing body, and to the
Secretary and Finance Director. These policies should have regard to the
overarching need for transparency in public life.
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to date. The Secretary and any other senior officer closely associated with
the work of the governing body, for example the Finance Director, must
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Equality and Diversity
The governing body must provide leadership in equality
and diversity across all protected characteristics, assuming
responsibility for the Institution’s strategy and policy on
equality and diversity. This should not only ensure compliance
with all relevant legislative and regulatory requirements but
also actively promote and facilitate equality and diversity goals
across the whole Institution.
In addition, the governing body must monitor its own
composition, establishing appropriate goals and policies
regarding the balance and diversity of the members it appoints
and regularly reviewing its performance against these goals
and policies.

The governing body must
provide leadership in
equality and diversity across
all protected characteristics,
assuming responsibility for
the Institution’s strategy
and policy on equality and
diversity. This should not
only ensure compliance with
all relevant legislative and
regulatory requirements
but also actively promote
and facilitate equality and
diversity goals across the
whole Institution.
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The governing body must
monitor its own composition,
establishing appropriate
goals and policies regarding
the balance and diversity
of the members it appoints
and regularly reviewing its
performance against these
goals and policies.

35. Having due regard to applicable law, best practice and the need for
appropriate skills and experience, the governing body is expected to
establish and regularly review appropriate goals and policies on equality
and diversity with respect to the members it appoints.6 The governing
body, through its nominations committee or equivalent, should take steps
to open opportunity of membership to the widest possible range of well
qualified potential members and to remove any unnecessary barriers to
membership.
36. The governing body should monitor equality and diversity (including,
but not restricted to, gender balance) across the entire governing body.
External organisations or electorates that appoint or elect governing
body members should be made aware of any significant imbalances and
should consider how they can contribute to increasing the diversity of the
governing body where appropriate.

32. The governing body is responsible for compliance with all relevant
legislative and regulatory requirements relating to equality and diversity.
The governing body is expected to approve the Institution’s equality
and diversity policy and to satisfy itself that relevant policies have been
implemented throughout the Institution. The governing body is expected
to receive an equality monitoring report at least annually.5 This report
should include clear goals in relation to specified characteristics and
actions taken towards achieving these goals.
33. Institutions must work to eliminate unlawful discrimination, promote
and facilitate equality and foster good relations across all protected
characteristics. The governing body is expected to show leadership in
pursuing these actions.
34. The governing body’s equality and diversity responsibilities should be
included in the induction of new members. The need for additional
training in matters of equality and diversity should be assessed as part of
regular reviews of the development needs of governing body members
(see Section 5).

6
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Where externally required reports fulfil this requirement, no additional reporting is required for the sake of
this Code.

At the time of this Code’s publication (October 2017), relevant guidance includes the public commitment by
the Chairs of all Scottish HEIs to maintaining or working towards gender-balance, defined as at least 40%
women and at least 40% men, among the members directly appointed by governing bodies. More generally,
the Equality Challenge Unit offers a range of useful resources including key guidance for governance at:
http://www.ecu.ac.uk/publications/governing-bodies-equality-and-diversity.
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New members must
receive a full induction
on joining the governing
body. Opportunities for
further development
for all members should
be provided regularly,
in accordance with their
individual needs
and responsibilities.

Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance (2017 edition)

Effectiveness
On joining the governing body, new members must receive an
induction aimed at equipping them to be effective governing
body members when they commence the role. Opportunities for
further development for all members should be provided regularly,
in accordance with their individual needs and responsibilities.
The proceedings of the governing body must be conducted in
a timely and appropriately transparent manner. Key officers
of the executive should attend meetings to support effective
decision-making, but must not unduly influence the business
of the governing body. The governing body must review its
effectiveness regularly and is expected to report publicly on the
results of effectiveness reviews and associated actions. In addition,
the governing body must satisfy itself that it has discharged its
responsibilities through its annual review of the Institution’s
overall performance which forms the core of the Annual Report.
37. Governing bodies are expected to provide all those responsible for
making appointments or overseeing elections to the governing body with
a clear description of the responsibilities of and expectations placed upon
governing body members. This should also be published in a form that is
accessible to potential electors of governing body members.
38. On taking up office, all new members are expected to receive the
Institution’s standard letter of appointment, be briefed on the terms of
their appointment and be made aware of the responsibilities placed on
them for the proper governance of the Institution. Each new member
should have a programme of induction covering both general aspects
of the role and matters specific to the particular Institution, including its
current strategy and performance and its various stakeholder groups.
39. Special attention should be paid to induction for members who lack
experience of comparable roles. Governing bodies should work with
student organisations to mitigate any challenges caused by the usually
short tenure of student governing body members. As part of this,
particular care should be given to ensuring that their induction is
comprehensive and, as far as possible, completed before they take on
any governance responsibilities.

in particular, in order to maximise its usefulness during their limited
terms of office. These reviews need not all be carried out by the Chair,
though the Chair retains ultimate responsibility for the effectiveness of
the governing body (see Section 6).

The proceedings of
the governing body must
be conducted in a timely
and appropriately
transparent manner.

42. Governing bodies are expected to meet at least four times a year.
Members should attend all meetings where possible. Details of the
number of meetings of the governing body and its main committees,
and rates of attendance of members, should be reported publicly.
43. In addition to normal meetings of the governing body, the Institution
is expected to hold an annual stakeholder meeting in public, at which
representatives of the governing body, including the Principal, are
expected to give an account of the Institution’s performance and should
be available to answer questions. This event may or may not also include
regular governing body business.
44. To function efficiently, the governing body must have rules for the
conduct of its meetings. Institutions are expected to publish these rules,
which should include, but are not restricted to:
• procedures for voting, rescinding decisions, calling extraordinary
meetings, and declaring business reserved;
• requirements for a quorum; and
• frequency of meetings.
45. The agenda of governing body meetings and supporting papers are
expected to be circulated sufficiently in advance to allow for effective
scrutiny of proposals, and decisions minuted. The agenda and minutes
are expected to be published in a timely manner on the Institution’s
website. The governing body’s rules must specify the kinds of matter
that may not be published for reasons of confidentiality. The papers
considered at meetings should be made available to staff and students,
unless this would breach confidentiality or would not be in the interests
of the Institution.
46. Institutions are expected to make available on their website a list of
all members of the governing body, along with a brief biography of
each member, and an email address for contacting the Secretary, which
may also be used to contact members of the governing body. Details of
the membership and terms of reference of key committees, including
the audit, remuneration and nominations committees (or equivalents)
should also be listed.

40. Induction should cover conflicts of interest, questioning skills, relevant
financial knowledge and skills, and the nature of higher education
institutions, except where the governing body member has sufficient
relevant experience to render some part of this unnecessary.
41. Members’ individual contributions are expected to be reviewed
regularly, at a minimum every two years, through a standardised process
with the active involvement of the member concerned. Opportunities
for relevant personal development should be identified. The timing of
this review process should be carefully considered for student members
16
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Key officers of the executive
should attend meetings
to support effective
decision-making, but must
not unduly influence the
business of the governing
body or its committees.

47. Decisions of the governing body must be made only by its members,
acting collectively. Executive officers should provide information and
advice when called upon (allowing that Secretaries may need to take
a more active role in order to fulfil their responsibilities; see Section 6).
At governing body meetings, the number of executive officers present
should not normally exceed the number of lay members present. Any
member of the governing body must be able to raise issues relating
to institutional management, notwithstanding the presence of
executive officers. To help ensure this, the Chair should be aware of any
professional or personal connections between, or other relevant issues
concerning, governing body members and executive officers.

6

49. The governing body is expected to review its own effectiveness each
year and to undertake an externally facilitated evaluation of its own
effectiveness and that of its committees, including size and composition
of membership, at least every five years. As part of these processes
or separately, the effectiveness of the academic board (also known
as Senate, Senatus Academicus or academic council) is expected to be
reviewed similarly. These reviews should be reported upon appropriately
within the Institution and outside. Externally facilitated reviews should
be held following any period of exceptional change or upheaval
(allowing suitable time to see the effects of changes made), the usual
timetable for externally facilitated review being brought forward if
necessary in these circumstances.
50. Given the short terms of office served by student members, externally
facilitated effectiveness reviews should, where possible, take evidence
from recent student members as well as those currently serving on the
governing body.

In addition, the governing
body must satisfy itself
that it has discharged its
responsibilities through
its annual review of
the Institution’s overall
performance which forms the
core of the Annual Report.
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51. The governing body is expected to reflect annually on the performance
of the Institution as a whole in relation to its strategic plan, with
reference to agreed KPIs. Where possible, the governing body should
benchmark institutional performance against equivalent metrics of other
comparable institutions. The Institution’s annual performance against
KPIs and its progress towards meeting its strategic objectives should be
published in its Annual Report.

Key roles
The Chair is responsible for the leadership of the governing body,
and is ultimately responsible for its effectiveness. The Chair must
act so as to maintain the confidence of the governing body and
ensure the Institution is well connected with its stakeholders,
including staff and students.
The four Ancient universities must have a protocol to define the
division of responsibilities between the Rector and the Chair.
The Principal must be accountable to the governing body. The
governing body must make clear, and regularly review, the
authority delegated to the Principal as chief executive, having
regard also to that conferred directly by the instruments of
governance of the Institution.

48. The Chair must ensure that the distinct roles for executive officers and
members of the governing body are maintained and respected. The
Chair and the Principal should discuss and reach a clear understanding
of the extent and nature of executive officers’ involvement in meetings,
including which parts of the meeting each individual should attend.
Ultimately the Chair is responsible for the conduct and effectiveness of
governing body business.

The governing body must
review its effectiveness
regularly and is expected to
report publicly on the results
of effectiveness reviews and
associated actions.
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The Secretary to the governing body must ensure compliance with
all procedures and ensure that the governing body is appropriately
supported such that it is able to discharge its duties. All members
must have access to the advice and services of the Secretary to
the governing body, and the appointment and removal of the
Secretary must be a decision of the governing body as a whole.
The Chair is responsible
for the leadership of the
governing body, and is
ultimately responsible for
its effectiveness. The Chair
must act so as to maintain the
confidence of the governing
body and ensure the
Institution is well connected
with its stakeholders,
including staff and students.

52. The Higher Education (Scotland) Act (2016) specifies the responsibilities
of what it terms the ‘Senior Lay Member’ in relation to the role of Chair.
By virtue of older legislation, the Rector at the Ancient universities may
carry out certain elements of the Chair role. References to the Chair
in this Code therefore refer to the Senior Lay Member insofar as the
relevant responsibilities fall within the legal definition of the Senior Lay
Member role.
53. Having responsibility for leadership of the governing body and as chair
of its meetings, the Chair must promote its effective operation, ensuring
that its members work together effectively and have confidence in the
procedures laid down for the conduct of business. Like all other members,
the Chair must contribute to collective decision-making and act only in
the interests of the Institution, not on behalf of any electoral constituency
or interest group.
54. The Chair may delegate duties to other members of the governing
body, but must do so with the consent of the governing body and with
due regard to the Chair’s statutory responsibilities and the rules of the
governing body. Any such delegation should be clearly recorded.
55. As part of responsibility for the governing body’s overall effectiveness,
the Chair should ensure that student members are given the necessary
support to participate effectively, bearing in mind their short terms
of office.
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Key officers of the executive
should attend meetings
to support effective
decision-making, but must
not unduly influence the
business of the governing
body or its committees.
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member of the governing body must be able to raise issues relating
to institutional management, notwithstanding the presence of
executive officers. To help ensure this, the Chair should be aware of any
professional or personal connections between, or other relevant issues
concerning, governing body members and executive officers.
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56. Through leadership of the governing body, the Chair plays a key role
in the business of the Institution, but not in day-to-day executive
management. The Chair must strive to maintain a constructive and
challenging working relationship with the Principal and, by extension,
between the governing body and the Principal. These relationships
should be mutually supportive, but must also incorporate the checks
and balances imposed by the different roles that each has within an
Institution’s constitution.
57. The governing body may grant delegated authority to the Chair to act
on its behalf between meetings. Alternatively, other arrangements may
be made for action between meetings, such as the use of an Exceptions
Committee or equivalent and/or protocols around decision-making by
correspondence. Policy on this matter should be clearly defined in the
rules governing the governing body’s business. The Chair is answerable to
the governing body for and must make a report to the governing body
on any action taken on its behalf.

Scottish Code of Good Higher Education Governance (2017 edition)

The Principal must be
accountable to the governing
body. The governing
body must make clear,
and regularly review, the
authority delegated to the
Principal as chief executive,
having regard also to that
conferred directly by the
instruments of governance of
the Institution.

The four Ancient universities
must have a protocol to
define the division of
responsibilities between the
Rector and the Chair.

60. A distinction needs to be drawn in the four Ancient universities (the
Universities of Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow and St. Andrews)
between the role of the Chair and the specific role of the Rector in
‘presiding’ at governing body (Court) meetings. The exact interpretation
of the Rector’s role with respect to the governing body is a matter
for agreement by the governing body of the individual Institution
concerned. Each governing body must set that agreement out clearly in
a protocol, the content of which should be published and made clear to
candidates for the posts of Rector and Senior Lay Member and reflected
in the job descriptions for these posts.7

7
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Note that this section does not apply to the Rector at the University of Dundee or the University of the Highlands
and Islands (UHI). At the University of Dundee, the Rector is elected by the student body and may choose to act
as an ex officio member of the governing body or appoint an assessor following consultation with the students’
association; neither the Rector nor their assessor automatically presides at meetings of the governing body. UHI’s
Rector also has ex officio ordinary membership of the governing body. This is a quite distinct position from that
of Rector at the Ancient universities: UHI’s Rector is elected by and chairs the UHI Foundation.

62. The Principal is the designated officer in respect of the use of Scottish
Funding Council funds and compliance with that Funding Council’s
Financial Memorandum. The Principal must alert the governing body
if any actions or policy under consideration would be incompatible
with the terms of the Financial Memorandum. If the governing body
nevertheless decides to proceed, then the Principal has a duty to inform
either the Chief Executive of the Scottish Funding Council, or other
appropriate officer.
63. The Principal has responsibility for the appropriate implementation of the
decisions of the governing body.
64. The governing body is expected to ensure that the appointment process
for the Principal enables student, staff and trade union input to be taken
into account, taking into consideration the academic and non-academic
aspects of the Principal’s role. The membership of the selection committee
for the appointment of the Principal must be approved by the governing
body and is expected to consist of lay members, at least one Elected or
Union staff member, at least one student member of the governing body
and adequate representation from the academic community.

58. The governing body is expected to appoint one of its lay members to
serve as an intermediary for other members who might wish to raise
concerns about the conduct of the governing body or the Chair. Led by
this lay member, the members of the governing body are expected to
appraise the Chair’s performance at least annually, without the Chair
present. Prior to this, all governing body members should be offered the
opportunity to provide relevant feedback individually and in private.
Like other members, the Chair should be assisted to identify professional
development needs in relation to governance responsibilities and seek
opportunities to address them.
59. In formulating rules and procedures for the election of a Senior Lay
Member, as required by the Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act
2016, the Institution is expected to consult with relevant stakeholders. The
Institution is expected to publish these rules and procedures on its website,
along with the membership of the committee managing this process.

61. The Principal is responsible for management of the Institution and for
providing the governing body with advice on its strategic direction.

65. Assessment of the performance of the Principal, normally led by the
Chair, is expected to take place on an annual basis, with views sought
and considered from each member of the governing body.

The Secretary to the
governing body must
ensure compliance with
all procedures and ensure
that the governing body is
appropriately supported such
that it is able to discharge
its duties. All members must
have access to the advice and
services of the Secretary to
the governing body, and the
appointment and removal
of the Secretary must be a
decision of the governing
body as a whole.

66. The Secretary to the governing body must be appointed to that post
by the governing body and, in carrying out the role of Secretary to the
governing body, must be solely responsible to the governing body. When
dealing with governing body business, the Secretary must act on the
instructions of the governing body itself. Only the governing body, as a
whole, is empowered to remove the Secretary from these duties.
67. The Secretary must have a direct reporting link to the Chair of the
governing body for the conduct of governing body business (i.e. agendas,
papers, minutes, etc.) and must be available and accessible to all members
of the governing body. All members of the governing body should be
proactive in seeking advice from the Secretary when it is required.
68. The Secretary must draw to the attention of the governing body
any conflict of interest, actual or potential, between the Secretary’s
administrative or managerial responsibilities within the Institution and
responsibilities as a Secretary to the governing body. If the governing
body believes that it has identified such a conflict of interest itself, the
Chair should seek advice from the Principal, but must offer the Secretary
an opportunity to respond.
69. The Secretary is expected to ensure that papers are supplied to members
in a timely manner and contain such information, in such form and of
such quality, as is appropriate to enable the governing body to discharge
its duties efficiently and effectively.
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70. The Secretary should be solely responsible for commissioning legal advice
for the governing body, and advising it on all matters of procedure. The
Chair and members of the governing body should look to the Secretary
for guidance about their responsibilities under the charter, statutes,
articles, ordinances and regulations to which they are subject, including
legislation, this Code and the requirements of the Scottish Funding
Council, and on how these responsibilities should be discharged. It is
the responsibility of the Secretary to alert the governing body if the
Secretary believes that any proposed action would exceed the governing
body’s powers or be contrary to legislation, this Code or to the Scottish
Funding Council’s Financial Memorandum (notwithstanding the Principal’s
responsibility as accountable officer in the latter case).
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Committees and Academic Board
At a minimum, the governing body’s committees must include a
nominations committee, an audit committee, and a remuneration
committee, or equivalents. All committees must be provided with
a clear remit and written terms of reference.
The governing body must establish a nominations committee
with a suitably inclusive membership to oversee the appointment
of new members to the governing body.
A suitably qualified audit committee must be appointed.
The governing body must establish a remuneration committee
to determine and review the salaries, benefits and terms and
conditions (and, where appropriate, severance payments) of
the Principal and such other members of staff as the governing
body deems appropriate. The policies and processes used by the
remuneration committee must be determined by the governing
body, and the committee’s reports to the governing body should
provide sufficient detail to enable the governing body to satisfy
itself that the decisions made have been compliant with its policies.

71. The Secretary is expected to advise the Chair in respect of any matters
where conflict, potential or real, may occur between the governing
body and the Principal. The Secretary should also keep the Principal fully
informed on any matter relating to governing body business (other than
in relation to the Principal’s own performance and reward).
72. The governing body must safeguard the Secretary’s ability to carry out
these responsibilities.

The governing body has responsibility for the effectiveness of
the Institution’s academic board.
At a minimum, the governing
body’s committees must
include an audit committee, a
remuneration committee and
nominations committee, or
equivalents. All committees
must be provided with a clear
remit and written terms
of reference.
The governing body must
establish a nominations
committee with a suitably
inclusive membership to
oversee the appointment
of new members to the
governing body.
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73. Committee remits and terms of reference must state the extent
and limits of the committee’s responsibilities and authority and are
expected to be published on the Institution’s website. Committees must
not exceed their terms of reference and should be so advised by the
Secretary to the governing body. Committees must distinguish between
issues on which they are empowered to take decisions, and issues that
they must refer to the governing body for decision. Where a committee
is acting under delegated powers it should submit regular written
reports to the governing body on decisions that it has taken on the
governing body’s behalf.

74. The membership of the nominations committee should have a lay
member majority. The membership should include the Chair, the Principal,
at least one Elected or Union staff member and a student member of the
governing body. Where the Chair is chair of the nominations committee,
this role should be delegated to another member when the committee is
managing the appointment of the Chair’s successor.
75. The nominations committee is expected to consider the field of candidates
against a skills register which to and also to consider whether candidates share
the values of the Institution and will add to the overall success and health of
the Institution. The nominations committee must also give due consideration
to issues of equality and diversity, in line with Section 3 of this Code, and to the
appropriate inclusion in the governing body of relevant stakeholder groups.
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A suitably qualified
audit committee must
be appointed.

76. The governing body must appoint an audit committee and set up internal
and external audit arrangements in accordance with the appropriate
Audit Code and the Scottish Funding Council’s requirements. The audit
committee should be a small, authoritative body which has the necessary
financial expertise and the time to examine the Institution’s financial
and risk management control and governance under delegation from
the governing body. The committee is expected to produce an annual
report for the governing body, including its opinion on the adequacy
and effectiveness of governance arrangements (not confined to financial
arrangements), financial control and arrangements for promoting
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
77. The governing body should also receive reports on the Institution’s risk
management arrangements. These may be the responsibility of the Audit
Committee or of a separate Risk Committee (or equivalent).

The governing body must
establish a remuneration
committee to determine and
review the salaries, benefits
and terms and conditions
(and, where appropriate,
severance payments) of the
Principal and such other
members of staff as the
governing body deems
appropriate. The policies
and processes used by the
remuneration committee
must be determined by the
governing body, and the
committee’s reports to the
governing body should
provide sufficient detail to
enable the governing body to
satisfy itself that the decisions
made have been compliant
with its policies.

78. Membership of the remuneration committee should have a majority of
lay members. A majority of these lay members should be members of
the governing body (others may be external lay committee members).
The membership should include the Chair of the governing body. The
committee chair should be a lay member of the governing body and
should not be the Chair of the governing body. The Principal should be
consulted on remuneration relating to other senior post-holders and
should attend meetings of the committee, except when the committee
discusses matters relating to the Principal’s own remuneration.
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of pay used throughout the Institution; and assessments of relevant
individuals’ performance. The remuneration committee should oversee
contracts of employment for senior staff and should ensure that these
do not specify periods of notice of more than 12 months and do not
require the payment of pension enhancements (except where these
follow from pension scheme rules). The remuneration committee
is expected similarly to act proportionately and with regard to the
appropriate use of funds when considering severance arrangements for
senior staff.

The governing body
has responsibility for
the effectiveness of the
Institution’s academic board.

82. The governing body must ensure that the academic board (also known
as Senate, Senatus Academicus or academic council) is appropriately
constituted according to relevant legislation and the Institution’s
statutory instruments. The governing body is expected to receive and
consider reviews of the academic board’s effectiveness (see Section 5).
83. The Institution is expected to have appropriate measures in place to
clarify the different responsibilities of the governing body and the
academic board and to encourage a high level of mutual understanding
between them.

79. The policies and processes used by the remuneration committee in
reaching decisions on individuals must be discussed by the whole
governing body and approved by that body. The remuneration
committee’s reports to the governing body should provide sufficient
detail of the broad criteria and policies against which decisions, including
in relation to any unusual severance payments, have been made.
80. In addition, the remuneration committee is expected to seek the
views of representatives of students and staff of the Institution,
including representatives of recognised trade unions, in relation to
the remuneration package of the Principal and the senior executive
team. This requirement may be implemented in part through relevant
members of the governing body serving as members of the remuneration
committee or attending its meetings, or may be achieved through
separate consultation with representatives of the student and staff
communities. The relevant process should form part of the policies and
processes approved by the whole governing body, as outlined above.
81. The remuneration committee is expected to represent the public interest
and avoid any inappropriate use of public funds. The remuneration
committee is expected to seek and make use of sufficient relevant
information to reach well informed evidence-based decisions. This
should include appropriate comparative information on salaries and
other benefits and conditions of service in equivalent positions in the
Higher Education sector and elsewhere, including other organisations
that similarly receive public funding; national pay awards and rates
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A suitably qualified
audit committee must
be appointed.

76. The governing body must appoint an audit committee and set up internal
and external audit arrangements in accordance with the appropriate
Audit Code and the Scottish Funding Council’s requirements. The audit
committee should be a small, authoritative body which has the necessary
financial expertise and the time to examine the Institution’s financial
and risk management control and governance under delegation from
the governing body. The committee is expected to produce an annual
report for the governing body, including its opinion on the adequacy
and effectiveness of governance arrangements (not confined to financial
arrangements), financial control and arrangements for promoting
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
77. The governing body should also receive reports on the Institution’s risk
management arrangements. These may be the responsibility of the Audit
Committee or of a separate Risk Committee (or equivalent).

The governing body must
establish a remuneration
committee to determine and
review the salaries, benefits
and terms and conditions
(and, where appropriate,
severance payments) of the
Principal and such other
members of staff as the
governing body deems
appropriate. The policies
and processes used by the
remuneration committee
must be determined by the
governing body, and the
committee’s reports to the
governing body should
provide sufficient detail to
enable the governing body to
satisfy itself that the decisions
made have been compliant
with its policies.

78. Membership of the remuneration committee should have a majority of
lay members. A majority of these lay members should be members of
the governing body (others may be external lay committee members).
The membership should include the Chair of the governing body. The
committee chair should be a lay member of the governing body and
should not be the Chair of the governing body. The Principal should be
consulted on remuneration relating to other senior post-holders and
should attend meetings of the committee, except when the committee
discusses matters relating to the Principal’s own remuneration.
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of pay used throughout the Institution; and assessments of relevant
individuals’ performance. The remuneration committee should oversee
contracts of employment for senior staff and should ensure that these
do not specify periods of notice of more than 12 months and do not
require the payment of pension enhancements (except where these
follow from pension scheme rules). The remuneration committee
is expected similarly to act proportionately and with regard to the
appropriate use of funds when considering severance arrangements for
senior staff.

The governing body
has responsibility for
the effectiveness of the
Institution’s academic board.

82. The governing body must ensure that the academic board (also known
as Senate, Senatus Academicus or academic council) is appropriately
constituted according to relevant legislation and the Institution’s
statutory instruments. The governing body is expected to receive and
consider reviews of the academic board’s effectiveness (see Section 5).
83. The Institution is expected to have appropriate measures in place to
clarify the different responsibilities of the governing body and the
academic board and to encourage a high level of mutual understanding
between them.

79. The policies and processes used by the remuneration committee in
reaching decisions on individuals must be discussed by the whole
governing body and approved by that body. The remuneration
committee’s reports to the governing body should provide sufficient
detail of the broad criteria and policies against which decisions, including
in relation to any unusual severance payments, have been made.
80. In addition, the remuneration committee is expected to seek the
views of representatives of students and staff of the Institution,
including representatives of recognised trade unions, in relation to
the remuneration package of the Principal and the senior executive
team. This requirement may be implemented in part through relevant
members of the governing body serving as members of the remuneration
committee or attending its meetings, or may be achieved through
separate consultation with representatives of the student and staff
communities. The relevant process should form part of the policies and
processes approved by the whole governing body, as outlined above.
81. The remuneration committee is expected to represent the public interest
and avoid any inappropriate use of public funds. The remuneration
committee is expected to seek and make use of sufficient relevant
information to reach well informed evidence-based decisions. This
should include appropriate comparative information on salaries and
other benefits and conditions of service in equivalent positions in the
Higher Education sector and elsewhere, including other organisations
that similarly receive public funding; national pay awards and rates
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
ANNUAL REPORT ON REDUNDANCY ACTIVITIES

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper provides an overview and update on the management of redundancy
activities undertaken by Human Resources for the period of 1 December 2016 to
30 November 2017.

1.2

This paper is provided for information.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

University Court is invited to note the information provided in this paper.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

Background

3.1.1 The University of Aberdeen is committed to seeking to avoid staff redundancies. This paper will
report on the work of the committees (Redundancy Dismissal Panel and the Joint Consultative
Committee on Redundancy Avoidance, (JCCRA)), which support the process of redundancy
avoidance.
3.1.2 Redeployment and redundancy avoidance activities have been enabled by positive working
partnerships with line managers and Campus Trade Unions with the joint aim of managing the
avoidance of staff redundancies wherever possible.
3.2

Restructuring Exercises

3.2.1 School of Medicine, Medical Sciences and Nutrition
The 2016 restructuring exercise in the School of Medicine Medical Sciences and Nutrition
allowed the School the opportunity to align staff in areas of disinvestment to areas of
investment. The thrust of this effort was to concentrate limited resources on priority areas which
demonstrated sufficient prospects for excellence and financial sustainability. By re-aligning staff
to these areas it created the opportunity for staff to be included in School Strategic Goals which
in turn would enhance the position of both the School and its staff.
The restructuring exercise resulted in twelve members of staff being placed at risk of
redundancy. Of those, nine were found redeployment opportunities and three accepted
voluntary severance. Of the nine redeployment offers, four had no projected end dates, two had
projected end dates of two years and three had one year projected end dates. As of October
2017, regarding the three who had one year projected end dates, one individual has secured
an additional six months’ funding and we are actively seeking funding for the other two past
December 2017.
3.2.2 School of Biological Sciences- Forestry
The School of Biological Sciences has commenced consultation on a proposed restructure
which will result in the withdrawal of Forestry programmes. The proposed changes will impact
directly on three members of staff, who were placed at risk of redundancy on 10 October 2017.
Two Lecturer (Teaching & Scholarship) posts have been identified as redeployment
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opportunities for staff affected. Staff involved have been notified and attended their first
consultation meeting, with further meetings scheduled for during November.
3.2.3 IT - Research Applications & Data Management Team
IT have also commenced consultation on the proposed restructure of the Research
Applications & Data Management Team which provides support and bespoke data applications
to researchers. Changes in technologies and project funding have resulted in a significant
downturn in workload for this team and it is no longer viable to maintain a team resourced at its
current level of 8.8 FTE. The strategic research priorities and funding only allow the University
to maintain a support team of 4 FTE. Redeployment opportunities will be sought for those
affected by the proposal.
3.3

Other Key Activities

3.3.1 As described in previous years, collective consultation has been ongoing with our recognised
Trade Unions. This is carried out in accordance with the Consultation on the Avoidance of
Redundancy Policy. A full Joint Consultative Committee on Redundancy Avoidance (JCCRA)
meeting is still held quarterly, with operational meetings in the intervening months. Additional
meetings are scheduled to support further consultation on proposed restructuring exercises as
and when required. Individual consultations are also undertaken to ensure that individuals are
fully supported in reviewing options to mitigate redundancy. Over the last year an increasing
number of consultations have been devolved from Head of Schools to Academic Line
Managers.
3.3.2 At individual consultation meetings the support available to staff to mitigate redundancies is
discussed. These include self-marketing workshops delivered by an outplacement company,
CSP Scotland, and access to redeployment vacancies.
3.3.3 Outcomes of Consultation
A graphical representation of the outcomes of all cases is shown in Appendix A, with the graph
from the previous year shown for comparison. These figures relate to staff with projected end
dates up to 30 November 2017. In comparison to last year the number of staff entering the
process has decreased, which is a continuing trend from 2014/2015. Overall there was a slight
increase in the proportion of staff made redundant from 30% in 2015/2016 to 32% in
2016/2017, reflecting a slight decrease in the continuation of external funding and / or
alternative posts available through redeployment.
A breakdown of the numbers of staff at risk of redundancy by staff category is shown below. As
in previous years the majority of ‘at risk’ staff are Researchers. This is due to the nature and
funding of the project work on which they are engaged.
Staff Category

Research
Teaching
Academic Related
Academic
Technical
Secretarial
Support
Total

Number of Individuals placed “At Risk”
1 Dec 2015 – 30 Nov 2016
227
12
46
7
9
11
26
338

1 Dec 2016-30 Nov 2017
219
20
28
18
3
9
22
319

An increase in the number of staff in the Teaching and Academic categories can be seen for
2016/2017. For the Academic category this increase has resulted largely from the restructuring
exercise in the School of Medicine, Medical Sciences and Nutrition which primarily affected
Academic staff. It should be noted that no staff were dismissed as a result of this exercise as
they were redeployed to new roles, additional funding was found to extend their posts or left via
voluntary severance.
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Staff ‘at risk’ within the Teaching category do not represent a specific grouping of staff. All were
appointed to funding limited posts supported by a variety of sources. A number of these were
core funded posts created to provide short term cover for teaching gaps across the University
which have resulted from staff departures and staff being on maternity leave.
3.3.4 Outcomes of Consultation by Gender
An analysis of the Outcomes of Redundancy Consultation by Gender can be seen in
Appendix B. Of the 319 employees who entered the consultation process 192 were female
and 127 were male. The graph shows that the outcomes for males and females at the
University are comparable, with 32% of female and 30% of male employees who enter the
process being confirmed redundant.
3.4

Redundancy Dismissal Panel

3.4.1 The Redundancy Dismissal Panel, convened by the Senior Vice-Principal, meets monthly to
consider recommendations in respect of individuals who remain at risk of redundancy upon the
conclusion of the collective and individual consultation processes.
3.4.2 If a redundancy situation cannot be avoided, members of staff who have accrued two years
continuous service at the date of their dismissal receive a statutory redundancy payment.
During the 2016/17 financial year 56 individuals received redundancy payments totalling
£135,244. This is a decrease on the 2015/2016 financial year when 67 individuals received a
total of £156,069 during the same period.
3.4.3 Payment in lieu of notice (PILON) is paid when an individual’s full notice period is not met at the
time of dismissal being confirmed. In the period 2016/2017, six individuals received PILON
totalling £62,279. It should be noted that almost 70% of this figure was paid to two individuals
with high salaries (a Clinical Consultant and a Chair)
4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available from Mrs Debbie Dyker, Director of People Services
(d.j.dyker@abdn.ac.uk), Mrs Tracey White, Deputy Director of HR (twhite@abdn.ac.uk) or
Miss Fiona MacAskill, HR Partner (f.macaskill@abdn.ac.uk).

17/11/17 [version3.2] FOI Status: Open
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APPENDIX A: OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION PROCESS
OUTCOME OF REDUNDANCY CONSULTATION PROCESS 2016/2017
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Please note that the November 2017 figures are still subject to change, as the redeployment Adviser
continues to work with staff to mitigate redundancy until their last day of service.

OUTCOME OF REDUNDANCY CONSULTATION PROCESS 2015/2016
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The figures below show the total number of individuals who were at risk of redundancy during the period
1 December 2016 and 30 November 2017 and are a numeric illustration of the percentages shown
above.
Dec
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Aug
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16/17
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APPENDIX B - OUTCOMES BY GENDER (1 DECEMBER 2016-30 NOVEMBER 2017)
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIVERSITY COURT
OUTCOME AGREEMENT WITH THE SCOTTISH FUNDING COUNCIL 2018/19
1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is to update Court on progress in developing the University’s 2018/2019
Outcome Agreement (OA) with the Scottish Funding Council (SFC). A variant of this
paper was considered by University Management Group (UMG) and Operating Board in
November 2017.

1.2

This paper is provided for information. It gives Court a summary of key points to note with regard
to this year’s Agreement. It highlights areas identified for prioritisation by SFC; these include
widening access, increased participation in STEM subjects and gender. It also details the
intention of SFC to intensify the OA process, and to set more ambitious and challenging targets
for institutions in key areas. Finally, it provides a high-level breakdown of the OA process, with
key dates identified from now until submission to the SFC in late April 2018.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

Court is invited to note the framework for the Outcome Agreement process and the proposed
development timetable. In particular, Court should note that it will be asked to approve the final
Outcome Agreement when it meets on 4 April 2018, prior to submission to the SFC.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

Outcome Agreements between universities and the Scottish Funding Council (SFC) were
introduced in 2012-13 as part of the Scottish Government’s Spending Review. They set out what
an institution plans to deliver in return for their funding from SFC and are developed through a
dialogue with our allocated SFC Outcome Agreement Management Team and form part of the
conditions of SFC funding.

3.2

The University prepared a three-year Outcome Agreement cycle as preferred by the SFC last
year, covering the period 2017/18-2019/20. This year the University will be preparing its first
annual update within the three-year cycle. The update will reflect progress made in meeting the
commitments made in the first year of the cycle, along with an update on plans for the coming
year. Following the publication of the SFC Guidance for the development of the Outcome
Agreement on 26 October 2017, the University has started development of the document.

3.3

The SFC expects institutions to deliver on the outcomes set out in the Agreements and, when
considering progress, will establish evidence of under-delivery from a combination of the
statistical data available, from the progress reported by institutions and by the information
available from the outcome manager and key stakeholders. If statistical evidence suggests
under-delivery, the SFC may take action to establish an improvement plan, reduce or recover
funding, or apply a penalty.

3.4

The Outcome Agreement process for 2018/19 will prioritise the following key areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Widening access
Retention and enhanced outcomes for disadvantaged learners
Enhanced alignment of skills provision with the needs of the economy
Increased participation in STEM subjects
Supporting enhanced business innovation
Addressing gender imbalances
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3.5

Court is invited to note in particular that the SFC will be monitoring widening access commitments
with the expectation that all institutions make ambitious commitment to growth in SIMD20 intake
and retention to meet the targets contained in the Commission on Widening Access (CoWA)
report, in particular that “by 2021 students from the 20% most deprived backgrounds should
represent at least 10% of full-time first degree entrants to every individual Scottish university”.
Failure to meet this target may result in loss of funded places. It should be noted that in relation
to this, Operating Board has requested a summary analysis on Widening Access, with a view to
identifying the level of resource committed by the University to Widening Access activities, and
conversely, the benefits realised in return.

3.6

As in previous years, HEIs have been asked to include a number of cross-cutting themes in their
Agreement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.7

This year the SFC has been asked to maximise the contribution that its investments make to
achieving Scottish Government priorities and to ensure a “clear line of sight between Scottish
Government policy ambitions and its investments”. The SFC has therefore clearly communicated
to institutions that it will be seeking to intensify the Outcome Agreement process for 2018/19 to
link activities more explicitly with evidence-based outcomes. This will include:
•
•
•

3.8

Intensification of partnership working with other universities/colleges, local authorities,
research, enterprise and skills agencies, employers, industry, health trusts etc.
Strategies to identify and address challenges arising from Brexit
Equality and diversity
Strategies for tackling racial inequality
Strategies for tackling gender imbalances (in relation to staff, the governing body, students
(at subject level)) and the development of a new Gender Action Plan by July 2018
Support for student and staff carers
Role in the social and cultural life of Scotland
Development of an institutional British Sign Language Plan no later than October 2018
Reference to the National Gaelic Language Plan for 2017-22
Cyber security and cyber resilience learning outcomes

The setting of more ambitious and challenging targets
The more dynamic allocation of places and funding to drive and incentivise improvement
Enhanced transparency and accountability on institutional performance

The SFC will be evaluating Outcome Agreements against the Scottish Government’s high-level
strategic objectives, and will be requesting details of commitments, strategies and evidence of
progress in meeting them. The strategic objectives identified by the Government are:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to education from the widest range of backgrounds (including widening access,
gender)
High-quality learning which prioritises provision that meets skills gaps in the economy
and prepares people for work and successful careers
Provision of quality learning (including governance, E&D, Climate Change Act)
Research which is internationally competitive and impactful
Effective knowledge exchange and innovation (including the University Innovation Fund
(UIF))

3.9

Universities will be expected to share their aspirations for improvement by committing to
milestones and targets for all key areas.

4.

THE OUTCOME AGREEMENT PROCESS

4.1

The Planning Directorate has now met with all relevant sections/Schools to develop the narrative
for the report with the aim to have a first draft of the report ready by early December.

4.2

A consultation process will be carried out within the University as part of the development
process, as all universities are required to carry out a consultation with staff, trade unions,
students and the Students’ Association and to provide detail on the consultation process in the
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Agreement. The aim is for the consultation process to start in the end of November and to be
completed by the end of February 2018.
4.3

Table 1 sets out the proposed timeline for the development of the Outcome Agreement 2018/19.
The University will submit a well-developed first draft to SFC on 15 December. The SFC will
review and comment on the University’s draft Agreement no later than 31 January 2018 and the
agreement will thereafter be finalised. A final version of the document will be submitted to
University Court in April 2018 for approval.

4.4

The proposed timeline for the development of the Outcome Agreement is as follows:
Table 1
Date
26/10/2017

Outcome Agreement 2018-19
Outcome Agreement guidance published by SFC

30/11/2017

Consultation with key stakeholders starts
First draft of the Outcome Agreement submitted to different senior
management fora for consideration.

Early December
2017
15/12/2017

First draft of Outcome Agreement to be submitted to SFC

28 February 2018

Consultation with stakeholders concludes

February 2018

Indicative SFC funding allocations to institutions

04/04/2018

Final Outcome Agreement submitted to University Court for approval

April 2018

SFC Council makes funding allocation decisions

30/04/2018

Final Outcome Agreement submitted to SFC

5.

FURTHER INFORMATION

5.1

Further information is available from Dr Hulda Sveinsdottir, Director of Planning
(hulda.sveinsdottir@abdn.ac.uk, ext. 3792) and Mr Iain Grant, Acting Head of Strategic Planning
(i.grant@abdn.ac.uk, ext. 2776).
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
UNIIVERSITY COURT
HEALTH, WELLBEING AND SAFETY UPDATE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER

1.1

This paper is to provide an update on health, wellbeing and safety:
•

•

There are the following incidents to report:
o Two 500ml bottles of acetone have gone missing from a Meston laboratory.
o A staff member slipped and fell on wet leaves on stairs of MacRobert Memorial
o A student on a field trip to a farm was injured by a kick from a cow
A student who is allergic to dogs has complained about the presence of pet dogs in
University buildings. A draft Policy is out for comments and consultation.

2.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

2.1

The University Court is asked to note the incidents and the policy proposal on pet animals
on University premises.

3.

DISCUSSION

3.1

Incidents

3.1.1 Two 500ml bottles of acetone have gone missing from a lab in Meston building. The incident
occurred in all likelihood during the afternoon sessions on Thursday, October 12th and
Tuesday, October 17th in the 2nd Year Physical Lab (CM2010) – in each case one bottle
was removed. There was an extensive search for the bottles, following which they were
presumed to have been stolen. The matter was reported to the Police on the afternoon of
Wednesday 18th October. The Police treated the incident very seriously and interviewed staff
and students and looked at the controls and management in place for the security of
chemicals. After establishing that there were no suspects and as the bottles were not
located, the Police decided to close the investigation and will look at it again if new
information comes forward. However, the bottles remain unaccounted for.
3.1.2 On 24th of October, a member of staff was coming down the steps of the court yard of
MacRobert Memorial Garden when she slipped on what she described as wet leaves. She
suffered an injury to her hand and wrist which was diagnosed as sprain at the A&E. The
steps concerned can be quite slippery when wet and icy and have no hand rail. A hand rail
will be fitted to the steps once planning permission is granted.
3.1.3 On 24th of October, a student was kicked in the thigh by a cow while carrying out fieldwork
which involved the putting on and taking off of data loggers on the cows. The student had a
buddy and farm workers were with them. The student was transported to Turriff hospital by
farm staff. The injury was diagnosed as a severe bruise. The School had a risk assessment
for such work which highlighted the dangers of being near animals. The risk assessment and
procedures will be reviewed following the incident.
3.2

Pet Animals on University Premises

3.2.1 A student had a panic attack when she encountered a dog in Edward Wright Building earlier
in the year. The student says that she has severe allergy to dogs and that her allergy could
be life threatening. She has demanded that there be no dogs in buildings where she has
classes or seminars and has repeatedly asked for a University Policy on the matter. The
University does not have a Policy and some staff do bring their pets, mostly dogs, to work.
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It has been justified by them on the basis that the presence of their dog is of therapeutic
value to them and to their colleagues. The absence of a clear Policy has meant that no one
has taken any action. Other Universities like RGU and Imperial College in particular have a
clear stated Policy of not permitting animals in the workplace except for Assistance Dogs.
3.2.2 A Policy has been drafted for consultation which proposes that the University of Aberdeen
adopts a Policy of not permitting pet animals in the workplace for reasons of risks to the
health and safety of staff and students.
4.

FURTHER INFORMATION

4.1

Further information is available from Naveed Qamar, Director of Health, Safety and
Wellbeing (01224 272783, naveed.qamar@abdn.ac.uk).
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